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Established June 23, 
____ annum, in advance. 
PORTLAND DAILY PEESS: 
JOUST T. GILMAN. EdiJor. 
PUBLISHED AT 824 EXCHANGE STREET, BY 
N. A. FOSTEK Sc CO. 
The Portland Daily Press is published at 
18.00 per year m advance. 
The Maine state Press is published every 
Thursday morning, at $2.00 per annum, in advance; 
$2.25, ii paid within six months; and $2.50, if pay- 
mem be delayed beyond six months. 
States of Advertising* 
One inch oi space, in length ol column, constitute 
a “square.” 
$1.50 per square daily first week: 75 cents per 
week alter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continu- 
ing every other day after first week, 50 cents. Hall square, three insertions or loss, 75 cents; one 
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week alter. 
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 oer square 
per week: three insertions or loss, $1.50. 
“Special Notices,” $2.00 per square first week, 
$1.00 per square after; three insertions or less, $1.50; 
hall u square, three insertions, $1.00: one week, 
$1.50. 
Advertisements inserted in the “MAINE State 
Press” (which has a large circulation in every par- 
of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion' 
and 50 cents pur square for each subsequent inser- 
tion. 
Special Notices at the usual rates. 
IF* All Communications intended for the paper 
should be directed to the Editor op the Press,” 
and those of a business character to the Pub- 
lishers.” 
JOB PRINTING, of every description, exe- 
cuted with dispatch; and all business pertaining to the Oflico or Paper promptly transacted on applica- 
tion as above. 
Business Cards. 
HENRY T. WORCESTER, 
GENERAL 
Commission &Forwar<ling Merchant 
gy Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold on 
Norihem account. 
Office—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf, 
Norfolk, Va. 
tF* Consignments solicited. 
Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell & 
Senior: Gerrish & Pearson; John Dennis & Co.: 
Clark, Read A Co., Portland, Me. nd28d6in 
J. EDWARD GOVE & CO., 
PliODUCE 
Commission Merchants, 
AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN 
Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beaus. 
DRIED APPLES, &c. 
No. 3 Lime Street, Portland, Me. 
Special attention paid to consignments of all kinds of Produce. sep20dlyr 
MOSS & FEENY, 
PLASTERERS, 
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL 
STTJ000 AND MASTIO WOSKESS, 
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts., 
PORTLAND, MB. 
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prompt- 
y attended to. Orders from out ot town solicited. 
May 22—dtt 
J. E. FICKETT, 
Dealer in Photographic Goods, 
mirrors and Engravings. 
Manufauturer of Mirror & Picture Frame*. 
No. J8 MARKET SQUARE, 
ffmneliltf Portland, Me. 
Deerins, Milliken & Co., 
Successort to G. L. Storer t/ Co., 
JOBBERS OF 
Dry Goods, Woolens, 
And Gents’ Furnishing Goods ! 
Manufacturers ot and Dealers in 
CLOTHING AND CLOAKS, 
Agents for EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES for 
State of Maine. 
SS ndd 00 Middle St., PORTLAND, 
Sept 7—dtf ^ 
CHASE, CRAM & STURTEVAWT, 
GENERAL 
Commission Merchants, 
AV ltlgery’g art, 
OOtlCdtlPOKTLAKD, Me. 
13 AIsT^Y & CO., 
F i s h a n d Salt, 
PORTLAND, MAINE. 
Luther Dana, Woodbubt S. Dana, 
ime ldu John A. S. Dana, 
~ 
CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER. 
Fresco and Banner Painter, 
NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET. 
Portland, Maine* 
Work executed in every pari of the State. 
juneldtf 
WILLIAM H. CLIFFORD, 
COUNSELLOR AT LAW, 
Solicitor of Patents, 
■STo. 103 Middle Street, 
PORTLAND, MAINE. 
Au£ 55—dtf 
WILLIAM A. PEARCE, 
P L U M B E R! 
MAKES OF 
Force Pumps and Water Closets, 
NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET, 
PORTLAND. ME. 
Warn, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash 
Bowls, Brass Sc Silver Plated Cocks* 
EVERY description of Water Fixtures lor Dwel- ling Houses. Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops. 
&c., arranged and set up in the best manner, and all 
orders in town or country faithfully executed. AD 
kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constant- 
ly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER PUMPS ol all descriptions. aprOdti 
C. P. KIMBALL, 
MANUFACTURER OF 
CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS, 
PREBLE STREET, (Near Preble House.) 
PORTLAND, ME. 
Sale Rooms, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass, 
juneltf 
DAVIS, MESERVE, HASKELL & 00., 
Importers and Jobbers oj 
Dry Goods and Woolens; 
Arcade 18 Free Street* 
T. DAVIS, 
l*. r." haskell": PORTLAND, ME 
E. CHAPMAN. HOV9’G5Jtf 
KING & DEXTER. 
Successors to Chase, Littlefield & Co., 
importer, of and Denier, in nil kind, ot 
Hardware and WindowGlas3, 
17S Middle and 118 Federal Sts. 
Oct 2, ’65-d6m 
SMITH & REED, 
Counsellors at Law, 
G2 Exchange Street, 
Portland, Me. 
MAXASSEH SMITH, THOMAS B. REED. 
Ja4dtf 
Advances Made. 
THE undersigned are prepared to make LIBER- AL ADVANCES on goods in transit, instore, 
for sale, or shipment. Also on Towels or any other 
g.»od security. X 
OHUROHILL, BROWNS & MANSON. 
Jan 13—dti' 
Business Notices. 
WARREN’S IMPROVED 
FIRE AND WATER-PROOF PiiiLT 
COMPOSITION, 
— AND — 
Gr ravel R o o I i n g 
FOB FLAT BOOFS. 
E. HERSEY, A sen!, 
Jaa26dti No 1G Union Street. 
HllADIiVllY & SWEAT, 
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, 
Office 117 Middle Street* 
BIOJs BRADBURY, I PfiP'rT A \TB \T P 
L. D. M. SWEAT. } PORTLAND, ME. 
Mr. Sweat will be in Washington after the 1st of 
January, and will attend to any business entrusted to him, before the Supreme Court, Court ol Claims, 
or any of the Departments. dc20tf 
Copartnersliii). 
THE ir dcrsigned have this day formed a Copart- nership under the style of 
JOSEPH WESCOTT & SON, 
For tlio transaction of e General Commission and 
Ship Brokerage business in thiB city. 
JOSii’il WESCOTT, 
GEO. F. WESCOTT. 
Head Union Wharf, Commercial Si. 
Portland, Jan’y 1st, I860. ja12dlm* 
Copartnership Notice! 
We, the undersigned, having formed 
a copartnership, arc prepared to repair 
every description of FAIRBANKS 
SCALES, in the neatest manner, and 
with dispatch. We also put in com- 
plete order Skates, Scissors, Knives, 
&c. “Give us a Call.” 
TIKEV & WATSON, 
DS Union St., ccr. Middle. 
Nov 29—dtt 
Copartnership Notice. 
THE Copartnership hereto ore existing under the name of S. K -I V ( l\ SO S A* .'“*•< > N, 
will bo continued ailer this date under the style of 
PERKINS, JACKSON & CO., 
Wholesale and retail dealers in LUMBER, COAL 
and WOOD, Sawyer’s Wharf, foot of High Street. 
Dec 21.1665—dtf 
Copartnership. 
TIJF. undersigned have this day formed a Copart- nership for the transaction of a 
General Commission Business, 
under the name and firm ot 
CHURCHILL, BROWN'S &. MAXSOX. 
J. B. BROWN Is a special partner In the house, 
and lias contributed Seventy-Five Thousand 
Dollars to its capital. 
Ja«. M. Churchill, 
Phillip Henry Brown, 
John Marshall Brown, 
B. T. Hanson. 
Portland, January 1, 1806. janldlm. 
Copartnership Notice. 
THE undersigned have this day associated them- selves under the firm name of 
I> O W & LIBBY, 
for the transaction ol a general 
FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE BUSINESS. 
At 00 Exchange Street, Portland. 
John Dow, 
Portland, Jan.1,1S66.—2m Frank W. Lieey. 
Dissolution of Copartnership. 
THE copartnership heretofore existing under the firm and style of 
TYLER, RICE & SONS, 
is this day dissolved by mutual consent. The affairs 
of the late firm will be settled by N. W. RICE & CO., 
171 Congress St., Boston, and they arc authorized to sign the name of the firm in liquidation. 
SAMUEL TYLER, 
N. C. RICE, 
N. W. RICE, 
ALEXANDER TYLER, 
E. L PICKARD. 
Boston, Jany 1,1SCS. 
Copartnership. 
The undersigned have this day formed a copart- 
nership under the firm and style of 
*T. W. BICE & CO 
For the purpose of continuing the Hide, Leather and 
Commision Business heretofore conducted by TY- 
LER, BICE & SONS, 171 Congress St., Boston. 
N. \V. RICE. 
E. L. PICKARD. 
Boston, Jany 1, I860, jaldlm 
Dissolution of Copartnership. 
THE copartnership heretofore existing under the firm and 6tyle oi 
STEVENS, FREEMAN & CO., 
is this day dissolved by mu! ual consent. The affairs 
of the late firm will be settled by either party, at the 
old stand on Grove St. 
NATH’L STEVENS, 
SAM’L FREEMAN, 
GEO. L. KIMBALL. 
Portland, Jan 22,1866. 
Copartnership. 
The undersigned have this day formed a copartner- 
ship under the firm and style of • 
FREEMAN & KIMBALL, 
For th' purpose of continuing tho Wool-Pulling and 
Tanning Business, heretofore conducted by Stevens, 
Freeman & Co., on Grove St. 
SAM’L FREEMAN, 
CEO. L. KIMBALL. 
Porliand, Jan. 22, 1866. ja22i!4v 
Dissolution. 
rjiHE ropartnership existing under the firm of 
BOSAVORTH. KALER & CO,, 
Is this day dissolved by mutual consent. 
C. V. BOSWORTH, 
F. W. KALER. 
-- 
COPAltTNEKS H IP. 
The undersigned will continue tho MILLINERY 
and STRAW GOODS BUSINEESS, at the old stand 
under the firm of 
F. W. KALER & CO. 
F. W. KALER, 
C. V. BOSWORTH. 
Portland, January 20th, 1866. jo22dlw 
HOUSE LOTS, 
For Sale or to Lease! 
ON Franklin, Lincoln, Mayo, Smith, Fremont, Hammond, Wintlirop, Walnut, North, Montre- 
al, Melbourne. Quebec. Merrill, Turner, Poplar, 
Congress. Atlantic. Muitfoy, Monument, Wil.is Sts., and the Eastern Promenade, at prices from 10 to 30 
cents per foot. 
(Td?~Also, 6 Houses from $!000 to $6000. 
MOSES GOULD, 74 Middle St. 
Jac 20—<13m 
J. W. SVKES, 
PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT, 
OF 
ILOUR, GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUT- 
TER, and WESTERN PRODUCE generally. 
Particular attention given to shipping hv quickest 
and cheapest routes. JVo* 152 South Water St., 
Chicago, Illinois, 
P. O. Box 471. 
References—Messrs. 8. G. Bewdlecr & Go; Mayc- 
ard & 8ons; H. & W. Chick erh g; C. H. Cuinra»'n^6 k Co; Chae. IJ. Stone; Uallrtt, liavis & Co; Bcstor. 
i Eaq, President Newton National liar k, Newton Mas«. r R Poffin Kpq. N.V.Citv febVM• v 
Piano Fortes to Let. 
SgsSgE? b Two elegant PIANO FORTES to let 
AUGUSTUS ROBIXSOX, JaUalw Ni:. 51 Exchange St. 
Portland & Rochester Railroad Co. 
ALL persons entitled to Stock in the Portland and Rochester R. R. Co., are requested to call at the 
office of the Company, No. 01 Mi Mia St., and ex- 
change their Bonds, Coupons, and Trustee’s Re- 
ceipts for certificates oi Stock. 
LEWIS PIERCE, 
Treasurer 1\ & R. R. R. Co. 
Dec 4. 1SC5. dcCtl 
House for Sale. 
THE threo-storv Brick IIouso No. 70, corner of Danforth and Tate Streets. It has all the mod- 
ern improvements and is iu excellent condition. The honse can be examined any day. For terms, &c., applvto 
RUFUS E. WOOD, 
.. No. 10 Central Whort. Portland. Nov. 8, 1865 —Istf 
A FINE ASSORTMENT of Dress Clotlis. 
At A. ». REEVES',Tailor. 
Nov 4—dtf 8S Exchange St. 
(Li.y BUSINESS SUITS, of the best Canada 
* J Grev, made to order, at 
A. D. REEVES, novldtf 82 Exchange St, 
Miscellaneous. 
331 
Congress 
St., 
Portland, 
Maine. 
_ i 
L. B. FOLLETTE, 
HOSIERY AND GLOVES, 
HOOP SKIRTS AND CORSETS, 
Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannels, 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. 
Dec 1—d3m 
COTTON PLANTATIONS 
FOR SALE. 
WE hare for sale, and ready for immediate occu- pancy, some of the best cotton plantations, in the very best cotton growing region of the South, 
with beautiful dwellings and all the buildings ana machinery' for cotton cultivation complete, and many with the laborers ready lor work. They will be sold with perfect titles for less than it cost to clear the 
land or erect the buildings. 
Any oi these plantations will pay for themselves and all expenses by a single crop, ana must double in value within a year. To raise a crop the coming 
year, operations must be begun in January. To fa- cilitate invest.rents at once, the cumpanv are pre- 
pared to purchase, manage and cultivate plantations lor northern owners, without any char ;e to the pur- chaser, the expenses being paid from the net profits. Wo also are prepared to negotiate for advances for 
growing co ton, giving bottom mortgage with perfect title u- on the entire plantation to secure the princi- pal, an,l giving one-third net crop lor the use of the 
money—the plantations being run under the super- vision of our own agents, and cotton shipped to our 
order. These advances can be deposited with our 
agency in New York or Poston, and will bo paid at 
maturity at the same place without expense. 
Cotton, at present prices, will pay from 2 to 300 per 
ce t. on these investments, amply Secured and per- 
fectly safe. 
We assure northern men of perfect security in their 
persons and property in any Iocs lily where such pur- 
chases and investments are male by ua. 
We believe no more favorable opportunity for in- 
vestment for Northern men ever presented itself, and 
at the same time it will supply the necessities of the 
flreedmen by furnishing them with remuneralive'em- 
ployment, and will help inaugurate the experiment of free labor in the cotton fields of the South under Northern auspices. 
Mortgages negotiated upon plantations for which 
20 per cent, interest per annum will be paid absolute- ly, or one-third the net crop of cotton raised. 
An agent of the company wi 1 leave for the South 
ou the ifith of January, lo make investments and at- 
tend to the selection and purchase oi plantations; until which time he can be seen at the office of the 
New England Agency, No. 4G Washington Street, Boston, Mass. 
Send for lists of plantations and prices, in any de- sired locality. Send for circulars. Call for letters of 
introduction to our agents in all ^ arts of the South. 
American Land Agency a d Company, 
JOHN A. ANDREW, President. 
Fkaxk E. Howe, General Agent, 57 Broadway, 
and William L. Bubt, New England Agent, 46 
Washington Street, Boston, Mass. 
January 8tb, 1866. dim 
W. C. COBB, 
HAVING purchased the Retail Business of Messrs. PEARSON & SMITH, together with 
their City Carts, intends to carry on the 
BAKING BUSINESS ! 
At No* 12 Willow Street, 
Nfliero he hopes that by strict attention ho may be favo ed v. itb the patronage of their former custom- 
ers. 
Ho would also respectfully invite all others wish- 
ing Bread to give 1dm a call, as no pains will be spared to fill all orders for Broad with neatness and 
dispatch. 
Portland, Doc 12,18G5. dcl4tf 
Bradstreet/s Rubber Houlding 
AND 
Weather Strips! 
ARE warranted when properly applied to Doors and Windows to effectually exclude the Wind, 
Dust, Rain, Snow and damp. It is far more desira- 
ble than double windows, and afforded at one-fourth 
the cost. It has never in a single instance failed to 
give satisfaction—and pei feet satisfaction is guaran- teed or the money will be refunded. 
Persons wlio consult their interest will not fail to 
have it applied to their Dwellings not only as regards health ana comfort, but as a matter of economy, for 
in a room requiring to be constantly warmed it will 
in a siugle season save one-half the fuel that would 
otherwise bo required to make the appartment com- 
fortable. 
Every one interested are invited to call at No. 
80 FEDERAL ST., INVENTOR’S EXCHANGE, and satisfy themselves of its practical utility. 
Orders for the Weather Strip* and Mouldings so- licited—will bo fitted to housees if desired. 
Parties in the State desiring large or small quanti- ties of 
Weather Strips and Mouldings! 
Will please address the undersigned, through whom all orders will be filled for the State of Maine; when Bent by Express Companies C. O. D. In all 
other cases the money must accompany the order. 
Agents Wnnted throughout the State. Infor- 
mation will be given in regard to terms upon applica- tion by letter or in person. * 
WHITTEN Sc SHEPARD, 
80 Federal Street, Portland, Me., 
Nov 88—(13m 
Gen. Agents for Maine. 
PORTLAND ACADEMY 
Union Hail, Free Street. 
Winter Term Began November 27th* 
Pupils Received at any time in the Term. 
PARTICULAR attention paid to young men pre- paring themselves tor College. Excellent oppor- tunities offered for young ladies or young gentlemen wishing to study French. German, Mathematics. 
Book-Keeping, &c. Pupils of both sexes received 
in all branches usually taught in a first class school. 
The services of Miss E. JONES have been secur- 
ed as Teacher of Pencil and Crayon Drawing, &c. 
C. O. FILES, Principal, 
88 Hanover St. 
P. O. Box 103. 
Jan 8—d5w* 
Highest Cash Prices 
PAID FOR 
Second-Hand Clothing, 
-BY- 
JOHN CURTIS, 
Corner of Middle and Franklin Street*, 
PORTLAND, MAINE. .Tan 12—dim* 
The best of french, English and AMERICAN 
PANT noons, 
At A. D. REEVES’, Tailor, Nov 1—dtl 
^ 
No. 98 Exchange St. 
Wanted. 
BOARD, with furnished rooms (Parlor and Bod- Room | in a private family, tor a gentleman and wife. References exchanged. 
Address Lock-Box 1S5G Portland P. O. 
Jan 18—dll' 
NEW PERFUME 
FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF. 
pu j&i® n*s 
fc 
A Tlont Fxquiftite, Delicate and Fra- 
Brn lit Perfume, Distilled from the 
Rare nud Beautiful Flower from 
which it talers its name. 
Manufactured only by PIIAI..ON A SON. 
Beware of Counterfeits. 
jisk for VhnlnnVv—Tithe tin other* 
Sold by druggists generally. 
For sale at w holesale by W. F. Pliillins & Co 
Jan. 1, 186S—eod&eowGm. 
Read Dr. Hughes' advertisement. In another 
column. In his specialty Dr. Hughes is unequalled 
by any physician in this country. 
Jan 1—wijr 
Miscellaneous. 
PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY, 
No. 36 Hanover St. 
LINEN of all kinds WASHED and CLEANSED without injury to tho ttneut fabrics. 
GENTS’ LINEN 
Got up in the Be3t Possible Manner, 
Vf Short Notice, 
And Satisfaction Guaranteed in nil Case*. 
C. PARKER. 
N. B.—Special attention paid to cleasingBed and 
Mattress Ticks. 
Not 4—dtf 
NEW STORE, NEW STOREI 
W. F. CHISAM, 
Merchant Tailor, 
HAS openod a FIBST CLASS CLOTHING STORE, at 
No. 96 Exchange Street, 
recently occupied by Messrs MCCARTHY & BER- 
RY, where may be found all the LATEST STYLES 
of 
Woolens, Foreign & Domestic, 
which will be manufactured into Garments which 
cannot be surpassed for style and make in the city. 
AIko a Fine assortment of 
Gents* Furnishing Goods. 
Particular at ention paid to BOYS* CLOTHING— 
Cutting done to go out of the Store. 
By strict attention to wants of customers and prices 
reasonable, a share of patronage is solicited. 
Remember the place 
No. 96 Exchange Street, 
Nearly opposite Post Office. 
Portland, Nov. 9th, 1866. nol5tl 
XT 3? TO'WIST 
Boot, Shoe & Rubber Store, 
JTo. 353 Congress Street. 
AT SAMUEL BELL’S 
CAN be found ou© of the boat selected stocks ot BOOTS. SHOES and RUBBERS that can be 
found in this city, which will be sold at the lowest 
cash price, at 353 Congress Street, near Groen St. 
SAMUEL BELL. 
Oct 24—dti 
Fresh Arrival 
—OF — 
OYSTER S 
HATCH, 
At 152 and 154 Exchange Street, 
Has JdBt received a choice lot of 0 YSTEBS, large and 
in fine condition, which ho will sell by the Quart or 
Gallon, and will servo in all styles. 
Parties supplied to order. 
Jan 12—d2w 
THOS. J. FOSTER, 
NTachinist, 
51 UNION STREET, Up-Stairs. 
Searing Machines of all makes and styles repaired, adjusted and painted. Patent Office Models, Small 
Patterns, &c., made to orde-. Tailors* Shears 
ground. Keys fitted. Die Sinking, &c., &c. 
Jan 17—d4w* 
BETTER HERR Y UP 
And get a supply of those 
U nder-Flannel s, 
Selling so LOW by 
P. MORRELL & CO., 
At 113 Exchange St. 
Dec 0—dtf 
EASTMAN BROTHERS 
ABE OFFEB1XG 
Great Bargains U 
To close their stock of 
Winter Dress Goods! 
BLANKETS, 
Flannels, and Heavy Cloths, 
Together with a fall line of 
HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS, 
Cloaks and Shawls! 
Will be SOLD CHEAP AS THE CHEAPEST 
Please give them a call. 
129 Middle Street. 
Jan 13—dtf 
STATEMENT 
Oi the condition of tho 
THAMES FIRE INS. C0MP’Y 
NORWICH, CONN. 
Deoember 1, 1805. 
ASSETS. 
Loans on Real Estate, 98,350 
Loars on Collateral, 81,100 
U. S. Securities, 55,990 50 
Bank Stock, 21,250 
Bills Receivable, 11,632 12 
Cash on hand, 11 ,( 94 04 
Gash in hands of Agents, 9,803 G3 
Due from other sources, 237 56 
Accrued interest, 6,345 13 
Office Furniture, 572 19 
$246,465 22 
LIABILITIES 
Cash Capital. $200,000 
Losses unadjusted, 12,124 
Net surplus, 34,34122 
-$246,465 22 
AMOS W. PRENTICE, President. 
B. B. Whittemore, Secretary. 
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 28th day o 
December, 1865, 
[Stamp.] ELISHA F. ROGERS, 
Justice of the Peace. 
L0RIKG, STA0KP0LE & 00., Agents, 
Office No* 117 Commercial Street* 
Portland, January 10,1866.—eod3w 
... ..~1- 
IHssolutionof Copartnership 
THE Copartnership heretofore existing under tho style and firm of S. T. CLEVELAND & CO. 
was dissolved, l>y mutual consent, on the twenty- 
ninth day of Decomber, A. D. 18G5, by the withdraw- 
al oi Mr. G. W. lticHAliDB. 
All the unsettled business of the late firm will 
be settled at the old stand, No. 4 Free Street Block, 
by tho remaining partners, where the same business 
will be continued under the style of 
CLEVELAND it RAWSON. 
S. T. Cleveland, 
G. W. Kichabds, 
Jan. 8.—d3weod* E. T. G. Rawson. 
FOR SALE ! 
The Desirable Residence 51 Spring Street* 
Between High and Park Sts* 
®The House is in good order, well arranged and convenient. Heated by Furnace. Piped for Gas. With an abundance of good water, and is in all respects a very desirable location. 
Possession given first of March. Terms reasonable. 
Apply to 
JOHN C* PROCTER, Limo Street. Jan 20—eodtf 
A. N. NOYES & SON, 
No. 35 Exchange Street, 
PORTLAND MAINE, 
Manufacturers of and Dealers In 
FURNACES, RANGES, 
Choking, Offioe and Parlor Stores, 
And WORKERS OF IIEAVV IRON. 
POMPS. LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet 
Iron, In quantities to suit. 
Sole Agents In Portland for the Celebrated 
Magee Fumncen and Stoves. 
Dr dors from the Country respectfully solicit- ed. Job Work done to order. angOdti 
WII you are in want of any kind ol PRINTING 
call at the Dally Press Offioe. 
Dry ana Fancy Goods. 
ALL BIGHT A GAIN I 
MERRILL & SMALL 
WOULD intorm their friends and the Trade gen- erally that their spacious store* lately damaged 
hy fire, is again in complete repair, and are now pre- 
pared to show a 
New and Complete Stock 
FANCY GOODS, 
Hosiery, Gloves, Yarns, 
Cloak, Dress, and Tailors’ Trimmings, 
HEAD NETS, 
Beltings, Belt Clasps, dkc., &c. 
For variety and comprehensive ness we think our 
stock equal to any in our largest cities, and will be oflen d to the trade upon such terms aa will secure 
their patronage. 
Fancy Goods Headquarters, 
145 Middle St., Portland. 
Aug. 26-—dtf 
W. R. HOWARD, 
166 Middle Street, 
WOULD respectfully announce to the Ladies ol Portland that he win sell for the 
NEXT TEN DATS, 
HOOP SKIRTS, 
Hand-Knit Breakfast Shawls, 
AND 
Fancy Goods ! 
AT COST I 
TO MAKE ROOM FOR HOLIDAY GOODS. 
Hoop Sk<rts made from Wa hburn and Moen’s 
best wire, at cost for a few days only. 
Fancy Goods, of every description, at prices to suit 
everybody. 
Hr" Don’t forget the number, 16S Middle Street, 
next above Hay’s Drug Store. 
W. R. HOWARD. 
Nov 10—dtt 
C3-. PI. IPA-HSTeT- 
Teacher of Piano Forte 
And Musical Theory. 
SLATE AT PAINE’S MUSIC STORE, 
163 Middle Street* 
Oct23—eod3m* 
Fred A. Prince, 
Dentist, 
No. 11 Clapp’s Block, Congress St., 
PORTLAND, ME. 
Sept 29—eodtl 
^ 
Coal, Coal, Coal. 
JUST RECEIVED and fcr sala by the undersigned at their Wharf, 
Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial St, 
275 Tons Hazelton Lehigh, 
BROKEN AND EGG SIZE. 
300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN 
EGG AND 8TOYE SIZE. 
200 TONS LOBERY, 
Free burning and VERY PURE, and all kinds of 
White and Red Ash Coal. 
These Coals are of the very best quality, and war- 
ranted to give satisfaction. 
Also, 600 cords of best quality of HARD and SOFT WOOD* which we will se>l at the very lowest price and deliver it to any part of the city at 
short notice. 
E^*Glve us a call and try us. 
T 
S. ROUNDS & SON. Jan 16th—dtf 
PORTLAND 
BUSINESS COLLEGE 
No. 8 Clapp’s Block, Congress Street. 
THIS Institution offers to young men and ladles unequalediacilities for obtaining a thorough Busi- 
ness Education. 
Scholarships for ftill course, comprising both theo- 
ry and practice, good in forty-live Colleges, consti- 
tuting the “International Chain,” time unlimited. 
For further information please call at the College, 
or send for College Monthly and Specimens of Pen- 
manship, enclosing letter stamp. Address, 
BRYANT, STRATTON & GRAY, Jan 17—d&wtf Portland, Me. 
NOTICE. 
HAVING purchased of Barstow Stove Company the stock of Stovos, Furnaces, and Furnishing Goods in storo No. 29 Market Square, and having secured tho services of Mr. C. C. Tolman, so long known to the patrons of the Store, I respectfully so- licit a cot. tinuance of their patronage. All orders for 
Tin and Sheet Iron Work promptly and faithfully executed. 
ffiF* A full assortment of the Wares of the above 
named company always on hand. 
__ 
D. B. WING. 
Portland, Jan. 18.1866. 
Portland, Me., Jan 18, 1866. 
Having sold the stock of Stoves, Furnaces, Ranges, 
&c,f in store No. 29 Market Square to Mr. D. B. 
Wing, we most cordially commend him to the good 
people of this citv. as an experienced an excellent 
mechanic, and also as a prompt, energetic, responsi- ble and reliable man. 
We solicit for him the confidence of this communi- 
ty, as well as their liberal patronage. 
BARSTOW STOVE COMPANY. 
A. C. Barstow, Prest. 
Jan 22—dtf 
THE FIRST 
New Crop Molasses 
For the Season. 
onn hhds. prime new crop musco- 
VADO MOLASSES, now landing at Cus- tom House Wharf, from Schooner Emma G, from 
Matanzas, and for sale by 
ISAAC EMKRV, 
Head of Lons’ Wharf. 
Jan 20, I860. J»22dlm 
JOHN F. ANDEItSC>N, 
SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER 
OFFICE, CODMAN BLOC K, 
mch 17 d&wtf Tel nfio Street 
CHAS. W. LUCY'S 
WEDDING CAKE! 
.... THE .... 
CHOICEST TO BE HAD IN' THE CITY, 
can be found constantly on band, or made to order. 
All orders promptly attend ed to at 
NO. 91 EXCHANGE ST.f Portland, Me 
Decembor 19. dtt 
^jENTLEMEN, get your 
OVERCOATS 
At A. D. REEVES’, Taller, 
Nov 4-dtf_C ® Exchange St, 
HATHAWAYS 
CELEBRATED [SHIRTS 
\\TE would call the attention of persons who are ’ ’ locular to have apertecl fitting Shirt to our stock of fine White Shirts which we are having man- upictured to our own order, by Air. Ha thawav; they are made In the most perfect manner :and from the best materials. Wo will warrant a fit to men ot all 
Sims, from the smallest to the very larj -eat site. Versons at a distance from the city c an be supplied and a good fit guarantor d, bv sending us the meas- 
r“°U,?dSe. S60*!*"1 the. lcng?a ol srmT the Iho^mielC* ‘™.e" tom ccnl& of the hack to p{JCe' ave as low as possible. lr ofthemoftt ™able charac- 
rctafi tn&“ feCtW *ed 8PeciaUyto r u8 tor our own 
ll'lltn BROTHERS, 
Jan 10._d4w 179)181 and 183 ■Middle Stl 
Androscoggin R. R. Bonds and 
Coupons. 
THE undersigned will pavall Co npons outstanding 
—■ °P first and second Mortg ages ot the Andro- scogginR. R. Co. on presentmen t at his office in 
r’ortiand; also interest on on tl .e first mortgage bonds to Jan. lf 1866, and inter ist on the second 
mortgage bonds to Jan’v 1,1865. 
JABEZ C. W< >ODMANf 
Treas’r ol L * & F. R. R. Co. Portland, Jan. 10,1866. Jal3d*w3w 
Insurance. 
CHEAP I^URANCeT 
Insure Against Accidents! 
ALL TRAVELLERS, 
By railroads steamboats, sailing VESSELS, STAGE COACHES, or other public 
conveyances may insure against loss ol life, or seri- 
ous bodily injury, for $3000 in case of death, and $ lf» weekiy benefits in case of bodily injury, 
or the small sum of 
TEN CENTS PER DAT! 
Thus, 10 cts. will insure to Boston or New York; 
30 cts, to Chicago or Milwaukee; 
60 cts. to St. Louis or Cairo; 
70 cts. to New Orleans, and so on to any part of the country, and for any number of days desired. 
Before entering a Rail Car*.Steamboat, or other 
conveyance, secure y urself and family or friends, 
Three Thousand Dollars in case of death, or 
$15^ger^week in case of injury, whereby you may be 
Policies issued for any sum, covering accidents of of any kind, such as Falling of Ice and Snow from building?), or Falling on th Ice Skating, or Broken 
Bones, Bruises, Sprains, Cuts, Burns and Scalds, A s- saults by Burglars. Explosions of Lamps, Falls, Kicks and Bites of Horses or other animals, upset- ting of or fells from Carriages, &c., &c. 
Every person is liable to accidents of some land, and should therefore insure without delay. Policies issued and Tickets sold at the 
General Railway Ticket dc Insurance Office, 
31 EXCHANGE STREET. 
W. D. LITTLE, State Agent* 
Dm 14-dtf 
INTERNATIONAL 
INSURANCE COMFY 
No. 113 Broadway, N. York. 
CASH CAPITAL, 
$1,000,000 
all paid ia. 
Surplus, 204,188,40 
$1,204,188,40 
A MCI. Jaa’j 1. 1805. 
This Co. la the FIRST and ONLY Co. ever organ- 
ised on this Continent, with an 
Original Capital 
One Million Dollars I 
FIRE DEPARTMENT. 
We are prepared to Issue policies on Dwelling 
Houses lor a term of years, and also upon EVERY 
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR 
RATES. 
_ 
MARINE INSURANCE. 
Marine Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and 
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN 
POLICIES. The public will find It for their intent! 
to give ns a call. 
New York Estimate of tke International. 
As an indication of how this Company stands AT 
HOME, we take the City business of 105 Companies 
and Agencies, named In the Treasurer's Report of the 
New York Board of Fire Insurance Cdfcpaniea, for 
1864, and find that THE INTERNATIONAL RE- 
CEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF 
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY, 
EXCEPT ONE I This list includes the English Com- 
panies and the Hartford Agencies, all of which fall 
for behind the International in point of patrona ge In 
this City.—JVetc York Commercial Advertieer. 
This is a most gratifying and remarkable foot, best 
understood by those who best know the real merits 
and s illful management of this sterling corporation, 
which thus within two year* takes the lead ol scores 
of other Companies that hare been established from 
a quarter to a half century. 
CHARLES TAYLOR, PRESIDENT. 
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President. 
C. C. HINE, Secretary. 
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary. 
OFFICE, 160 Fore Street, Portland, Me. 
John W. Munger £ Co., 
o-t8dly Agents. 
CHARTER OAK 
Life Insurance Company. 
THE CHARTER OAK Life Insurance Company 
declares Dividends each year, and pays them at the 
payment of the second and each succedlng premium, 
thus aiding the Insured in meeting their payments by 
an 
IMMEDIATE RETURN. 
The advantages of this system over that of divi- 
dends payable after a term of yearn without interest, 
are obvious. No other Company pays dividends in 
this way. 
The Dividends ol the Charter Oak are equal in 
value to those of any Life Co. 
Dividends without interest payable in four or Jive 
years, or at death, suffer a remarkable diminution 
when reduced to their present value, 
PROMPTNESS 
In the payment of losses is a distinguishing feature 
ol this Company, 
IT NEVER SAVING LITIGATED A CLAIM! 
CARE 
Also in the selection of risks, its losses for the last 
six years having been from 30 to TO pr. ct. lew 
than of any other Co. of as long standing. 
As the losses ol a Co. are so are its profits, and as 
its profits so are its dividends. The moral is readily 
understood. 
A few competent men wanted as solicitors. 
2®”Office Bo. 25 Exchange Street, 
S. H. Me ALT INE, 
State Agent for Maine. 
Nov. 15. aug2G'65dly 
MOIr YOKE 
Mutual Fire Insurance Company, 
SALEM, MASS. 
STATEMENT ol the condition of said Company on the 1st day ol November. A. D. 1805, being tho date oi its exhibit next preceding 1st December, 1866- 
Amount of Capital Stock, $684,466 49 
Conrististing ol notes and stat- 
ute liabilities. $604,879 84 And o 1 cash assets as follows: 
viz., investments in 
Mortgages. $39,796 27 
Bank Stock. 47,561 17 
Railroad Bonds and 
Stock 16,493 63 
United States, State 
and City Bonds, 52,030 53 
Loans on collateral, 
and Notes Receiva- 
ble, 9,042 49 
Real Estate, 12,800 00 
Cash >n hand, 2,673 17 Balance in Agents 
hands, 189 39-179,68666 
-$694,466 49 
Amount at risk, 12,366,519 01 
Amount of liabilities (other than amount 
at risk), viz.: 
Claims for losses, 3,600 00 
Unclaimed dividends, 682 20 
There are no other liabilities, unless of bills not 
rendered for oxpenses. 
A. STORY, President. 
THOS. H. JOHNSON, Secretary. 
E. WEBSTER & SON, 
Agents, 
No. 74 Middle Street. 
dec30d3w * 
SUGARSJ 
QOO BOXES LIGHT HAVANA Slr- 
BIItD’’ GARS, Just lauded per brig 
“SNOW 
200 BOXES BROWN DO., per brig 
“BOVEB,” trom Havana, for sale by 
Lynch, Barker & Co., 
189 Commercial St. 
Jan 9, 1880. ;a!0d3w 
DAILY PlllisS; 
PORTLAND. 
---- 
Friday Morning, January 23, 1866. 
-—- 
The ilaity issue of the Press is larger than the com- 
pel circulation of all the other dailies in the city. 
Terms—$8,00 per year in advance. 
C5T* Reading Matter on all Four Pases. 
Letter from the Federal Capital. 
Suffrage in the District. —The Freedmen’s 
Bureau, Bill—The Muster Out of Generals. Resolution of Mr. Lynch. — Personal 
Items. 
Washington, Jan. 22. 1866. 
To the Editor of the Press : 
The passage in the House on Thursday, the 
18th inst., of the bill striking the word "white" 
from all election laws of the District, thus re- 
moving all disqualifications founded on race 
or color, was a great victory on the right side. 
Whether a few thousand negroes should vote 
in the local elections of this District or not 
may seem a small matter, but the great prin- 
ciple involved imparts to the question a pro- 
found significance, and a vast importance.— 
Those who desired in the passage of this bill 
a triumph of principle, pure and simple, and 
those Democrats who resisted amendments, 
hoping thus to embarrass, and possibly to de- 
feat it, were alike disappointed, though in dif- 
ferent ways, at the overwhelming majority by 
which it passed. It is well known that great' 
differences of opinion existed even among ihe 
decided friends of the measure respecting the 
precise form in which it should be put-Hliffcr- 
ences which two caucuses of the Union mem- 
bers had quite failed to reconcile. That under 
these circumstances, on the fullest vote of the 
session, the bill should have passed by 
116 yeas to 64 nays leaves no shadow of doubt 
as to the issue, and sadly puts out the pipes of 
certain copperhead organs, who have been 
comforting themselves with the wholly gratuit- 
ous and groundless assumption, that Presi- 
dent Johnson would veto the bill if it should 
pass. Senator Morrill’s bill differs from the 
House bill not at all in principle, merely add- 
ing to the main section several others pro- 
viding in a stringent manner for its enforce- 
ment _Jn thj> respect it strikes me as being a 
decided improvement on the bill just passed 
by the House. It has been temporarily laid 
aside in the Senate in order to let Senator 
Trumbull’s bill, “To enlarge the powers of the 
Freedmen’s Bureau," come up tor discussion. 
This is a measure of great and pressing im- 
portance. It provides that the Freedmen’s 
bureau shall continue in force till otherwise 
provided by law, and shall extend to refugees 
and freedmen in all parts of the United States; 
that the country containing such refugees and 
freedmen may be divided by the President in- 
to districts, not exceeding twelve in number, 
with an Assistant Commissioner for each; 
that the Commissioner, with the approval oi 
the President, may divide these districts into 
sub-districts and assign one agent to each, 
who, with all employees of the Bureau, shall 
be under military jurisdiction and protection; 
that the Secretary of War may direct such 
issues of provisions, clothing, fuel, and other 
supplies, including medical aid, as he may 
deem needful for the immediate and tempo- 
rary relief of destitute and suffering refugees 
and freedmen; that the President may resetve 
from sale and settlement three million acres 
good land, of the public domain, in Florida, 
Mississippi and Arkansas, to be rented in 
small lots to the freedmen by the Commission- 
er, and finally sold to them upon equitable 
terms; that the freedmen be protected in 
their civil rights and immunities, including 
the right to make and enforce contracts, to 
sue, be parties, give evidence, to inherit, pur- 
chase, lease, sell, hold and convey real and 
personal property, &c. The bill contained a 
section confirming to the freedmen the posses- 
sory rights to the Sea Island estates granted 
by Gen. Sherman’s special field order of Jan- 
uary 16,1865, but I regret to say this section 
has been limited in its operation to three 
years by amendment of the Senate. Any at- 
tempt to deprive a freedman of his civil rights, 
or to return him to slavery, is punished with 
fine and imprisonment. This bill meets the 
views of Gen. Howard, and is in fact, substan- 
tially his own. I am glad to add, on the very 
best authority, that though the condition of 
the freedmen is still in many places far from 
satisfactory, yet there is on the whole a grad- 
ual improvement and melioration of their 
state. This improvement, it is believed will 
be greatly promoted by this measure of Mr. 
Trumbull’s, which without doubt is very soon 
to become a law. 
On the fifteenth inst» seventeen Major Gen- 
erals, and ninety-eight Brigadier Generals 
were honorably discharged and mustered out 
of the Volunteer Service of the United 
States. On the 1st proximo, four Major Gen- 
erals and three Brigadiers are to be discharg- 
ed. The pay and allowances of a Major Gen- 
eral amount ii\ all to $5C40 00 per annum, be- 
sides forage for five horses; those of a Briga- 
dier to $0594 00 and forage for four horses. 
The pay and allowances of the officers above 
named amount, it will be seen, to $175,134 00, 
besides forage for 609 horses—an item worth 
saving in hard times. Among those already 
mustered out are Brigadier Generals John C. 
Caldwell, Edward Hatch, James D. Fessenden, 
Henry G. Thomas and Cyrus Hamlin, all 
Maine men, I believe. Twenty-six Mgjor and 
forty-nine Brigadier Generals remaiu in the 
Volunteer Service, among whom are Mgjor 
Generals O. O. Howard, and Francis Fessen- 
den, each of whom has lost a limb in battle, 
Brigadier Generals Seth Williams, Henry 
Prince, David Tillson, Adelbert Ames and 
Rufus Ingalls, all sons of the Pine Tree State. 
The following preamble and resolution, in- 
troduced into the House by Hon. John Lynch 
on the ISth Inst., will be read with interest by 
those engaged in commerce, or in the carry- 
ing business: 
“Whereas many American ship-owners, 
while belligerent rights were accorded by for- 
eign nations to rebel cruisers, m order to pro- 
tect their vessels from destruction or capture 
by our enemies, placed them under for- 
eign flags, thereby securing all the advan- 
tages incident to such protection in competing 
with American commerce for the carrying 
trade of the world—having derived all these 
advantages by abandoning the flag of their 
country during a period ot war, and identify- 
ing their interests with the destroyers of its 
commerce, they should not be permitted after 
the restoration of peace to re-resister their 
vessels in American ports, as many have done, and are now doing, in violation or evasion of 
the spirit of our navigation laws: There'ore, 
Resolved, That all vessels once American, 
whose national cliaracter has been changed, 
or which have been placed under a foreign 
flag or foreign register, should be treated as 
toreign-built vessels, and should never again 
be allowed an American register.” 
Hon. Noah Smith, who has nJlea many nn- 
portant and responsible offices in the State 
Government of Maine, has recently been pro- 
moted to the position of Principal Legislative 
Clerk in the office of the Secretary of the U. 
S. Senate. T. S. P. 
spaeoh of Senator Fessenden. 
In the Senate on Tuesday last, in a debate 
on the Freedmen’s Bureau, Mr. Fessenden of 
this State took occasion to make a brief speech 
of which “Perley” telegraphs to the Journal, 
the following meagre abstract: 
“Mr. Fessenden commenced by pertinently 
tW i"?10,1,16 declaration of Mr. Sauls bury, 
now 1? '“™',“ ln tbc kind of measures 
the DemnrrC t^S deratlon woult) vei7 socm put hlofT™™ partJ in possession W b8th 
should hesuS?£ ,He?id not know that he u iu n sitate to do what he believed to he nght and proper, even in view of ™ch ^ am- ity as the accession of the ])em,.,.™if aar‘ 
If he really believed tbit su^T^iitt Uou was to come about he did „ot knoT but he might hesitate a little, dreading the evil so much; but he did not apprehend any such re- 
sult as so near at hand Mat it ouiht to intin- ence his action in measures that" he thouaht 
proper and just. Let us, said Mr. Fessenden examine the condition in which we find our- selves at the close of a great war, brought up- 
on us by the Democratic paity. The great 
mass of the Democratic party—the leading 
portion ofit—was tLe Southern portion. I ao 
not say that all the Democrats were in favor 
of bringing on the war. I acknowledge that 
a very great po tion of them have proved 
themselves to be good and true patriots; but I 
do say that the support which the Democratic 
party gave to the South In all its measures of 
agtreision was a degree of encouragement without which I do not believe the war would 
ever have occurred. That has been my opin- ion always, and I have no hesitation in ex- 
pressing it :.ow. If the war was brought up- 
on us by the South itself, and a result has fol- 
lowed which may be grievous to them for a 
series of years, it is not for them to complain, luey initiated the war and drove us into the 
necessity of prosecuting it, and if the result Is 
disastrous, and continues to be oppressive so far as the necessary measures are concerned, 
they have themselves to thank for it, ai d cam 
not complain of the Congress cf the United 
States. If the Democratic party, as a party in Us previous course is responsible In anv dm 
gree for the condition of things that exists, it is not for that party, as a»party, to complain 
of the measures which may be found necessary 
at present. I make a distinction, however, between the rank and file of the Democratic 
party, and those of that party who acted in 
advance of the party. Many Democrats had 
shown themselves lovers of the country. The 
great mass of the Democratic party fought bravely to sustain the government throughout in a manly and patriotic way. We hear much 
said Mr. Fessenden, of the disruption of the 
Union party—of the overthrow we are about 
to experience. All of the good time coming is to he for those whe/are not now having the 
most agreeable time ln the worid. Perhaps it 
may come. It i3 not for me to say that it will 
not. Perhaps the great party which has con- 
trol of the country at the present time will 
commit such errors that the people will get tired of it, and wish for a change. Nothing la 
more natural. The possession ot power for a 
long time is apt to make men careless, if not 
corrupt, and it is a good thing in a Republic that the people can change, and do change, 
their rulers. But let me say that I hope the 
party in power will continue therein long 
enough to set tiling right, so that when there 
is a change there will not be so great a capaci- 
ty for evil as there would have been if we had 
not got into power. We will endeavor to 
strengthen the country, 'f we cannot strength- 
en ourselves. As good patriots we will do 
what we can for the public good while we re- 
main In power, and will not be fiigbtened by threats that we hear made. 
Mr. Fessenden then discussed the bill before 
the Senate, answering one of the objections raised against it by Mr. Hendricks, and in conclusion referred to the subject of recon- 
struction. He had noticed that some gentle- 
men were a little anxious to discuss this mat- 
ter before they had the benefit of the Tact that 
the special committee might be able to state 
the conclusions to which they might finally 
come. That was a matter for every gentleman 
to judge by himself, and for himself. But there 
was one thing upon which he wished to say a word. Senators have in the course of debate 
chosen to talk a great deal about the policy of 
the President, aud the policy of Congress. I 
cannot understand why gentlemen of the oth- 
er side of the house, and gen tlemen of the same 
way of thinking on this subject, should be so 
ve^ anxious to get up the idea that there is a 
collision of opinion between the President 
and Congress. We have all sorts of rumors 
wherein the wish is father to the thought._ 
Mr. Fessenden would advise all who wished 
such a state of affairs to come about not to 
flatter themselves with any such idea. He had 
not as yet seen the slightest indications, and 
he did not expect to see any. 
Even supposing there was a difference of op- inion to a certain extent as to the time and 
manner ol accomplishing a great work, which 
all desire to see accomplished at the earliest 
possible day, did it follow, because of the dif- 
ference of opinion, that there was to be the 
collision that was tattled about ? He knew 
very well that men hung around the White 
House and endeavored to persuade the Pres- 
ident that those who ought to be bis best 
friends are not doing their best to sustain him. 
But they paid the President a poor compliment when they intimated that he was not keeping watch in these matters himself. 
There is no collision, said Mr. Fessenden, between the President and his friends in Con- 
gress, and I make the announcement for the 
benefit of the country. The President has 
done nothing that his friends complain of, and his friends have done nothing that he can 
complain of. As Commander-in-Chlef of the 
army be had appointed Provisional Governors 
in the South, but he had not attempted to do 
anything wh'ch, under the Constitution, he 
had no richt to do, or which belonged to Con- 
gress to do. 
in conouding his eloquent remarks, Mr. 
Fessenden declared his desire to have the Un- 
ion fully and speedily restored without the im- 
position of degrading conditions upon the 
South, who were to form a part of the Union 
so restored. 
Jefferson Davis. 
We are not disposed to quarrel with the fol- 
lowing humorous and yet quite sensible words 
of the Newburyport Herald, in relation to the 
conspicuous individual whose name we have 
placed at the head of this article. Says that 
paper: 
One of the most unfortunate things in the 
closing of the rebellion, was the capture of Jefferson Davis. After the rebellion had col- 
lapsed and he was on his way out of the coun- 
try, he was of as little consequence as any 
man in the thirty-six States; there was not a 
negro ou any plantation that was less valuable 
than he. If he had escaped, It was not In his 
power to do harm, nor could he have done any 
good. He might have gone to Europe, and 
there he would have been as unnoticed, in ten 
days, as Mason at London, or Slidell at Parts; 
or he might have gone to Mexico, where he 
would have counted less than Gen. Price or 
to Brazil, where he never would have been 
heard from. Capturmg him made him of 
some consequence, because he must be treated 
with the consideration of a prisoner of war. 
If, instead of reporting him to the Govern- 
ment, the officer in command had given him a drum-head trial and shot him the next day, be would partly have made up for the misfortune of his capture; but there was no way to treat bin., when he reached Fortress Monroe, but to hold him a prisoner, at much expense, or try him. if held without trial, he costs some- 
thing, #nd gives occasion for Congress and States and politicians to talk about him. If 
tried, he may be cleared, and then we are 
worse off than when we began; or he may be convicted — and then what ? He must 
be hanged, or his sentence must be com- 
muted. There is but a small portion of the 
people that waut him hanged; at the South his 
execution would at this time bo productive of 
evil; and as we are approaching another Pres- 
idental election, when those Southern States 
may have votes, few prominent men whose 
eyes are toward the White House, would 
want to be answerable for his head. The peo- 
ple abroad, too, would not regard his taking 
off favorably. The Liberalists of France ana 
Italy have already petitioned President John- 
son that no execution may be had; they know 
that it would be a precedent against them at 
the next season of insurrection over the wa- 
ter. But if they did not hang him, what could they do with him? Who would be 
ready to stem the tide ol the Northeast and 
Northwest, that might cry aloud for blood? And commuting death to perpetual banish- ment would only be doing what Jeff himself would have done more than a year ago, if 
they had let him alone. This capture chang- ed him from a most worthless piece of human- 
ity into a personage of some consequence, and 
whose fate may now have influence. It gave 
us an elephant indeed 1 If he would only die, 
he would do something to atone for the mis- 
chief he has done; or as tile next best thing, 
if he could manage to escape, it would be as 
fortunate for us as was the escape of “Head 
Centre’’ Stephens to the British nation. 
KST* s. S. Brooks, Sr., who founded in Cin- 
cinnati tlie first daily paper ever issued west of 
the Alleghany mountains, and who has been 
connected with many of the papers in the West, died recently at Quincy. Ill, 
Foreign Affairs. 
By the arrival of the Hibernia, we have orr 
foreign files to the lltli iust. The chief sub- 
jects discussed iu the English papers are the 
cattle plague, the Fenian trials, and the Span- 
ish insurrection. No new developments have 
appeared in regard to the nature of the terrible 
riiid&pcst, which however was still spreading 
ihfrafiance of all efforts to check its progress. 
The trial of Daniel Byrne, night watchman in 
the Richmond prison, arraigned on the double 
charge of being a Fenian, and of aiding the 
escape of “Head Centre” Stephens, was pro- 
ceeding at Dublin, and excited peculiar inter- 
est because it was expected to tlirow some 
Jight on the hitherto impenetrable mystery oi 
Steftjjens’ escape. 
The Spanish insurrection appears to be 
somewhat more formidable than was inferred 
from the first accounts. A Madrid dispatch to 
the Times dated the 10th, gives a report that 
the insurgents under General Prim hail'defeat- 
ed the column commanded by General Con- 
cha, and that Marshal Serrano had been com- 
pelled to go to the assistance of the latter.— 
The Madrid correspondent of the same jour- 
nal, writing under date of the 7tb inst., has 
the following information on the condition of 
affairs up to that period which, it will be per- 
ceived, was previous to the successes of the in- 
surgents: 
•‘The Government, as you are aware, had 
from the very beginning of the disturbance 
closed all the clubs, casinos, and other places 
of rendezvous in Madrid. They yesterday 
published a decree dissolving and forbidding 
all political associations. ITiey broke up the 
Progressist a and Democratic committees all 
over the kingdom, and arrested several of 
their members both at Saragossa and Barcelo- 
na. The first of those cities and the whole of 
Arragon were declared in a slate of siege, not- 
withstanding the perfect tranquillity those 
provinces are officially described as enjoying. 
Arrests have also been made in Madrid. 
That Prim is a monster of ingratitude; that 
he has forgotten how the Queen raised him 
to the highest ranks in the army, lavished all 
orders and decorations upon him, made him a 
grandee of Spain «f the first class, created him 
Conde de Pe«s, and Marquis de ios Castiiie- 
jos, and finally did him the honor, hardly ever 
vouchsafed to a subject, of holdhig his infant 
daughter at the baptismal font, thereby con- 
tracting spiritual kinship with him; that O’- Donnell showed him.self clement and magnan- 
imous with hii’j by cancelling the decree 
which had banished him to Ovtrdo; and that 
he has requited both his Sovereign and his mil- 
itary superior by a treason of the blackest die, 
ah that we learn from the official papers, 
which find no words adequate to convey their 
detestation of th$ war, and think no gallows 
could be sufficiently high to hang him. 
There is no doubt that, independent of any 
justice or injustice of his cause, Prim will have 
to answer for the rashness with which he 
committed himself to an enterprise which, as 
it would now appear, held out so little hope of 
success, and the result of which will be to force 
back his country for a year or two in that ca- 
reer of financial and social improvement on 
which she was so slowly and painfully strug- 
gling to put herself. The consternation and 
confusion of all men here is beyond all belief, 
and hardly seem3 commensurate witii the ac- 
tual importance of the escapade which has' 
given rise to it. The effect of the mutiny of 
those few squadrons on ’Change, on railway 
and canal enter])rise, on public confidence in 
any kind of undertaking, is incalculable. Nev- 
er have I seen the commercial men, who are 
numerous at my hotel, so downcast as they 
have been for the last throe days. 
On the other hand, the Government itself, 
evenin the midst of its triumph, seems hardly 
able to recover any of that calmness and ser- 
enity in which, in other communities, resides 
the main prestige of the ruling powers. The O’Donnell Ministry are, or affect to be, in a 
most inconceivable “funk.” I use the vulgar 
word purposely, because nothing can better con- 
vey tlie craven countenance the Government 
has put upon this matter ol the Prim rebellion, 
both before and after its outbreak. The terror 
betrayed by the authorities is altogether so 
abject that it might almost seem to be a coun- 
terfeit, and one finds it difficult to reject the 
suggestions of those who think that ‘O’Don- 
nell has some reason for pretending to be so 
much afraid that he is looking for a pretext for 
backing out of the liberal policy with which 
he had inaugurated his accession to power, 
that he aims at the assumption oftibsolute ir- 
re )ponsible authority, or, finally, that he wish- 
es to throw dismay and bewilderment into 
the mind of tlio Queen, and to terrify her in- 
to that abdication to which she has hitherto 
shown herself so little inclined. Why, other- 
wise should he talk almost with complacency 
of the ‘vast conspiracy’ of which the traces are 
hardly anywhere to be seen ?” 
This letter, it will be perceived is written 
prior to the successes gained by the insurgents. 
The fears of the O’Donnell ministry [do net 
therefore, when viewed in the light of more 
recent events seem so uncalled for. Moreover, 
General Prim though cordially detested by the 
Government, and its friends is one of the most 
powerful and influential of the party of Pro- 
gressists, and he is a man of too much shrewd- 
ness and ability to make it probable that he 
would embark his fortunes in an attempt so 
utterly hopeless as the Times’ correspondent 
would have U3 believe. He could hardly have 
been without assurances of support from some 
quarter. A writer in the Paris Monde thus 
hints at the possible source of such assuran- 
ces: 
“The reigning House of Portugal is in the 
bast possible condition to serve the projects of 
the revolution. It has shown at home of what 
it is capable; it is allied with the House of Sa- 
voy; its political sympathies are known, and 
Portugal has made herself a reputation hostile 
to Catholic ideas, while remaining nominally 
a Catholic power. The success of the present 
insurrection is not probable, but as a symp- 
tom the revolt is grave; it proves the perma- 
nent existence of an agitation, of which those 
pronunelamentos are the visible sign. A gov- 
ernment could only resist such an undermin- 
ing of its existence by the clear and energetic 
affirmation of Conservative principles; but it 
is lost if it fatigue itself in the pursuit of sub- 
versive ideas, under the pretext of giving sat- 
isfaction to public opinion.” 
Adelaide Anne Proctor. 
In the spring of the year 1853,1 observed, 
as conductor of the weekly journal Household 
Words a short poem among the proffered 
contributions, very different as I thought, 
from the shoal of verses perpetually settling 
through the office of such a periodical, and 
possessing much more merit. Its authoress 
was quite unknown to me. She was one Miss 
Mary Berwick, whom 1 had never heard off; 
and she was to he addressed by letter, if ad- 
dressed at all, at a circulating library in the 
western district of London. Through this 
channel, Miss Berwick was informed that her 
poem was accepted, and invited to send anoth- 
er. She complied, and became a regular and 
frequent contributor. Many letters passed 
between the journal and Miss Berwick, but 
Miss Berwick herself was never seen. How 
we came gradually to establish, at the office of 
Household Words, that we knew all about 
Miss Berwick, I had never discovered. But, 
we settled somehow, to our complete satisfac- tion, that she was a governess in a family: that she went to Italy in that capacity, and re- turned; and that she had long been in the 
same family. We really knew nothing what- 
ever ot her, except that she ^vas remarkably business-like, punctual, sell-reliant., and relia- 
ble ; so I suppose we insensibly invented the 
rest. For myself my mother was not a more 
real personage to me, than Miss Berwick the 
governess became. This went on until De- 
cember, 1S54, when the Christmas Number, 
<n itl:d, “The Seven Poor Travellers,'’ went 
to press. 
Happening to he going to dine that day 
with an old and dear friend, distinguished in 
literature as Barry Cornwall, 1 took with me 
an early proof of that number, and remarked, 
that it contained a very pretty poem, written 
by a eer.a.n Miss Berwick. Next day sent 
me the disclosure that I had so spoken of the 
poem to the mother of its writer, in the wri- 
ters presence; that I had no such correspon- 
dent in existence as Miss Berwick; and that 
the name had been assumed by Barry Corn- 
wall’s oldest daughter, Miss Adelaide Anne Proctor. 
riie annecdote I have here noted down, be- sides serving to explain why the parents of the late Miss Proctor have looked to me for hese poor words of rememberance of their lamented child strikingly illustrate.? the hon- 
esty, independence, and quiet diauitv of the lady’s character. I had known her wWshewM 
very young; had been honored with her fath 
ers friendship when I was myself a young as- pirant; and she had said at home, “it llend 
to him in my own name, verses that lie does 
not honestly like, either it will be very pain- 
ful to him to return them, or he will print 
them lor papa’s sake, and not for their own.— 
So I have made up my mind to take my chance 
fairly with the unknown volunteers.’’ Per- 
ha i? it requires an editor’s experience of the 
1 to ouaaly unreasonable grounds on which he is »o often urged to accept unsuitable articles 
~’UCJ1 ai having been to school witli the wri- ter’s husband’s brother-in-law, or having lent ari aipsnstock in Switzerland to the writer’s 
wile s nephew, when that interesting stranger 
had broken his own—fuliv to appreciate the 
delicacy and self-respect of this resolution. 
She was exceedingly humorous, and had a 
great delight in humor. Cheerfulness was ha- 
bitual with her, she was ready at a sally cr a 
reply, and in her laugh fas I remember well) 
there was an unusual vivacity, enjoyment, and 
sense and drollery. She was perfectly uncon- 
strained and unaffected; as modestly silent 
about her productions as, as she was generous 
with their pecuniary results. * * 
* * * * No claim can be set 
up for her, to the possession of any of the con- 
ventional poetical qualities. She never by 
any means held the opinion that she was 
among the greatest of human beings; she 
never suspectad the existence of a conspiracy 
on the part of mankind against her; she never 
recognized in her best triends, her worst ene- 
mies; she never cultivated the luxury of be- 
ing misunderstood and unappreciated; she 
would far rather liaac died without seeing a 
line oflier composition in print, than that I 
should have maundered about her here, as the 
“Poet,” or the “Poetess.” * * * 
* * * Always impeded by an 
intense conviction that her life must not be 
dreamed away, and that her indulgence in her 
favorite pursuits must be balanced by action 
in the real world around her, she was indefa- 
tigable in her endeavors to some good. Nat- 
urally enthusiastic, and conscientiously im- pressed with a deep sense of her Christian du- 
ty to her neighbor, she devoted herself to a 
variety of benevolent objects. Now, it was 
the visitation of the sick, now, it was the shel- 
tering of tlie houseless; now. it was the ele- 
mentary teaching of the densely ignorant; now 
it was tue raising up of those who had wan- 
dered and got trodden down under foot; now, 
it was the wider employment of her own sex 
in the general business of life; now it was all 
these things at once. Perfectly unselfish, 
swift to sympathize and eager to relieve, she 
wrought at such designs with a flushed earn- 
estness that disregarded season, weather, time 
of day or night, food, rest. Under such a hur- 
ry of the spirits, and such incessant occupa- 
tion, the strongest constitution will common- 
ly go down. Hers, neither of the strongest 
nor the weakest, yielded to the burden, and 
began to sink. To have saved her life, then, 
by taking action on the warning that shone 
in her eyes and sounded in her voice, would 
have been impossible, without changing her 
nature. As long as the power of moving 
about in the old way was left to her, she 
must exercise it, or be killed by the restraint. 
And so toe time came when she could move 
about no longer, and took to her bed. All the 
restlessness gone then, and all the sweet pa- 
tience of her natural disposition purified by 
the resignation of her soul, she lay upon her 
bed through the whole round of changes ot 
the seasons. She lay upon her bed through 
fifteen months. In all that time, her old 
cheerfulness never quitted her. In all that 
time, not an impatient or a querulous minute 
can be rembered. At length, at midnight on 
the 2d of February, 1864, she turned down a 
leaf of a little book she was reading, and shut 
it up. The ministering hand that had copied 
the verses into the tiny album was soon 
around her neck, and she quietly asked, as the 
clock was on the stroke of one: “Do you think 
I am dying, mamma?” “I think you are 
very, very ill to-night, my dear.” “Send for 
my sister. My feet are so cold. Lift me up I” 
Her sister entering as they raised her, she 
said: “It has come at last!” And with a 
bright and happy smile, looked upward, and 
departed.—[Dickens. 
Compliment to a Canadian. 
The Philadelphia Press thus speaks of Hon. 
A. T. Galt, a Canadian Cabinet Minister, now 
or recently in Washington on official business 
connected with the commercial interests of 
the two countries. Mr. Galt is well known to 
many gentlemen of this city. Says the Press: 
One of the ablest of Canadian publicists, 
perhaps the very ablest, who is head of the 
British deputation, is Mr. A. T. Galt, who 
has a seat in the Canadian Cabinet, as Minis- 
ter of Finance. He is a friend and pupil of 
Mr. Francis Hincks, once Premier of Canada, 
and now Governor of British Guiana (which 
includes Demerara, Essequibo, and Berbice), 
was a member of Sir Allan MacNab’s Govern- 
ment, in 1856, and, indeed, has been a Cabinet 
Minister almost through the last ten years.—• 
His father, well known as a writer of clever 
Scotch novels, (among which the best are 
“Annals of the Parish,” “The Provost,” and 
“Sir Andrew Wylie”) came to British North 
America, in 1826, as agent for the Canada Com- 
pany, built the town of Guelph, in one of the 
forests of Canada West, was recalled in 1829, 
and, after his departure, received the local 
compliment of having the newly-built town of 
Galt named after him. The son, who received 
an excellent education, all that his father 
could give him, adopted Canada as his coun- 
try long years ago, and is as well acquainted 
with its capabilities, feelings and interests as 
any man now living. In negotiation, whoev- 
er has to deal with A. T. Galt will have to 
mind what he is about, for he will be opposed 
by a gentleman of high culture and unaffected 
manners, quiet in conversation, logical, but 
never vehement in argument, master of all 
the facts on every side of the question, im- 
pressive from his very calmness, carefully non- 
committal on his own side, and very vigilant 
in noticing any slip upon the other, never aim- 
ing at oratorical display, but able to arrange 
his facts and reasons with an exquisite clear- 
ness, which, while it appears plain and simple 
to a degree, really is the very perfection of the 
art and craft of statesmanship. It will not be 
Mr. Galt’s fault if he and his colleagues of the 
deputation leave Washington without gaining 
some advantage over us. 
The Cattle Disease. 
The fearfully rapid spread of this mysterious 
plague in England has, of course, turned the 
attention of all scientific medical men in the 
one direction of inquiry into its nature and 
origin. Opinions are greatly divided. The 
distinguished Dr. Murchison has expressed a 
belief that the “rinder-pest,” as it is called, is 
nothing more or less than virulent small pox. 
He shows the identical character of the symp- 
toms, and suggests vaccination as a reme- 
dy, his conviction being that cattle which have 
had kine pox are exempt from the malady.— 
The fact that the proportion of fatal cases is 
so much larger than among human beings at- 
tacked by the disease, he attributes in part to 
the thickness of the hide which prevents the 
pustules from appearing, and in part to the in- 
judicious treatment of the practitioners who 
have failed to recogniz^ the disease. The 
London Lancet endorses this opinion of Dr- 
Murchison; and there arc not wanting other 
supporters of the theory among scientific men 
The subject is certainly one of the utmost 
importance, since the disease if not arrested 
bids fair to deprive whole nations of their 
chief supply of animal food. No measures 
should be deemed too stringent which can have 
the effect to prevent its introduction into this 
country. 
The Suffrage Question. 
Nearly every religious paper that comes to 
our office takes strong, emphatic and unmis- 
takable ground in favor of equal suffrage, suf- 
frage based on manhood, irrespective of race 
or color. Zion’s Herald, the organ of New 
England Mcthod'sm, closes an excellent arti- 
cle on the late suffrage vote in the House of 
Representatives, as follows: 
If any wish to restrict the right of suffrage 
to certain reasonable qualifications, which may 
be necessary to the safety of Republican In- 
stitutions, we will not object, provided no dis- 
crimination is made against the color of the 
skin. When it bears equally against the for- 
eigner and the native bom white man, we will 
meekly submit, but until then, never. We 
believe the God of nations requires, demands 
this at our hands, holds the church and the 
nation responsible, and will in due time pun- 
ish both, should they prove false to this im- 
portant duty. 
If any of our readers are unwilling to grant 
suffrage to the colored man on precisely the 
same principle as to the white man, we invite 
him to reduce his arguments to writing and 
send them to us for publication. If not too 
“long drawn out” we shall be glad to pub- lish them to the world. 
The Suicide of the Spanish Admiral. 
If it be a fact that Admiral Pareja lias made bis brains of no further use to him by scatter- .ing them with a pistol-shot, he has certainly done one thing for which the Chilliau author- 
ities will hold him in high respect. He be- 
haved with all the hauteur of an old style Don toward Chili; and a consisten! mainten- 
ance of that kind of pride would rather require 
him to play the dramatic part which is thought 
by many to be at once its proof and sequel.— 
We have no suspicion that there was any 
“guilty conscience” about this affair. It was 
nothing but a mixture of Castilian conceit and 
twisted moustaches. The Admiral might 
have stood in fear of having forfeited the fa- 
vor of his Queen and royal mistress; and it is 
pretty certain, too, that he felt the humilia- tion of the late Chilian navy victory; crowd- ed between these two considerations, he saw only room enough to draw his pistol and use it upon himself. So the Chilians may fairly count m a Spanish Admiral with their other 
capture, never fearing that they will be sum- moned by him again to salute the Spanish flag m advance of undisclosed demands on them. 
I Boston Post. 
The Sun Spots.—The following appeared 
in the London Morning Star: 
“The sun for some time lies been in a con- 
dition of considerable quietude; few spots 
have been seen on its surlace; but at the pres- 
ent time spots of considerable magnitude are 
traversing its disk. To-day (Tuesday, Oct. 3,) 
L examined the disk of the sun, and observed, 
passing oil- the western limb, a very large, ex- 
tremely well-defined and very symmetrical 
spot. The nucleus was large and intensely 
black, and the penumbra formed a well-mark- 
ed border of considerable breath. I estimate 
roughly that the diameter of the nucleus was 
thirty thousand miles, and that of the pe- 
numbra fifty thousand miles. I never saw a 
single unbroken sun-spot large, bold and well- 
defined. On the opposite or eastern limb 
another large spot was making its appearance, 
and the luminous photosphere of the sun near 
it had that peculiar frilled and puffed appear- 
ance which often characterizes it when a large 
spot is either entering upon or passing off its 
visible surface. The luminous matter round 
the spot presented the appearance of rolling 
and undulating billows. 
I do not beliege that those spots which are 
occasionally, as in this instance, tolerably per- 
manent are at all compatible with the modern 
theory of combusti' n on the sun, or indeed 
with any theory, electrical, incandescent, com- 
bustive, meteoric, or otherwise, that has yet 
been suggested. 
I am your obedient servant, 
T. P. Bajbkas. 
Newcastie-on-T, ne, Oct. 3. 
LEGISLATURE OF MAINE. 
Augusta, Jan. 24,1S66. 
SENATE. 
Mr. Woodman presented the remonstrance 
of N. S. Littlefield, et al. against the petition 
of John W. Caswell and others, asking to have 
part of the town of Bridgton annexed to the 
town of Harrison. Referred. 
On motion of Mr. Porter, 
Ordered, That the Committee on Railroads, 
Ways and Bridges be instructed to inquire in- 
to the expediency of an amendment to the 
Constitution so as to allow the State to loan 
its credit for a sum not to exceed ten thousand 
dollars per mile to any railroad corporation 
to enable the said company to complete its 
road; said sum to be paid upon the comple- 
tion of said road, and the State to have the 
first mortgage as a lien. Passed to be engrossed—An act authorizing 
the construction of a wharf in the city of Rock- 
land. 
Finally passed—The resolve in favor of the 
Augusta Bank, in relation to State Bonds.— 
Adjourned. 
HOUSE. 
A communication was received from the 
Governor, transmitting a letter from S. L. 
Goodale, Esq., Clerk of the State College of 
Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts, announc- 
ing the resignation as Trustees of said Col- 
lege, of Hons. Ebenezer Knowlton, Thomas 
S. Lang and Wm. D. Dana, and that the fill- 
ing of the vacancies occasioned by the resig- 
nation of the first and third of these gentle- 
men, devolves on the Legislature. 
A proposition for a Convention to fill two 
of these vacancies excited a long debate in the 
House, which was carried beyond the adjourn- 
ment of the Senate, so that no Convention 
could beheld for this purpose. 
A Joint Convention qualified Hon. E. H. 
Dunn as Councillor. 
Mr. Farrington, of Fryeburg, offered the 
following: 
Ordered, That the Committee appointed 
to investigate into the alleged frauds upon the 
property of this State, be authorized and in- 
structed to use all the power conferred upon 
them as touching the investigation of State 
officials in ascertaining whether any munici- 
pality of this State has been defrauded out of 
money in the filling of their quotas by any 
person or persons whomsoever. 
Mr. Woodman, of Bucksport, moved that 
the order be laid upon the table. Negatived 
43 to 78. 
Before any action was taken upon the order 
the house adjourned. 
Petitions Ac., presented and referred—An 
act abolishing the office of Reporter of Decis- 
ions of the Supreme Judicial Court; an act 
additional to chapter 6 of the Revised Statutes; 
providing for the taxation of shares in the 
National Banks; an act additional to chapt. 6 
of the Revised Statutes, providing for the tax- 
ation of the incomes of holders of United 
States Bonds (by Mr. Bradbury of Hollis); re- 
monstrance of Charles Deake and of J. W. 
Yates and 4 others against the petition of the 
proprietors of Union wharf (by Mr. Jackson 
of Brunswick.) 
ITEMS OP STATE NEWS. 
BiP* In speaking of the Grand Division of 
the Sons of Temperance, which has been in 
session at Bath, the Times says the report of 
the Grand Scribe contained valuable sugges- 
tions, and showed a favorable condition of the 
Order. Four Divisions have been organized the 
past quarter, making the present number of 
Divisions eighty-eight; 636 members have been 
admitted; 420 lady visitors admitted; whole 
number of members, 4,127; whole number of 
lady visitors, 6,471; Reports from delegates 
from the respective Divisions reported a good 
spirit among the members, and a fixed deter- 
mination to work on and work ever in the 
cause. 
The Lewiston Falls Manufacturing Co. 
pay a dividend of 15 per cent. We also under- 
stand they talk of enlarging their mills and 
putting in additional machinery.—[Lewiston 
Journal. 
By The Bangor Times says entry thieves 
abound in that city. 
By Ninety-four citizens of the town of 
Starks have petitioned the Legislature to have 
their town set off from Somerset to Franklin 
County. 
B^“The re-election of Hon. N. G. Hichborn 
as State Treasurer, insures the services anoth- 
er year of a faithful, honest and worthy State 
officer. There is no more honorable man in the 
State than Mr. Hichborn, as those who know 
him best can well testify.—[Rockland Free 
Press. 
BIT" The Augusta Journal says a fire broke 
out Wednesday evening in the office of Mr. 
Jewett's lumber mill in Gardiner, caused by 
the bursting of a lamp. An alarm was given 
and the flames were promptly subdued, with 
small loss. 
B5P” The Board of Agriculture, now in ses- 
sion at Augusta, have passed very handsome 
and complimentary resolutions in honor of the 
late Dr. Ezekiel Holmes, of Winthrop, who was 
an eminent friend of Agriculture, and for many 
years editor of the Farmer. 
By The Whig says the store of Stewart & 
Seavy in Bangor was broken open Tuesday 
night, and goods to the amount of thirty or for- 
ty dollars taken or destroyed. 
B3P" Messrs. Hill & Emery sold, a few days 
since, two horses, “Lady Dixfield” and “Flora 
Knapp,” for 82250, to gentlemen from Boston. 
—[Skowhegan Clarion. 
The Saco Democrat seems to take es- 
pecial delight in chronicling a piece of mischief 
in that vicinity by a colored man, and holds it 
up very much to the disparagement of the col- 
ored race generally. The Democrat has prob- 
bly never known a white man to steal! 
ty The jail at Auburn is crowded with oc- 
cupants. 
BSP” In all their efforts to extend trade, we 
hope the merchants of this city will not forget 
the Kennebec valley. It is both rich and pop- 
ulous, and the towns and cities in that region 
may be induced to make this their great mar- 
ket town, provided they can be furnished with 
the necessary means of communication, and 
find on reaching here as good facilities for tra ’e 
as in Boston. A regular steamer should with- 
out fail be placed on the route. 
|y The editor of the Gospel Banner says 
“we are certain the names in some of our obit- 
uaries, and marriage notices of this week are 
correctly ‘rendered.’ The writing in the man- 
uscript was such that we defy any mere man to 
read it. The writers themselves could not 
if unacquainted with the names for which 
their hieroglyphics were intended.” We com- 
mend the above suggestion to all contributors 
to the Press. 
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED. 
£y Wo clip from a Democratic paper the 
rumor that the Kentucky Legislature will elect 
John C. Breckinridge to the U. S. Senate, in 
place of Garrett Davis, whose term is about to 
expire. And yet there are those who would 
abolish the test oath, and allow this vile and 
perjured scoundrel, a thousand times more in- 
famous than Jeff. Davis, to take a seat in the 
Senate ! 
taSF" The Boston Transcript considers the 
life of Henry Clay, in the last number of the 
North American Review, one of the most felic- 
itous of Parton’s biographies. 
£y An exchange gives the foUowing toast: 
“Woman—The morning star of infancy—the 
day star of manhood—the evening star of age. 
I ‘Bless our Stars!’” 
Si^Why is the Democratic party of to-day 
like ancient Egypt suffering from one of its 
plagues ? Because it is overrun by low cusses ! 
A large mouth; that of the man whose 
teeth <y>ver three achers. We have enjoyed (!) 
the personal company of such an individual 
for the last week or less. 
Taking steps for the freedinen—holding 
promenade concerts for their benefit. 
Mr. Joseph Emerson, of Farmington, 
N. H., received about one hundred and seventy- 
five dollars last fall for turkeys, which cost him 
only one and a half bushels of corn, they hav- 
ing‘fattened themselves on beechnuts. 
KST* Benjamin Phinney, a wealthy farmer 
at Bockport, 111., was recently poisoned to death 
with strychnine by his fifth wife, a pretty gitl 
whom he married six weeks ago. 
gy Stiles Kennedy, in taking editorial 
charge of a weekly paper in North Carolina, 
makes this brief but emphatic salutation: “In 
assuming control of the Banner I bring very 
little into it, and I expect to take very little out 
of it. But I shall try to make a substantial, 
readable and reliable paper.” 
“Jim Brooks,” copperhead representa- 
tive in Congress from New York, said in the 
House a few days since, that he preferred his 
own color to that of negroes, and therefore 
should rather confer suffrage upon women 
than upon the Africans. “Jim” has changed. 
A few years since he thought so much of Afri- 
can color that he consented to marry a South- 
ern widow for the sake of her plantation and 
darkies, and that’s the milk in his cocoa-nut. 
Senator Wade remarked, a few days 
since, that elaborate speeches were not necessa- 
ry to show what the temper of the South is, at 
present. All might know it without evidence, 
and he thought any man who did not under- 
stand human nature well enough, to perceive 
what must be the prevailing sentiment there, 
was not competent to be a member of the Sen- 
ate. 
The winter thus far has been remarka- 
ble for the large percentage of mild weather, 
and yet, when we see heavy teams passing our 
office window, loaded with clear blue ice twen- 
ty or twenty-four inches thick, the conclusion 
seems irre&istable that, somewhere in the neigh- 
borhood, Jack Frost has maintained his rule 
with a good deal of vigor. 
63?“ The Quebeo Daily News says that a re- 
port was in circulation in that city, that a com- 
munication from Lord Monck had been receiv- 
ed by the last English mail, announcing that 
her Majosty had appointed his Royal High- 
ness, the Duke of Cambridge, to visit Canada 
in May next, to open the Parliament Buildings 
at Ottawa. The Duke is cousin to the Queen, 
and would come as Viceroy to give eclat to the 
inauguration. 
■?” The Jackson (Miss.) Clarion regrets to 
observe “so great a disposition on the part of 
colored people to congregate about the towns 
and villages, refusing regular employment in 
the rural districts.” “If this is a thing to be 
deplored,” remarks the Buffalo Express, “what 
supreme assininity on the part of the Legisla- 
ture was it to enact a law forbidding the freed- 
men to acquire real estate elsewhere than in 
the incorporated towns.” 
&y A special dispatch to the Boston Adver- 
tiser says “the discussion in regard to the Pres- 
ident’s position with respect to the District 
suffrage bill continues unabated, and most con- 
tradictory well-authenticated reports prevail 
in regard thereto. General Butler has had a 
conversation with him, and belioves he will 
sign the Mil as passed by the House; a leading 
Western Senator states that the President told 
him he would sign it in that form; while a mem- 
ber of the Cabinet was given to understand on 
Monday, that it would not be signed, aud a com- 
mittee of so-called conservative republicans, 
who have been discussing the matter, claim to 
have assurances that it will be vetoed unless 
modified by the educational amendment.” 
6^“ Some of the English physicians pro- 
nounce the cattle disease a form of small pox. 
Why not call it the tine or cow pox ? Suclia 
name would seem to be peculiarly appropriate. 
653“ Bishop Morris of the Methodist Epis- 
copal Church, is dangerously ill at Xenia, Ohio, 
of paralysis. 
By The Quebec Journal gives some inter- 
esting tacts as to the diminution of the popula- 
tion in certain parts of Lower Canada. 8t. 
Andrews, a village in the township of Acton, 
contains 177 families, and has 200 houses unoc- 
cupied. In St. Theodore, same township, there 
are 24 houses untenanted. The diminution of 
the populatio in St. Andrews, in three years, 
has been 2,063 souls, and in St. Theodore, 739.— 
In the township of Acton, 2,500 of the popula- 
tion have left for the United States. 
By An exchange says, “It is better to love 
a person you cannot marry, than to marry a 
person you cannot love.” This is a short text 
for a long sermon, which human experience 
will continue to preach “until the last syllable 
of recorded time.” 
By™ Leopold II. is the first sovereign of Bel- 
gium born within the country since the great 
Emperor Charles V., who is well known to 
have been a native of Ghent, and always glori- 
ed in his birth-place. 
By™ Gov. Bullock, of Mass., has appointed 
Major Edward J. Jones as State Constable in 
place of Col. King, resigned. Major Jones 
served through the war and performed gallant 
service. 
By -A-11 aspirant for legislative honors in 
Southern Pennsylvania says, in his printed ap- 
peal for votes, with more significance than he 
intended, that if not elected he should “remain 
at home, a cooper, and an honest man.” 
By™ The Henry Winter Davis Monument 
Association has been formed in Baltimore, and 
over $3000 were subscribed at the first meeting 
By™ Pickerel fishing is good in Berkshire 
County, Mass. James M. Anthony, with his 
son and two other persons, caught one day last 
week, 233 pickerel, weighing 143 pounds, from 
Pontoosuc Lake. 
By Assistant Secretary of the Navy Pox 
is reported to have tendered his resignation, to 
take effect on the first of March, at which time 
he will assume the presidency of the California 
Steamship Company, recently organized in 
New York, in which city he will take up his 
residence. 
By™ One account of the receut marriage of 
the Princess Anna Murat states that the whips 
of the coachmen cost twenty dollars each, and 
the silk stockings of the footmen thirty dollars 
a pair. 
gy The Chicago Republican has discontin- 
ued its Sunday issue. 
63?”The Boston Advertiser complains of hav- 
ing papers stolen from the doors of its subscrib- 
ers, and says—the remark is as appropriate in 
this city as in Boston—“we can only again re- 
commend what has been found the most effica- 
cious remedy,—to have a box prepared for their 
reception.” 
gy The New Bedford Mercury thinks thr.t 
Master Coker, who breaks his engagement 
there on account of sickness, while he is sing- 
ing every night in Washington, is like the oth- 
er little boy who was too sick to go to school, 
but well enough to go a-fishing 
vr Thirteen men were hung for murder in 
different parts of the United States, on Friday, 
the 12th inst. 
Major-General Lew Wallace has resign- 
ed. 
Every Saturday. This new journal, having 
reached its tourth issue, may be considered as feirly 
launched on the sea of public fevor. The number for 
this week is decidedly the best which has yet appear- 
ed, the selections being of a higher order of literary 
merit than before. A very noticeable article is the 
one entitled “Boston Portraits in French Setting,” 
taken from the Revue des Deux Morales. “Peace on 
Earth,” by Thomas Hughes wtti have a deep but pain- 
ful interest for every American reader. There is a 
charming ballad entitled “The Earl o’ Quarterdeck," 
taken from the Argosy; an interesting article on Eu- 
genie do Guerin, from the London Review, and a 
pleasant story by Mrs. Oliphant, with other agreea- 
ble miscellany. On the whole, we think Messrs. 
Ticknor & Fields may congratulate themselves upon 
the success of this, their latest “Boston Notion.” 
LITERARY GOSSIP. 
—The January number of the Cornhill Mag- 
azine has a posthumous paper by Thackery, on 
the second funeral of Napoleon. It contans 
also an essay on American humor. 
—M. Thiers has completed a “History of 
Florence in ten volumes, and has disposed of 
the work for one hundred thousand francs. 
—Dublin owes a new “Literary Club,” on the 
model of the old Johnsonian one of the same 
name, to the care of Archbishop Trench. It 
already numbers amongst its members, Lords 
Rosse, Dufferin, Tallbot de M alahidc and Wode- 
house, the (Bishop of Killaloe, Archdeacon 
j Lee, Mr. Whiteside and others. 
—The Lost Tales of Miletus, is the title of a 
new work by Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton. soon 
to be published in London. f 
—One of the most singular bibliographical 
curiosities extant belongs to the family of the 1 
Prince De Ligne, in France. It is entiflkd, 
“Liber Passiouis Nostri Jesu Christicum char- 
acteribus mulla materia compositis.” This 
hook is neither written or printed ! The whole 
letters of the text are cut out of each folio upon 
the finest vellum ; and being interleaved with 
blue paper, it is read as easily as the best print. 
The labor and patience bestowed on its comple- 
tion must have been excessive, especially when 
the precision and minuteness of the letters are 
considered. The general execution in every 
respect, is indeed admirable, and the vellum is 
of the most delicate and costly kind. Rodol- 
phus II. of Germany, offered for it in 1640, 
11,000 ducats, which was probably equal to $60,- 
000 at this day. The most remarkable circum- 
stance connected with this literary treasure 
is, that it bears the royal arms of England, but 
it cannot be traced to ever have been in that 
country. 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
Important Notice. 
The Paris Universal Exposition of 1867* 
New Yobk, Jan. 22,1866. 
A further extension of time for presenting appli- 
cations tor space at the above-named exhibition, un- 
til the 1st of March next, having been arranged, it is desirable, with a view to a well-selected represen- 
tation of the mechanical inventions of the United 
States, that the number of applications should be os 
large as possible; and all Engineers, Miners, Owners 
of Mines, Agricultural and Mineral Producers, In- 
ventors and Agents, or Assignees of Inventors, are 
there lore respectfully urged to forward to this Agen- 
cy their names and residences, and those of all other 
parties known to them to be interested in, or having 
control of, useful inventions, in order that forms of 
application may be sen' to tnem. 
All applications should be made upon the proper 
blank forms, which are furnished gratuitously by the 
undersigned, and should oe sent to this office before 
the 1st ol March next; but parties whose applications 
shall be accepted, will have until the 1st December 
for the delivery of their articles at New York. 
Full printed information, circulars.and documents 
will be furnished by the undersigned, to all parties 
applying therefor, either personally or by letter.* 
J. C. DERBY, 
U. S. Agent Paris Universal Exposition, 
5 Spruce St. (Tribune Buildings), and 40 Park Bow 
(Times Building), New York. 
Jan 26—S N d!6t 
Wanted. 
A Young Man, 18 or 20 years old, to work in a 
Wholesale Drug Store. 
Apply immediately at 
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., 
Ho. 149 Middle St. 
Jan 26—BNdtf 
TIN T Y PE8! 
LOOK 1 LOOK l ! 
25 Tin-Types for 50 cents* 
25 Gens Ainbrotypes, 50 cents* 
PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY 
No* 80 Middle Street. 
jallSHdtf A. S. DAVIS. 
Hall’. Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renew— 
er has prorod itself to be the most perfect prepara- 
tion for the hair ever offered to the publio. 
It is a vegetable compound, and contains no inju- 
rious properties whatever. 
IT WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIG- 
INAL COLOR. 
it will keep the hair from foiling out. 
It cleanses the scalp and makes the hairjsoft, lus- 
trous and silken. 
It is a splendid hair dressing. 
No person, old or young, should fail to use It. 
IT IS RECOMMENDED AND USED BY THE 
FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY. 
gy Ask for Hall’s Sicilian Hair Rcnewer, and 
take ne other. 
R. P. HALL A CO., 
Nashua, N. H., Proprietors. 
W. F. Phillips A Co Wholesale Ayents. 
auglOsnd&wfm 
Chilblains Can Be Cured! 
Use CHARLES’LINIMENT. Follow the Ftrec 
tions strictly and we warrant a cure, 
j For salo, Wholesale and Retail, by 
BURGESS, FOBES & CO., 
General Agents, 
80 Commercial Street9( Thomas Block,) 
dec27dtfs n Portland, Me. 
The First National Bank 
OE POKTRAND. 
INTEREST ON DEPOSITS. 
THIS Bank will issue Certificates of Deposit, pay- 
able on demand, bearing interest at favorable rates. 
W. E. GOURD, Cashier. 
Portland, Nov. 13,1865.-dtf 8 N 
WARREN’S 
COUGH BALSAM ! 
Has been found by experience to be the 
BEST REMEDY 
For the various diseases of the Lungs and Throat, 
such as 
DIPHTHERIA, 
Asthma, Bronchitis, Consumption, Croup, 
Influenza, Pleurisy, Pneumonia, or 
Inflammation of the Lungs, 
and Whooping Congh. 
In these complaints this Medicine has NO SUPE- 
RIOR, and while thus efficacious it is perfectly safe to 
administer to persons of all uges. 
The Cough Balsam possesses the two-fold advan- 
tage of being at once valuable as a curative and in- 
valuable as a preventative of all the diseases oi the 
Throat, Lungs and Bronchia. 
The world is challenged to produce a compound of 
equal efficacy and safety. 
#% Prepared and sold by AMBROSE WARREN, 
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East Market 
Square, Bangor, Me. nol4sNd&ww6m 
One of the Oldest Remedies 
Known to Medical Science. 
The Bengal Dispensatory says the “effects of 
Hasheesh are popularly known in the South of Africa 
Turkey, Egypt, Asia Minor, India, and all the adja- 
cent territories, and in the popular medicines of these 
nations we find it extensively employed for a multi- 
tude of afflictions.” “In a standard treatise of Mate- 
ria Medica more than six hundred years old, it is de- 
scribed as one of the most valuable of all known 
medicines.” 
THE HASHEESH CANDY X 
Now imported and prepared"by the Sylvan Oriental 
Company, is the only pleasant and reliable prepara- 
tion of the article ever offered to the public and will 
soon take the place of all other remedies tor 
RHEUMATISM, 
ASTHMA, 
NEURALGIA, 
COUGHS, 
COLDS, 
RESTLESSNESS. 
And all diseases of the Nervous System. 
For sale by at 1 Druggists. Sent by mail with full 
directions on receipt of price. 
Price—Large Box $1.00, with 15 cents for postage; 
Small Box 50 cents, with 6 cents for postage. 
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Maine. 
Dec 5,1865—SNdly 
DR, BASCOM’S 
Cough and Croup Syrup! 
For Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup, Bronchitis, 
Congestion of the Lungs, Pleurisy, Consumption, or 
any ot'jer difficulties ot the Lungs or Air Passages. 
For the above diseases this is the best remedy that 
was ever offered to the public, as any person who has 
ever used a bottle will testify. For Croup it has no 
equal. For Coughs and Colds, one bottle will sat- 
isfy any one that it must be kept m the house. For 
Consumption it will give relief when all other rem- 
edies fail. PRICE FIFTY CENTS. 
Prepared an 1 sold by Dr. E. F. Bascom, No. 15 
Middle Street. 
BURGESS, FOBES & CO., Wholesale Agonts, No. 80 Commercial Street, Portland, Me. Nov. 15. dlmsn&w3oi# 
Perry9m Moth and Freckle Lotion* 
Chloasma, or Moth patch, (also called Livcrspot,) 
and Lentigo, or Freckles, are often very annoying, 
particularly to ladies of light complexion, for the dis- 
colored spots show more plainly on the face ol a blonde than of a brunette; but they greatly mar the 
beauty of either; and any preparation that will ef- fectually remove them Without injuring the texture or 
color qf the akin, is certainly a desideratum. Dr. B. 
C. Perry, who has made diseases of the skin a speci- ality, has discovered a remedy for these discolora- 
tions, which is at once prompt, infallible, and harm- 
less. 
Prepared only by B. C. PERRY, Dermatologist. 
No. 4» Bond Street, New-York, and for sale by alt druggists; price $2 per bottle. Call for PERRY’S 
MOTH AND FRECKLE LOTION. 
W. F. Phillips & Co., and II. H. Hay, Wholesale 
Agents, Portland, Maine. oct31sn MW&F6m 
TO DYE EASY 
Is very desirable. Mathews' Venetian Hair Dye is 
the best ia the world. Complete in one bottle. No 
wash, o stain, no trouble. A child can apply it. Persons wishing to avoid the publicity of having their 
hair dyed in public, can 
DYE AT HOME 
better than any barber can do it, by using the Vene- tian Dye. It docs not rub off or make the hair ap- 
pear dusty or dead, but imparts new life and lustre. 
Gives a beautiul black or brown, as preferred. Priee 
75 cents. Prepared by A. I. MATHEWS, N. Y. Demas Barnes & Co., New York, Wholesal- 
Agents. mayl2sNeodly 
SPECIAL XO TICES. 
That Cough 
IAN BE CUBED by going down to Xo. 15 Mid- 
lie Street, and getting a Bottle of 
DR. BASCOMB’S 
Doujrli and Croup Syrup, 
And takirg according to directions. 
Jan 18— 8Nd2mos 
COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP! 
THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, in such universal 
lemand, Is made from the choicest materials, is 
nild and emollient in its nature, fragrantly scented, 
md extremely beneficial in its act upon the akin. 
For sale by all Druggists and Fancy Goods Dealers 
june31dlyr 
ITCH I ITCH I ITCH ! 
Scratch, Scratch, Scratch l 
Wheaton’s Ointment 
Will Cure the Itch in Forty-Eight Hours* 
Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains, 
md all Eruptions qf the Skin. Trice 50 cents. For 
sale by all druggists. 
By sending 60 cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole 
Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, It will be lor 
warded by mail, free ol postage, to any part of the 
United States. 
Oct 25,1865.—S N d&wlyr 
e^Dr. Tibbetts’ Physiological Hair Re- 
generator* This article is unequalled in intrin- 
sic MERIT. 
It will not soil the finest fabric. 
Is neat, clean, and highly perfumed. 
It will positively restore the whitest or grayest hair 
to its orignal color. 
Will purify 1 he head from humors and dandruff. 
As a dressing is bewitcliingly desirable. 
Everv bottle is warranted or money refunded. 
TEBBETTS BROTHERS, Proprietors, Manches- 
ter, N. H. 
Sold by W. F. PHILLIPS, Portland, and by all 
Druggists. ja22sN3m* 
83T* A Physiological View of Marriage! 
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 fine riates 
Mid Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Or- 
gans in a state ot Health and Disease, with a Trea- 
tice on Early Errors, its Deplorable Conseouences 
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan of 
Treatment— the only rational and successful mode of 
wire, as shown by the report of cases treated. A 
truthful adviser to the married, and those contem- 
plating marriage, who entertain doubts at their phys- 
ical condition. Sent free of postage to any address, 
on receipt of 25 cents, in stamps or postal currency, 
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane, 
Albany, N. V. 
The author may be consulted upon any of 1 he dis- 
eases upon which nis book treats cither personally or by mail, and medicine sent to any part of the world 
Oct 6—s n d&wGm 
RICE BROTHERS, 
PBODTJOE COMMISSION MEBOHANTS, 
69 and 71 East Water St., 
MILWAUKIE, WISCONSIN. 
Buy for Eastern account Grain, Flour, Beef 
Pork, Lard, Hams, Butter, Seeds, etc. 
The following choice brands ol Flour on hand:— 
Bebtshy’s Best, N. Warren, 
Cabinet, Eagle, 
Champion, McClelan. 
Market Reports sent daily or weekly without 
charge. 
Flour and Produce bought, stored and insured at 
liberal rates. marl3sNeod1y 
Dr. W. R. Johnson, 
DENTIST, 
* 
Has Removed his Office to 13 1-2 Free St* 
Second House from H. H. Hay’s Apothecary 
Store. jalfiSNeodti 
Boston Stock List* 
Sales at the Brokers Board, Jan 25. 
American G ld. 139} 
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,. 163$ 
United States 7 3-10tlis Loan, 1st series.- 99 
do small. 99} 
do 2d series. 99g 
do 3d senes. 98* 
United States Five-twenties,<1862. 1G2J 
do 1865. 102 
United States Ten-lorties. 93 
do small. 951 
Maine State Sixes, 1882. 95} 
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth Railroad.... 94} 
ElP’Thc entire Stock of new and rich DRESS 
GOODS, which have just been received at the New 
York Storo, No. 125 Middle St., will be sold for three 
weeks for whatever price they will bring, to close the 
Stock, on account of the ilness of Mr. Lucas. 
These goods are entirely new, and one of the best 
selected stocks of Dry Goods ever opened in Port- 
land, and must be sold ia8d4w 
MARRIED. 
In Brownvillc, Jan 23, by Rev L C Dunn, Davis W 
Coolidge, Esq, of Portland, and Miss Helen L Spar- 
row, of B. 
In Bath, Jan 23, Hartly K Dun ton and Louisa J 
Perkins. 
In Cornish, Ephm E Hanson and Sylvina II Mor- 
rill, both ol Hiram; Albion S Richardson, ol Bald- 
win, and Orcnda II Thompson, of C; Isaac L Sargent 
of Porter, and Susan E White, of Eaton; Alvin V 
Tufts and Emily E Sargent, both of Cornish; Joseph 
0 Gentleman and Lydia A Libby, both of Porter. 
died. 
In Bridgton, Jan 15, Mrs Martha W Gage, relict of 
the late Richard Gage, Esq, aged 78 years 7 months. 
In hi or ridge woe k, Jan 2, Mrs Sarah, widow of the 
late Israel Danfovth, aged 84 years. 
In Hartland, Jan 8, Miss Sally Hanson, aged 77 
years; 9th, John F Hellicr, aged 18 years. 
In Columbia, Dec 28, Mr Samuel Drisko, aged 
74 years. 
PASSENGERS. 
In the Hibernian, from Liverpool — Comdr Ashe, 
Capt Northv. Ensign Hartopp; Capt Leybura, Capt 
Broadman, Mrs King, four children and nurse, Mrs 
Pridlis, Misses Pridless, Mr and Mrs Forbes, two 
children and nurse, Mr and Mrs Currie, Mr and Mrs 
Johnson, A K Cochrane, F Preston, A Livnais. W 
Bennett, Mr Holmes, Rev Mr Guillard, Mr and Mrs 
Gosstephan, and 255 in the steerage. 
IMPORTS. 
LIVERPOOL. Steamship Hibernian —24 bales 
cloth, 1 case 1 bale mdse, 48 pkgs tea, T A Paddock; 
1 case mdse, Thos Paddock; 13 cases do, G T RCo; 
15 cases do, J E Prindle; 5 cases straw gtxxls, Agent 
G T R; 6 cases mdse, 40 boxes oranges, Canadian Ex 
Co; 29 pkgs sundries, do. 
DEPARTURE OP OCEAN STEAMERS. 
NAME FROM FOR DATE. 
North American.. .Portland.. .Liverpool.Jan 27 
Morning Star.New York. .New Orleans. .Jan 27 
City of New York.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 27 
Hansa.New York. Bremen.Jan 27 
Pennsylvania.New York. .Liverpool.Tan 27 
North America... .New York. .Rio Janeiro.. .Jan 29 
Corsica.New York.. Havana.Jan 29 
Asia.Boston.Liverpool.Jan 31 
Kangaroo.New York. .Liverpoon.Jan 31 
Cortez.Boston.Havana.Feb 1 
Washington.New York.. Havre.Feb 2 
Nova Scotian.Portland.... Liverpool.Feb 3 
City oi Boston.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 3 
Germania.New York.. Hamburg.Feb 3 
Moro Castle.New York.. Havana.Feb 7 
City of Manchester New York. .Liverlool.Feb 7 
Yera Cruz.New York. .Vera Cruz.Feb 8 
Hibernian.Portland.. ..Liverdool.Feb 10 
New York.'...New York..Bremen.Feb 10 
Tonawanda.Boston.Havana.Feb 15 
Bavaria.New York. .Hamburg.Feb 17 
Miniature Almanac.January 26* 
Sun rises.7.20 I Moon sets.. 3.15 AM 
Sun sets.5.06 | High water. 7.00 AM 
MARINE NEWS 
PORT OP PORTLAND. 
Thursday, January 25* 
ARRIVED. 
Steamship Hibernian, (Br) Dutton, Liverpool 11th 
via Londonderry 12th. 
Sell Rachel Beals, Anderson, East port lor New 
York. Had mainsail blown away during a heavy 
gale off Doer Isle. 
CLEARED. 
Sch Nevada, Mann, Havana—Isaac C Came. 
Sell Owen Bearsc, Parker, New York—E Freeman. 
FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANGE. 
Steamer Chesapeake, from New York for Portland, 
put into New London 25th on account of tho storm. 
NOTICE TO MARINERS. 
Notice is hereby given that the 3d class Nun Buoy 
on Frost’s Ledge, and the Spar Buoy on Half-Tide 
Ledge, Narraguagus; the Spar Buoy on Seal Ledge, 
Herring Gut Harbor; the 3d class Can Buov on Old 
Cilley, Penobscot Bay, and the 3d class Nun Buoy on Frost’s Ledge, entrance to St Croix river, went adrift 
from their moorings in the lute gale. They will be 
replaced at an early day. 
By order of the Lighthouse Board. 
JOHN POPE. 
L. H. Inspector, 1st District. 
Portland, Jan 25, 1866. 
The Buov on Roaring Bull Ledge, to the Southward 
of Isle au Ilaut, has gone adrift. This is a very dan- 
gerous ledge and ip the track of vessels. 
DISASTERS. 
Brig Thomas Connor, from Matanzas for Portland, 
was fallen in with lath lost, lat 35 14, Ion 70 27, with 
loss of sails, spars, and forward house. She had 
encountered the severe gales of the 7th and 8th, dur- ing which she sprang aleak and was in a sinking con- dition when discovered. Capt York was washed overboard 9th and lost. The crew were taken off bv 
Br brig Catharine, Capt McDonald, from Maitland for New York, and a portion ot them landed at New 
Condon 23d Inst. [T1ig»T C was a good brig ef 915 
tons, built at Harps/ell in 1856, and owned bv Yeaton & Ua'e, and others, of Portland1 y 
Brig DanI Boone, at Savannah, while being hove down 16th, for repairs to her bottom sprung he? p,re- 
mast and will be obliged to have a nciJ ono poUm of^!|ln^r4rtTOU C,4°^ before rej>ortc*l ashore a»Li 5ar*?i[!V the South Beach about 10* o clock, night of the «lBt inst. She sailed from New- 
port 18 days before, and had experienced verv rough weather and been blown into the Gulf three times. 
Capt Delano died on the 18th from exposure, and hi* 
remains wore brought to Edgartown. The cargo will hesaved. The vessel is high up on the beach. Sell M C Rowe, Capt Tarr, before reported lost, struck on a rock near the entrance of Beaver Harbor 
and a terwards came off and sunk. Sho was sold as 
she lay for $2500 in gold. 
Sch Gen Sheri*lan, from Newfoundland for Glou- 
cesser, was wrecked night of the 16th inst off Cape 
Canso, ami four of the crew lost. The Gen S was a 
fine vessel of 81 tons, built at Kennebunk in 1865, and 
owned in Gloucester. The vessel was insured (hr 
$10,000 and the cargo for $1500, 
DOMESTIC PORTS. 
GALVESTON—CM Gth, brigs Winfield, Merrill* 
Liven»ool; 10tl», Waltham, Cottrell, Boston. 
NEW ORLEANS—Ar lltliinst, barque Moss Rose, 
Mitchell, Liverpool. ^T„r 
MOBILE—Cld 15th, brig Navarino, (iiles, NYork; 
schs Isaac C Hertz, Gray, Havana; Star, Gregory, 
New Orleasis. 
FERN AN DINA—Shi I7tb, sch Conneaut, Sawyer, 
Jacksonville. __ 
SAVANNAH—Ar 19th, brig Chas Wesley^Ford, 
Boston; sch Chanticleer, Talbot, Brunswick, Ga. 
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 22d, barque Florence Pe- 
ters, Skinner, New Orleans. __ 
NEW YORK—Ar 23d, ship Constellation. Hoxic, 
Liverpool; sch Jenny Lind, Graves, Duck Creek. 
CM 23<1, schs lzetta, Littlefield, Feinandina; Har- 
riet Thomas, Robinson, Mobile. 
Ar 24tli, steamship Nova Scotian, (Br) Wylie, from 
Portland; barque Bldwell, Churchill, Buenos Ayres 
55 days. 
Cld 24th, barques Brilliant, Colburn, Marseilles; 
Heroine, Nickerson, Gibraltar; schs Kate Sargent, 
Langley, Falkland Islands; Elizabeth, Kelley, Wil- 
mington : Typhoon, Williams. Philadelphia. 
NEWPORT—Ar 24th, sch White Swan, Wooster, 
Calais for Providence. 
HOLMES'S HOLE—Ar 27th, brig Jennie Clark, 
Roberts, St John NB tor Providence. 
Sid, schs R L Tay, and Halo. 
BOSTON—Ar 24ih, brig Selina, Gibbs, Key West, 
with cargo of barque Waltham. 
Cld 24tn. brig Alpha, (Br) Banks, Portland, to load 
tor Barbaaoes. 
Ar 25tli, ship Ocean Rover, Wilcomb, Manila. 
Cld 25th, barque Rachel, Mitchell, Portland, to 
load tor Cuba. 
SALEM—Sid 23d, sch Delmont, Orr. (from Port- 
land) for Baltimore. 
GLOUCESTER—Ar 20th, schs Ada P Stimson, 
Small, New York lor Eastport; A C Austin, Smalley, 
Chester River lor Searspoit; 22d, John Me Adam, 
Pearson, ftn Wilmington, Dell tor Portsmouth; 23d, 
Belle, Duncan, Boston for Westport. 
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 22d, sch Ida, Blake, Im Balti- 
more. 
FOREIGN PORTS. 
At Rosario Nov 24, barque Damon, Crowell, for 
New York, ldg. 
At Cienluegos 13th !• st, brig Jacinto, Simpson, ftn 
Guantanamo. 
At Bermuda 9th Inst, brigs Harvest Queen, Denni- 
son, for New York 13th; Leonard Berry, Steele, for 
do 13th. 
| Per steamer Hibernian, at this port. I 
Arr from Mobile 11th Caravan, at Liverpool. 
Arr from Charleston, John Richards, at-. 
Arr from New Orleans 29th, Louis Walsh, at-. 
Arr from Calcutta 11th, Kedgauntlet, at Graves 
Bnd. 
bid £m Liverpool 11th, Etowah, tor Boston. 
The Resolute, from Mobile for Liverpool, has put 
into the Sound of Islay, leaky and with loss of miz- 
zenmast. 
Tho Tigress, from Now York, was abandoned Dec 
23d. Crew saved. 
Tho E H Taylor, for New York, put back to Liver- 
pool 9th, leaky and with rudder damaged. 
The Dashing Wave, at Antwerp, had been ashore 
at Shclde. 
The captain and 17 of the crew of ship Guy Man- 
nering, which was wrecked, aro sate. 
The Singapore, from Liverpool for Singapore, is 
ashore near Formby. Two men drowned. 
SPOKEN. 
Dec 11, lat 46 :i5, Ion 19 36, i-a-que Atalanta Avans, 
from Liverpool for New Orleans. 
New Advertisements. 
Fryeburg Academy! 
THE SPRING TERM of this Institution will com- mence on 
Wednesday, February 21st, 1866, 
And continue eleven weeks. 
CHARLES D. BARROWS, A. B., Principal. 
A Classical Department has been formed especi- 
ally adapted to Students fitting lor College—syste- 
matic and thorough. 
Music and Drawing by competent teachers. 
Board can be obtained on reasonable terms. Also 
Rooms for Students wishing to board themselves. 
Application should he made in person or by letter 
to the Principal, or to 
D. B. SEWALL, Secretary. 
Jan 26—d4w 
Seizure of Goods. 
NOTICE Is hereby given that the following de- scribed goods were seized at this port, on the 
days hereinafter mentioned, for a violation of the 
Revenue Laws:— 
Nov. 15,1865, on board Sch. “Larone,** 24 do*, pairs 
Mittens; 21 doz. prs. Stockings. Nov. 17, on board 
Str. “New York,” 1 Pkg. Broadcloth, marked “8. 
Austin.” Nov. 24, on board Str. “New York,” 1 
Bundle Clothing, marked ••Rose M. Hanson, New 
York:’* 1 Box marked “Miss E. Woodman, Boston,” 
containing 1 Lady’s Cloak. Nov. 28, on board Str. 
“New* Brunswick.” 1 Chest containing 2 Chests Tea; 
1 Trunk cohtalning 1 Bag Tea; 1 Box containing! 
nr. Boots, 2 prs. Woolen Drawers, 2 prs. Woolen 
Pants, and sundry other articles of wearing apparel. 
Dec. 1, on board Str. “New York/* 1 Roll Cloth mark- 
ed “W. Quinnegan, Brooklyn”. Dec. 7, cn board Str. 
“New York,” 2 Cassocks marked “Mrs. Alraon Hav- 
erstock, Lewiston;” 12 Bottles Porter; 8 yds. Home- 
spun ('loth marked *‘C. N. Swett. Boston”; 23 Bot- 
tles Spirituous liquors; 20 yds Canada Gray Cloth, 5 
lbs. Tea: 49 lbs.Sugar; 1 small pkg. each Coffee and 
Cassia. Jan. 3, on board Brig “Jane Bell,” 1 Bag 
(about 100 lbs.) Sugar. 
Any person or persons claiming the same are re- quested to appear and make such claim within nine- 
ty days from the date hereof; otherwise the said 
goods will be disposed oi in accordance with tho act 
ol Congress approved April ?. 1844. 
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr., 
Collector. 
Jan. 26, 1866.—dl»w3w 
Agents Wanted, 
TO introduce the new and rapid selling work, GRANT and SHERMAN—Their Campaigns and 
Generals, by the Hon. J. T. Headley, handsomely 
illustrated with steel portraits, battle scenes and 
maps. A rare chance is offered to make money. For 
terms call on or address 
M. PITMAN & Co., 
21 School Street, Boston, Mass. 
The State Agency for the above work, formerly 
managed by Wm. Gra^e & Co., is hereby discontin- 
ued, and all agents getting subscribers for the work 
will report to and get their orders filled by M. PIT- 
MAN & Co., 21 School St., Boston, Mass. 
Per order of the Publishers, 
E. B. TREAT & CO. 
Jan 26—dlw&w2w 
Wanted. 
A RETURNED wounded officer of strictly temper- ate habits, with the best of reference, desires a 
situation in some light business. Could loan his em- 
ployer #1000 on good security. Has had one and 
a half years experience in a wholesale flour store in 
Boston. 
Address “Officer,” this office. Ja26d3t- 
—OF— 
48 PAGES, 48 PAGES I 
For Ten Cents a Week. 
THE NUMBER FOB 
Jan. 27 Now Ready! 
AND CONTAINS 
HOW I MADE A FORTUNE 
-IN- 
"Wall Street ! 
And How I Got Married. 
A Hidden Treasure. 
Greenwich Observatory. 
Life in Algiers. 
In Charge of Treasure. 
An East India Sketch. 
Why I Never Married. 
Old Primrose's Crib. 
Matrimony Over the Water. 
\ 
Stapleford Grange. 
Dr, Angelo Annibale. 
The Ancient Fenians. 
The Elopement of Dermuld and Gralnne. 
Bridal Musings, Ac., Ac. 
For Sale by all Newsdealers, 
PRICE, 10 CENTS. 
48 Pages! 48Pages! 48 Pages! 
To parties who cannot obtain it of newsmen 
we have the following 
TERMS. 
One copy, one year,.$4.00 
One copy, three months. 1.00 
Two copies, one year,. 7.00 
Five copies, one year, and one extra to agents.. 20.00 
£7“ Specimen copies sent by m ail on receipt of 
ten cents. 
back numbers supplied. 
Address, 
O. H. BAILEY & CO., 
Publishers N. Y. Weekly Magazine, * 
N». 7 BeelousSt.1 New Tsrk. 
Jan 26—datap 
Triday Morning, January 26, 1866. 
PORTLAND AND VICINlTt. 
(3r“ Advertisers will benefit themselves, as welt* 
accommodate us, by sending in their advertisement, 
at an early hour in the day. 
New Advertisement,, To-Day 
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN. 
Social Levee—City Ha!1.—February 1st. 
Another Good Time—Jau. 3oth. 
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN. 
Important Notice—J. C. Derby. 
Man Wanted—W. F. Dumps & Co. 
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN. 
Agents Wanted—Pitman & Co. 
Fryeburg Academy—Spring Term. 
Wanted—Situation. 
Seizure of Goods—I. Washburn, Jr. 
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT. 
JANUARY TERM—TAPLEY, J., PRESIDING. 
Thursday.—In tlie case of Ward vs Pen- 
nell and bark Nettie Merryman, the evidence 
is all in, and the arguments will come off Fri- 
day. 
The following eases are assigned for trial In 
their order: 
No. 258—Ward vs Pennell. 
Nos. 259 and 260—Ward vs Pennell. 
No. 250—Stephenson vs Piscataqua F. & il. 
Co. 
No. 199—Waterhouse vs Cumberland Brick 
Manf. Co. 
Nos. 232 and 233—Littlefield vs Doten and 
Trustee. 
No. 295—Collagan, Executrix, appellant vj 
Burns & al. 
In the case of Cushing & als vs Pennell, in 
which the jury returned a verdict for defend- 
ant, a motion has been filed for a new trial. 
U. 8. DISTRICT COURT. 
DECEMBER TERM.—WARE, J., PRESIDING. 
Thursday—United States by libel vs. 39, 
150 cigars, D. P. Enowlton claimant. Said 
cigars were imported from Matanzas, May 25th, 
1864, and were seized by the Collector of tliis 
port for breach of revenue laws. Ou trial. 
G. F. Talbot. M. M. Butlci. 
In the case of William Stirling anil a'ti 
jwners of brig William Nickels, libellants, vs' 
3rig Jennie Cushman, for damages by a collis- 
ion in Penobscot river, at Brewer, on the 9th 
if September last, Judge Ware has rendered 
his decision, awarding $700, to libellants. 
MUNICIPAL COURT. JAN. 28. 
Three cases of search and seizure were be- 
fore the Court this morning, in which four 
persons were concerned—one of them being a 
woman. Twenty dollars and costs was the 
fine to which each one was sentenced. Two 
paid up, but Frederick Reed and Mellissa King 
refused to pay and were sent to jail. 
Peter Duran, Bartholomew Concklin and 
James Brennan were brought up, charged 
with larceny of a quantity of sugai, tlic prop- 
erty ol Uophni Eaton. The prisoners waived 
examination, and in default of sureties in the 
sum of $500 each, for their appearance at the 
March term of the S. J. Court, were commit- 
ted to jail. 
The Light Breaks In.—The Gas Com- 
pany’s Committee have proposed to the city, to 
reduce the price of gas to $3,70 per M. This 
is a reduction of SO cents on every $4.00, or 
7 1-2 per cent. The Gas Committee declined 
to make any discrimination in favor of tbe 
city, holding that the citizen is entitled to the 
same privclege as the city in tliis respect. If 
the price is fixed below $3.70, to the city, the 
citizen must pay proportionally mpre, which js 
not deemed just or equitable, and'will n jtthc 
consented to by the directors. It the<c(fe 
agree to this proposition, the five [Jfcent. 
for prompt payment will bring the tPh^pfcbont 
$3.50. This opens well for the future, and the 
sooner another half dollar comes off, the bet- 
ter. This is to be the case as soon a; the 
price of coal and labor will permit. “Roll 
swiftly round ye wheels of time,” and knock 
down, not only this article of prime necessity, 
but many others, to within hailing distance of 
what they were before the war. 
We are informed by the officers of the com- 
pany, that the imperfect light from gas in the 
eariy part of the evening, for the lost few 
nights, has been owing to tbe necessity ol mak- 
ing some connection of large pipegit tlic works, 
and the unavoidable admission of air into the 
pipes. Difficulties of one sort and another are 
liable to occur—especially in the cold season- 
in defivery of gas; but they will be prevented 
and remedied by the company as far as possi- 
ble. The company are using the best of Eng- 
lish coal; being one third cannel and two thirds 
New Castle. 
Chance to “Strike Iee.”—We take pleas- 
ure in directing attention to the advertisement 
in this paper of the “Androscoggin Land and 
Petroleum Company,” a company chartered 
by the Legislature of this State, and of which 
Gen. Virgin. President of the'State Senate, is 
the President We feel quite sure that the 
gentlemen whose names appear in connection 
with this company, would not knowingly lend 
their names and influence to any swindling 
concern or doubtihl speculation. They are 
honest men, and have unbounded confidence 
in the success of the enterprise in which they 
have enlisted. 
Sylvanus Cobb, Jr , Esq., the treasurer of 
the company, a gentleman not unknown to the 
readers of light literature, is now in the city 
for the purpose of directing the attention of 
our people to this matter, and as he is a i^r- 
tleman in every sense of the word—intelligent, 
genial, urbane and candid,—those who call on 
him will not only be able to get well posted, 
but will gain from him a vast amount of infor- 
mation which his opportunities and conversa- 
tional powers have eminently fitted him to 
Impart. 
The advertisement or “prospectus” referred 
to above, was written by Mr. Cobb, and we 
commend it to the reader, who will do well to 
examine it with care. 
Larceny of Sugar.—A few days since 
the U. 8. Bonded Warehouse on Merrill’) 
Wharf was entered, and three of four hogs- 
heads of sugar stolen therefrom. Officer) 
Hall and Montgomery got track of the thieve), 
by their offering small lots lor sale, and arrest- 
ed four of them, securing also a portion of the 
stolen property. Three of the fellows wert 
brought before the Municipal Court yesterday, 
and bound over to answer. It is supi>osc<i 
that a number of others were concerned in 
the theft, which was accomplished by effecting 
an entrance through the window and remov- 
ing the sugar through the main door, re-fast- 
ening it and then making their exit throng! 
the window by which they entered. Two 
more of the thieves were arrested yesterday. 
Fine Winteb Spobts.—The ponds in the 
neighborhood of Winthrop are teeming witk 
pickerel; some of them with trout,—and by 
fishing through the ice large quantities are be- 
ing taken by sportsmen. We are indebted M 
Mr. E. Stanton, proprietor of the “Winthrop 
House,” for a very fine pickerel, ample for «' 
dinner for a medium sized family, forwarded 
by Express, which was taken from a pond near 
his hotel. We advise those who have a taste 
for such sports and tor good tare, to call on 
Mr. Stanton, where they will find excellent ac- 
commodations, and he will introduce them to 
the fishing grounds. 
Independent Cofbse of LF.crritE.-*.— 
The Tenth Lecture of this course will bo giv- 
en this evening by Mrs. Frances Ellen Harper, 
ot Maryland. Mrs. Harper has already >pok- 
cn in this city to a large and appreciative au- 
dience; and the impression made by exlremc- 
ly eloquent and forcible manner of present- 
ing her subject was such that all who then 
heard her will wish to hear her again. The 
subject of the Lecture this evening is “1776 
and 1865; on the two Great Opportunities of 
the Nation.” It is a theme well calculated to 
call out the best powers of this eloquent lady, 
aod wo have no doubt she will do fUJl justice 
to it. 
JFl ■- Daya Later from Europe — Arrival <f 
the Hibernian. 
The steamship Hibernian, Capt. Duttos, 
from Liverpool the 11th, via Londonderry 
12th instants, arrived at this port early yester- 
day morning, bringing 31 cabin and 255 steer- 
age passengers, and a full and valuable cargo. 
We are indebted to purser Chambers tor 
files of papers. 
The steamship Damascus arrived out on the 
lOtli, American, from New York, on the 11th, 
and Cuba, from Boston, on the 12th. 
GBEAT BRITAIN. 
The weather in England has moderated, but 
the effects of the recent gales continue to be 
exhibited in disasters to shipping. 
The steamer Worcester, from Baltimore, 
reached Liverpool in a very crippled state.— 
She encountered fearful weather in the chan- 
nel, had her foremast carried away, and was 
otherwise damaged. 
Tbe steamer Palestine, which returned to 
Queenstown, would go to Liverpool for repairs 
and coal. It was expected that she would be 
able to resume her voyage in a few days. The 
chief engineer of the Palestine was reported 
washed overboard. 
Mr. D’Israeli, as leader of the opposition in 
the House of Commons, has issued the cus- 
tomary notice to his party, requesting their at- 
tendance in the Westminster Palace, on the 
6th of next month, when the Queen will de- 
liver the Royal Speech. 
Mr. Gladstone will no doubt follow suit, and 
the note being thus sounded in either camp, 
the Legislative forces will begin to form. 
It is stated that twenty-one Fenians, fully 
armed with revolvers and other weapous, land- 
ed at Sligo on the 10th, and were immediately 
arrested. Great alarm prevailed in Sligo. 
The police of Dublin, on the same day, ef- 
fected the seizure of a large quantity of pikes 
and percussion caps, and arrested two peisons 
connected with their manufacture. 
The trial of Byrne, ex-prison warder, charg- 
ed with aiding the escape of Stephens, was 
concluded. The jury could not agree and 
were discharged. 
The Freeman’s Journal says Stephens is 
still believed to be in Ireland. 
LONDON MONEY MABKET. 
Sattertliwaite’s circular of the evening of 
the 10th says, the advance in the Bank rate to 
8 per cent., caused some depression in Ameri- 
can securities, which was for a short time, in- 
creased by an article in the Times on 
American credit. But the fallacies, or, rather, 
the omissions in the Times’ statement were so 
glaring, that the effect was little more than 
momentary, and to-day, on improved quota- 
tion for stocks, and a decline in gold from 
New York, the market rallied and closed firm. 
Five-twenties, after selling down to 64 1-4, 
have advanced to 64 3-4. 
FBANCE. 
M. Van Praet had an audience of the Em- 
peror on the 10th, to notify the accession of 
Leopold II to the Belgian throne. His .Majes- 
ty repeated his profound regret at the death of 
Leopold I, and assured M. Van Praet that he 
sincerely sympathized with the present King, 
and with Belgians. 
SPAIN. 
A Madrid telegram of the 9th says a rumor 
is current here that the insurgents under Gen. 
Prim have defeated the column commanded 
by Gen. Concha. 
It is further stated that Marshal Serrano has 
gone to the assistance of the latter. 
Gen. Zavala is believed to be at Villarubia, 
and Gen Prim at Urda. 
A state of siege has been proclaimed in Ar- 
ragon, as a precautionary measure. 
Considerable uneasiness prevailed at Mad- 
rid. 
The olWftl Gazette announces that in con- 
sequence of hostile demonstrations having 
taken place at Barcelona, yesterday, the au- 
thorities had ordered the troops to fire on the 
crowds. Order has been re-established. 
Perpignan, Jan. 10.—Advices received here 
from Barcelona, state that a few shots were 
fired at the crowds which had assembled.in 
the streets, and some persons were killed and 
wounded. Tranquility had been re-estab- 
lished. 
The latest official dispatches state that the 
insurgents are discouraged, and are still march- 
ing towards the mountains of Toledo, pursued 
by Gens. Zavala and Echague. Concha is re- 
turning to Madrid, and is succeeded by Ser- 
rano. 
ITALY. 
The Italian Parliament had been prorogued 
till January 22d, to give the new minfstry time 
to consider and modify important financial 
and other proposals of the late cabinet. 
The following is a summary of the news 
dispatched by the steamer that left Liverpool 
cn Wednesday: 
There had been furious gales in England, 
and numerous disasters. Cunard cargo steam- 
er Palestine, from Liverpool December 23d, 
put back to Queenstown January 9th, short of 
coal, her decks swept, and otherwise injured. 
The ship Tigress, of New York, was aban- 
doned 23d December; crew saved. The J. P. 
Wheeler, from New York for Glasgow, was a 
total wreck at Oban. The captain of the Guy 
Mannering, lost at Oban, was saved along 
with seventeen of the crew; the remaining 
eighteen were drowned. 
Numerous marine disasters to American 
shipping were reported. 
The London Times and other journals, hav- 
ing attributed the pressure in the msney mark- 
et to heavy exports to America, on credit, and 
warned shippers against such proceedings— 
letters are published from commercial men, re- 
futing such arguments and showing that the 
remittances have been most prompt, and that 
heavy cotton receipts are set off against Brit- 
ish exports. 
The discount demand was comparatively 
moderate. The rate remained at eight per 
cent. 
The military revolt in Spain under General 
Prim, made no progress. The insurgents 
gained the mountains of Toledo, but were 
closely pursued. It was supposed that Prim, 
who was ill, would disband them, and attempt 
to escape to Portugal. 
The insurgent garrison of Avila reached the 
Portugese territory and were disarmed. Mad- 
rid was under martial law but remained tran- 
quil. Martial law was also proclaimed at New 
Gastello. Considerable excitement was reportr 
ed at Barcelona. The crowds were dispersed 
by the military. 
The Emperor of Austria had restored the 
property and granted other concessions to par- 
ties who illegally emigrated from Venetia. 
Evening Journal Almanac.—We have 
received from the publishers, the above men- 
tioned Almanac for the year 1866. It contains 
a large amount of interesting matter relative 
to the Union and the several States, besides 
the official election returns. Seldom do we 
get 150 pages of useful and interesting matter 
at so low a price. Copies can be had by en- 
closing 25 cents to Messrs. Weed Parsons & 
Co., No. 61 State Street, Albany, N. Y. 
Todd’s Hungarian Balm is a great success, 
and people are getting it on the brain, but J- 
M. Dickey can put a Damper on that, or into 
a stove funnel, in just three minutes, that will 
save one fourth of the fuel. It is just the 
thing in these hard times and no family 
should be without one. Try it! 
Orders left at 74 Middle street, will receive 
prompt attention. 
Fkyebubg Academy.—The Spring term 
of this old and excellent institution, will com- 
mence February 21st. We can cheerfully ccm* 
mend this Academy as among the best in the 
State. It is located in a beautiful town, and is 
conducted by thorough and competent teach- 
ers. See advertisement. 
Opera.—The ticket office at Dcering ETall 
will he open from 10 o’clock to 1 o’clock to- 
day, for the purpose of refunding the money 
paid for tickets, a few of which have not been 
returned. All bills against the opera should 
be presented between the above mentioned 
hours to-day. 
The Treasurer of the Female Samaritan 
Association gratefully acknowledges the liber- 
al donation of fifty dollars Horn John Mussey, 
Esq. M. A. Plummer, Treas’r. 
Portland, Jan. 25,1866. 
School Uatterq.—At an adjourned meet" 
ing of the School Committee, held on Thurs- 
day evening, Lewis B. Smith, Fsq., was elected 
a member of the Board, in the place of Rev. 
T. P. Rodman, resigned, and Benj. Kingsbury 
Jr., Esq., in the place of Rev. J. E. Walton 
resigned. A committee was appointed to 
take measures to secure the passage of a law 
that shall enable the city to fix the age at 
which children shall be admitted to the schools 
at not less than five years. 
Detention of Tbains.—The snow storm 
yesterday detained all the railroad trains.— 
The morning train from Boston was about 
forty-five minutes late. The Kennebec train 
was about half an hour behind time, and the 
Grand Trunk and Bangor trains about one 
hour. The afternoon train from Boston, due 
at 7.30 P. H., did not arrive until 
BY TELEGRAPH, 
TO THE DAILY PRESS. 
Friday Morning, Janmry 26, 1866. 
location of the Agricultural College. 
ISpecial Dispatch to the Press.) 
Augusta, Jan. 25. 
The Trustees of the Agricultural College 
this afternoon, voted to locate the College at 
Orono. The vote stood eight for Orono and 
seven for Topsham. F. 
XXXIX CONGRESS—First Session. 
Washington, Jan. 25. 
SENATE 
Mr. Foote was excused from service on the 
Pension Committee. 
Various petitions were referred, including 
one from Paul S. Forbes, lor relief trom a con- 
tract of building a vessel. 
A bill was passed establishing an additional 
Land Office in Oregon. 
The bill making it a penal offence to charge 
more than ten dollars tor collecting soldier’s 
claims, was considered without action. 
The bill to enlarge the powers of the Freed- 
men’s Burean, was taken up. 
Mr. Davis made a speech In opposition there- 
to. 
A bill for the sale of stamps and stamped 
envelopes, with an amendment, limiting its 
operation to June 30th 1888, was reported and 
ordered to be printed. 
A bill was introduced and referred to the 
District Committee, repealing the acts incor- 
porating the cities of Washington and George- 
town declaring their legislative powers to be 
exercised exclusively by Congress and provid- 
ing for the appointment of three District com- 
missioners by the President; a solicitor, treas- 
urer, engineer, surveyor, boards of health, po- 
lice, education and other officials. 
Mr. Sherman suggested a postponement of 
final action until a letter from the Governor of 
South Carolina was laid before the Senate, 
which would be to-morrow, relative to the 
land titles given by Gem Sherman. The yeas 
and nays on the passage of the bill was taken 
as follows; 
Yeas—Anthony, Brown, Chandler. Clark, 
Conness, Cragin, Cresswell, Dixon, Dooiittle, 
Fessenden, Foote, Foster, Grimes, Harris, Hen- 
derson, Howard, Howe, Kirkwood, Lane of 
Ind., Lane of Kansas, Morgan, Morrill, Nye, 
Nortan, Pollard, Pomeroy, iiamsey, Sherman, 
Sprague, Stewart, Sumner, Trumbull, Van. 
Winkle ,Wade, Williams, Wilson and Yates. 37 
Nays—Buckalew, Davis, Guthrie, Hendricks 
Johnson, McDonald, Kiddle, Saulsbury. Stock- 
ton and Wright. 10. 
So the bill was passed. 
The bill to protect all persons in the enjoy- 
ment of their civil rights was taken up. 
Mr. Howe gave notice that he should en- 
deavor to-morrow to call up his resolution rela- 
tive to the appointment or provisional govern- 
ors and would submit some remarks respon- 
sive to those of Mr. Doolittle. 
Adjourned. 
HOUSE. 
The House resumed the consideration of 
the Constitutional Suffrage amendment. 
Mr. Eldridge, of Wisconsin, opposed it. 
Messrs. Strouse and Higby opposed the Suf- 
frage amendment. 
Mr. Bingham advocated the amendment pro- 
posed by the Committee, and saying the Com- 
mittee have under consideration another 
amendment which looks to giving power to 
Congress to enforce in behalf of every citizen, 
of every state and territory, the rights which 
were granted to him than the beginning. 
Twenty-five thousand copies of Gen. Grant’s 
and Mr. Sehurz’s reports on the condition of 
the South, were ordered to be printed. 
A resolution was adopted calling for the ex- 
penses ot the revenue, and the disbursements 
of the Commissioner of Agriculture. A resolution was adopted that the commit- 
tee on Commerce inquire into the expediency 
of remunerating the owners of property 
thrown overboard ot sea in order to save life. 
A resolution was adopted instructing the 
Banking Committee to inquire into the expe- 
diency of reporting a hill allowing banks to 
surrender their charters, and close up their 
business within a reasonable time. 
A resolution was adopted instructing the 
District Committee to enquire into the expe- 
diency of excluding from suffrage all persons 
who have borne arms against the Union. 
A resolution was adopted instructing the 
Judiciary committee to enquire whether any of 
the officers who have been performing their 
duties without taking the oath, are required 
to execute official bonds. 
A bill was passed authorizing the Secretary 
of War to grant the use of a portion of the 
military reserve for railroad purposes at Tort 
Huron. 
Mr. Broomell gave notice of a substitute he 
intended to offer at a proper time, that repre- 
sentives of ail the states should be appointed 
according to all the persons in the state, ex- 
cluding Indians not taxed. Whenever the 
franchise is denied to any portion of the citi- 
zens the same proportion shall be excluded 
from the basis of representation. 
Mr. Davis, of New York, hoped the main 
resolution would be recommitted. 
Mr. Ward suggested an amendment that no 
person shall be deprived of the elective fran- 
chise in any State by reason of a tax or prop- 
erty qualification, or any other which was not 
in force Jan. 1st, 1S65; and any state where 
the same is applied, shall be excluded from 
representation. 
Mr. Nicholson said ho should vote against 
this and all other of the proposed amendments 
to the Constitution. 
Without taking the question' the House ad- 
journed. 
From Washington. 
Washington, Jan. 25. 
Nicholas Smith has been appointed Minis- 
ter to Greece. 
The object of the law authorizing 'the sale 
of postage stamps on credit, is stated by the 
Post Master General to be to enable the de- 
partment to circulate stamps through the late 
rebel States. 
The Secretary of the Interior communicates 
a list of the cities of the United States, with 
statistics of their manufactures, including 
those having 10,000 inhabitants and upwards. 
It Includes 102 cities. The total capital em- 
ployed is §417,192,234; value of products 
$874,934,821; hands employed 410,920; fe- 
males 147,000. 
Senator Evans, of Colorado, says the tele- 
gram from W. J. Hardeu, a colored citizen of 
Denver, published on Wednesday, makes sev- 
eral false impressions. First, that colored peo- 
ple voted in Colorado prior to 1864. The 
clause citizens of the United States in the 
franchise law not having been construed to in- 
clude them, the colored people did not vote.— 
Second, that the Governor was instrumental 
in depriving them of the privilege. Whatever 
change was made in the law. it was without 
reference to negro suffrage, that question not 
having been raised, and no practical change 
was made in that respect. Third, that the 
State constitution makes their exclusion per- 
petual. That instrument provides a ready 
mode of amendment on this and all other of 
its provisions, and imposes no disability on 
colored people except their present exclusion 
from offices and voting. 
During the past year conscience money, va- 
rying in sums lrom one cent to $100, in the 
aggregate amounting to §20,000 was deposit- 
ed in the vaults of the Treasury. 
From Virginia. 
Richmond, Va., Jan. 25. 
The Senate passed a bill to-day authorizing 
railroad connection between Winchester and 
Strasburg. 
Several bills regulating the status of freed- 
inen, conferring various rights and privileges 
on colored people, were also passed. 
In the House the committee reported 
against the payment of the claim for steamers 
seized by order of Gov. Letcher, in 1861, on 
the ground chiefly that alter the passage of 
the ordinance of secession, all acts of the 
Richmond authorities were without authority 
and void. 
Washington Correspondence. 
_ 
New Yoke, Jan. 25. 
The Times’ Washington dispatch, says Gen. Sheridan’s official report caused considerable 
excitement at Brownsville. There is no dan- 
ger of serious trouble. 
Gen. Wright has been ordered to the bor- 
ders to restore order. 
Conviction of another of Otero’s Murderer. 
New York, Jan. 25. 
Pellicier the accomplice of Gonzales, was 
found guilty of murder in the first degree, yes- 
terday. 
The Columbian Marine Insurance Company 
to Resume Business. 
New Yoke. Jan. 25. 
A meeting of the Stock holders of the Col- 
umbian Marine Insurance Co., was held yes- 
terday P. M. It is estimated that the com- 
pany’s assets are suflicieut to discharge all its 
liabilities and have a surplus of over a million 
dollars, and it was unanimously resolved to in- 
stitute measures for resuming business with a 
capital not exceeding $2,000,000. 
Tennessee legislature. 
Cincinnati, Jan. 25. 
The Tennessee House of Representatives 
yesterday passed the negro testimony bill by a 
yote of 42 against 32. 
Arrest of Thieves and Recovery of Stolen Prop- 
erty. 
New Yobk, Jan. 25. 
Tlie detectives yesterday arrested Albert 
Berch and William Golden, two young men 
formerly in the employ of the Erie ltailway 
Co. They are charged with a succession of 
robberies on the trains ol that road amounting 
to ovor $10,000. A large amount of the stolen 
property lias been sold to citizens of Port Jer- 
vis, which has been seized and held for identi- 
fication. 
%r 
From California, 
San Fbancisco, Jan. 23. 
At present there is no danger of a flood at 
Sacramento, but the present storm may bring it on. 
Gen. Steele, successor to tlielate General 
Wright, in the Columbia Department, arrived 
at Sacramento yesterday. 
The steamer Pacific, from Portland, has ar- rived, bringing $419,909 in treasure. 
There is a decided improvement in mining stocks. 
Fires. 
New Yobk, Jan. 25. 
E. B. Ling’s distillery, cn 55th Street, was burned to-day. Loss $15,000. 
Philadelphia, Jan. 25. 
The hardware store of Biddle & Co., on 
Market Street, was destroyed by fire this ev- 
ening. 
Arrest of Gen, Crawford, 
New Yobk, Jan. 25. 
A special despatch from New Orleans to the 
Tribune to-night, dated the 24th, says Gen. Crawford was arrested on the night previous 
on board the steamer Continental, bound to 
New York. He was arrested by the Chief of 
Gen. Sheridan’s Scouts, and was immediately 
taken to Fortress Monroe. 
Consecration of Bishop Kerfoot. 
Pittsburg, Pa., Jan. 25. 
Rev. John Barrett Kerfoot, Bishop elect of 
the new Diocese of Pittsburg, of the Protest- 
ant Episcopal Church, was consecrated in 
Trinity Church to-day, in the presence of a 
large congregation. 
-•'!!>• 
From Fortress Monroe. 
Fortress Monroe. Jan. 25. 
The schooner R. C. Johnson is ashore at 
Ship Shoals, and will be a total wreck. 
The Board of Survey have recommended 
the tearing down of fifty-five buildings on Old 
Point. 
There was a severe thunder shower this ev- 
ening. 
A Curious Lawsuit. 
New York, Jan. 25. 
A suit has been commenced against A. S. 
Merser, by one of the disappointed female 
emigrants to the Pacific. Damages for deten- 
tion are claimed, as well as three hundred dol- 
lars passage money paid, and two hundred dol- 
lars worth of furniture put on board the Con- 
tinental. 
Financial. 
Ne w Yobk, Jan. 25. 
The Commercial’s money article says the Stock 
Market continues depressed. At the morning board 
there was a further decline of 1 to 3$ per ct.. without 
special effort on the part of the bears. The whole 
market seems to have agreed that prices should rule 
lower, and large holders are gradually letting out their stocks. Governments suffer in sympathy with the decline in railroad stocks. The possibility that the latter may fall to a point at which they will be 
cheaper than Governments, prevents parties buying for investment from purchasing Government bonds. There is a moderate demand for money on call at 5 @ 
6 per oent., with an increase proportion of transac- 
tion at 6 per cent. Applications for discounts are 
increasing and banks are doing considerable business 
in that direction. There is very general caution re- 
specting the standing of paper. There arc a good 
many removals o» notes in connection with Western 
trade which adds to the prevailing caution. Gold is 
steady. Custom’s demand is active, but littlo is done in the way of speculation. Foreign Exchange con- tinues weak. Loading drawers ask 108$ for long ster- ling but buyers rate generally at 108$ (eg 108$. Francs 
quiet and steady. 
Commercial. 
For steaxr ship Hibernian. 
Latest by Telograph to Londonderry. 
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, Jan. 12.—The 
Cotton Brokers’ Circular reports the sales for the 
week at 50,000 bales, ot which 5,750 were to specula- 
tors, and 12,000 to exporters. The market openod 
very dull and declined 1 @ 14, but subsequently re- 
covered partially from the thll, closing firmer at a de- 
cline, however, ot $ @ Id lor American, and 14 @ 
12d for other descriptions. The authorized quota- 
tions are: New Orleans Fair22d; Middling Orleans 
20d; Mobile Fair 21$d: Mobile Middling lo^d; Up- 
land Fair 21$d; Middlings 19Jd. 
The sales to-day are estimated at 10,000 bales, the 
market closing steady. 
Stock in port 393,000 bales bales, including 182,000 
American. 
LIVERPOOL BREADSTUFFS MARKET, Jan. 
12.—firmer. 
LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET, Jan. 12. 
—The market is steady. 
Telegraphing from London continues suspended, 
owing to the damage to the wires by the snow storm, 
hhe following are the closing London quotations of 
the 10th: 
LONDON MONEY MARKET, Jan. 12.—Cnpsols closed at 8G| (a) 87 for money. 
AMERICAN SECURITIES.—U. S. 5-20s 64$ @ 65. Erie Shares 56(g}5G$. Illinois Central Shares 75$ @ 
The Bullion in the Bank of England has decreased 
£‘218,000 
Liverpool, Jan. 12.—Prices to-day are about tbe 
same as above. 
New York Markets. 
New York, Jan. 25. 
Cotton—dull and Ailly2olower; sales250 bales Mid- 
dling Uplands at 67 @ 58c. 
Flour—State and Western 5c better for superior 
grades, but dull and heavy for lower grades; State at 
6 80 @ 8 15; Round Hoop Ohio at 8 40 @ 10 30; West- 
ern 6 80 @ 8 25; Southern a shade firmer; sales 650 
bbls. at 8 75 @ 9 05; Canada 5c better for common; 
sales 200 bbls. at 7 90 @ 11 00. 
Wheat— a shade firmer and very quiet; sales 14,110 
bush. Milwaukee Club No. 1, new at 1 73. 
Corn—dull and lc lower; sales 39,600 bushels Mix- 
ed Western at 84 @ 86. 
Oats—lc better. 
Beef—steady. 
Pork—heavy and lower; sales 5,900 bbls.; new mess 
at29 00. 
Lard—steady; sales 600 bbls. at 15 75 @ 18 00. 
Whiskey—dull; sales 50 bbls.; Western at 2 27. 
Sugars —steady; sales 350 hhds. Muscovado at 113 
@ 12; 240 boxes Havana at 10$ @14. 
Coffee—quiet. 
Molasses—quiet. 
Freight* to Liverpool—quiet; Cotton jd@7-16d; Corn per steamer 5$d. 
Chicago Markets. 
Chicago, Jan. 25. Flour—firm. 
Wheat—steady at 1 23$ for No. 1, and 81 for No. 2. 
Corn—dull. 
Provisions—Me3s Pork declined 25 @ 50c; sales at 
26 CO @ 26 25 for City and 26 50 tor country packed; 
ordinary Mess in fair request at 25 00: shoulders in 
fair inquiry at 10J for loose and packed respectively. 
Beef Hams—in moderate request at 33 @ 35. 
Lard—steady at 17 @ 17$. 
Hogs—receipts liberal and price nominal at 9 50 (5> 
9 62$ tor good. 
^
Dressed Hogs—dull; sales at 10 62$ @ 10 75 for good. 
Receipts — 2,900 bbls. of flour, 2,500 bushels of 
wheat. 11,000 bushels of corn, 12,000 bushels oats, 
3,800 live hogs, 7,000 dressed hogs. 
Shipments—1,000 bbls. flour, 4,500 bushels corn. 
Cincinnati Markets. 
_ Cincinnati, Jan. 25. Flour— steady. 
Wheat—dull. 
Hogs-and; sales at 1125 @ 11 50 forcity dressed. 
Receipts 3,400 head. 
Provisions—Mess Pork dull at 29 00. 
Green Meats—in (air demand. 
Lard—sales at 17$ for prime city. 
Whiskey—steady at 2 25. 
Gold 1 39J. 
Stock Markets. 
n 
New York, Jan. 25. 
Second Board.—Stocks heavy. 
Arner ican Gold. 1391 
United States coupon Sixes, 1881,.... .10lJ United States 5-20 coupons, 1862,.102? 
United States 5-20, 1865,.toil 
United States 10-40. 934 
Treasury Notes, 7 3-10, (2d series),. 983 New York Centra). 91 
Eri .84 
Hudson.100 
Reading. 931 
Michigan Southern .67$ Cleveland and Pittsburg. 78 
Chicago and Rock I sland. 98 
Personal.—Among the passengers by the 
Hibernian yesterday, from Liverpool, was our 
townsman, Mr. E. H. Gillespie, who has re- 
turned from a three months’ visit to his native 
Scotland. 
Social Levee, &c.—The ladies connected 
with the Pearl Street Universalist Social Cir- 
cle, will hold a Levee at City Hall next Thurs- 
day evening. There will be a Promenade Con- 
cert at the same time. 
Peterson’s Ladies’ Magazine for Feb- 
ruary has, been received at the bookstores of 
Messrs. Bailey & Noyes, Davis Brothers, 
and Short & Loring, Exchange Street. 
Special Notice. 
AGENTS who have been canvassing for the new popular work, Grant and Sherman, their Cam- 
{►aigiiB and Generals, written by J. T. Headley, are tereby notified that the agency of Grace & Co., Fort- 
Land, for the above work Is discontinued, and that all 
orders for Books, sent, the undersigned, will be for- 
warded to their ordei, by express, Irom Boston, Mass, 
and they are requested to report immediately the 
number of unsupplied copies, and also to state what 
territory was assigned them by said Wm. Grace & Co. Any persons wishing an agency for the above work will address P1TMAIS & CO., ja23dlw 21 School St, Boston, Mass. 
B. Walnut, Plain and Marble Top, 
ALSO, 
Cottage, French and Corinthian 
Chamber Sets I 
f 
Just received, and for sale by 
GEO. T. BURROUGHS & CO., I ja23dtt No. 4 Free St. Block 
Miscellaneous. 
PR08P EGTUS! 
-OF THE- 
ANDROSCOGGIN 
LAND 
AND 
PETROLEUM COMP’Y. 
Incorporated by the Legislature of Maine. 
Capital 30,000 Shares, 
Each. 
Principal Office of the Company, Norway, Me. 
OFFICERS s 
WILLIAM WIRT VIRGIN, President. 
Albert Thompson,.Vice.President. 
Sylranns Cobb. Jr.,.Treasurer. 
Freeland Howe,.Secretary. 
Trustees s 
FREELAND HOWE,.Norway Maine. 
SYLVANUS COBB, Jb. 
HON. WM. WIRT VIRGIN,... 
ALBERT THOMPSON, M. D.,.. 
LAFAYETTE CULVER, Esq., .Boston, Mass. 
Tlie property of the Company consists of the Leas- 
es of One Thousand Acres of Land in the very best 
Oil Districts of Canada West. These leases are for 
twenty-one years, and tho lands have been selected 
by our Agent after a vast deal of critical examina- 
tion; and in this labor he has been assisted bv some 
of the best judges of “Oil Shows” in Canada. The 
Records have been examined, and we have from the 
Register at Sarnia, under the seal of his office, an ab- 
stract from the Records showing that our titles are 
perfect. Those who projected tho formation of this 
Company, for the purpose of securing the best 
lands, instructed their Agent to spare no pains in 
the work, and tho result has been the obtaining of a 
property that bears the stamp of its value upon its 
very face. The lots were selected within the limits 
of the great Oil Fields of Enniskillen and Moore, the 
line commencing just east of Petbolia and Oil 
Springs, and running westward to the St. Clair 
River. Here was the first discovery of oil, and here 
have been the most romakable wells. In this section 
weds are sunk more cheaply than in any other place, 
the first well put down at Oil Springs (the Shaw 
Well) having yielded five hundred barrels per day at 
a depth of only two hundred and foriy-six feet. 
Such is our land—one thousand acres of it—and 
this is what we have done with it: It has been 
put into thirty thousand shares ot stock, at five dol- 
lars per share, which is its absolute value in good 
faith; and the sum of thirty thousand dollars—or 
twenty per cent, of the cash capital—is 
pledged as a working capital, or developing fund, ab- 
solutely and entirely for the benefit of the stock- 
holders. 
Now we ask any candid, reasoning man—Is it 
possible that Thirty Thousand Dollars can be ex- 
pended by fin experienced agent upon that one thou- 
sand acres of land, without giving a good yielding 
well,—especially when we consider that in all that 
section there has not yef been a single failure ? Wells 
are yielding all the way from eight barrels to two 
hundred barrels per day, and the oil is now selling 
at the tanks (purchasers furnishing their own bar- 
rels) for twelve dollars per barrel in gold. Now, let 
us suppose that the company, by the application of 
its working capital to the best of its land, finds a well 
yielding only fifteen barrels of oil per day; and to be 
on the safe side, let us call the oil only worth ten dol- 
lars per barrel. Now deduct the royalty of ten per 
cent., and also twenty-five dollars per day as the 
highest possible amount of incidental expenses, and 
you will find that the net income for one well, tor the 
working days of the year, will be thirty-three thou- 
sand dollars, paying an interest of twenty per cent, 
per annum, upon the whole capital stock. Consider- 
ing this, and then consideiing the vast opportunities 
offered by our capital and land, are not the chances 
as fifty to one that more than one hundred per cent, 
will be the annual yield of interest ? 
It is safe to say that the working capital will put 
down at least five wells, with a slxteen-horse-power 
steam engine to each weljty In short, we pledge that* 
So, to you who are thoroijpfhly posted in Oil matters, 
and who kiMtaie valufc of that kind of property, 
we put the^fi^bion:—Where can you find m&fher 
scheme soJitij&al and safe to.the purchaser Qf'-gig&k. 
as this ? Jnst look it —yau are getting this lkmjTfbr 
one hundred and fifty dollars an acre, wiT^vrvE 
WELLS DOWN, ALL EQUIPPED FOR WORltf; -fed 
the shares are subject to no further assessment, 
and cannot possibly lay the holder under liability of 
any kind. One thousand acres of Oil Land, with five 
Wells down! Will there not be likely to be some oil ? 
And is this all ? Do you not understand that the 
moment a producing well goes down,-the value of our 
land is increased ten fold? The company will have 
leases to sell as well as oil; and our agent assures us 
he shall be greatly disappointed il we cannot, before 
the year is out, if the company should so elect, dis- 
pose of leases enough to pay us back for all our land, ; 
and yet leave us more than we can successfully oper- 
ate upon. 
But this thousand acres is not all. The original 
movers in this scheme have secured a two-thirds in- 
terest in the midft of the flowing wells of PETRO- 
LIA. The Wattie & Parsons Well is upon one side 
of it, and the well of the Hartford Star Co. upon the 
other—both flowing wells, and neither of them thirty 
rods distant from our land. Of this interest we have 
a perpetual lease, and on the 23d of the present 
month Dr. Thompson (our agent) received a letter 
from the proprietor of the land offering him two 
thousand dollars to relinquish the bond which he 
held for said lease. But the bond* was the property 
of the company, and cannot be bought. On this land 
onr first well is going down; and the very first mon- 
ey paid in goes to that end; and our agent gives 
us his word that when we have placed the “curren- 
cy” in his hands he will have a well down in ninety 
days from the time of the striking of the first blow; 
and he furthermore tells us only what all tell us who 
are acquainted with that section, that he goes at the 
work with the same degree of assurance with which 
he would dig in the earth for water. 
And now we ask that you will come forward and 
lend a helping hand towards developing the vast re- 
sources of this property? The thirty thousand dol- 
lars already appropriated will do much, but if the 
Comp’y is so disposed, there may be an actual working 
capital of one hundred thousand dollars employed be- 
fore tho expiration of the year. And here let it be 
understood that every holder of stock, be it more or 
less, becomes a member ot the company, with the 
privilege of voting at all its meetings; and to every 
such member the books of the company are at all 
proper times freely open. 
Portland Office No. 64 Middle St., Room 
No. 1, where the Treasurer of the Company may be 
found, and where full particulars may be obtained. 
Jan 25—d3t 
CO Ah, CO Ah, CO Ah ! 
1 T0NS JOHN’S CHESTNUT COAL, at It)U 913,00 per ton. 
ALSO, 
450 tons John’s Stove and Egg Coal. 
500 tons Lehigh Egg and Furnace Coal. 
200 tons Lehigh Stove Coal. 
300 tons Locust Mountain Stove and Egg Coal. 
200 tons Free Burning Stove Coal. 
Well picked and screened; delivered to any part of the city at the lowest price for Cash. 
ALSO, 
200 tons Cumberland Coal for Smith’s use; and all kinds of hard and soft Wood, on hand and for sale by 
RANDALL, McALLISTER & 00., 
60 Commercial Street, 
Jan 13—dtf Head Maine Wharf. 
Copartnership. 
rpHE subscribers have this day formed a copartner- A ship for the transaction of the Wholesale Crock- 
ery and Qlrss Ware business, under the lirm name 
c. E. JOSE <£ co. 
C. E. JOSFy 
K. S. MAXCY, 
J. C. SMALL. 
Portland, Jan. 1,18G#. jal6d2m 
OIREEIPEES 1 
THE only reliable CREEPER in tho market la BAILEY’S PATENT. It has been well proved 
42 Exchange Street, Jan 23—dlw 
3000 Yds. Poplins and Thibets, 
MARKED down and to be sol** 't bargains. C. K. BABB. 
nov!4 distf No. 9 Clapp’s Block. 
To Let. 
M Three Rooms on Lay layette St, (Munjoy). Enquire of II. ROWE, Architect, on the premise?. 
Jan 23—dtw 
Dressed Hogs. 
A CHOICE LOT of Dressed Hogs just received and for sale by 
CLARK, READ & CHASE, 
No. 71 Commercial St. 
Portland, Jan 19, 1866. ja20dlw* 
The Eggs of Pharaoh’s Serpents! 
A WONDERFUL CHEMICAL TOY. Sold Wholesale and Retail, at 
CROSMAN & CO’S Drug Store, 
J»20d2w75 Mlddlc St. 
White Oak Ship Timber. 
OAfi T0NS host N. H. White Oak suitable for ^jV/\-/Stcm8, Transoms, Risers, Hooks, and Fut- 
tocks* Also 100 tons Plank stocks, best quality, and 
very long by L. TAYLOR, 
Jan 24—utf 61 Commercial St, 
Entertainments. 
Another Good_Time Coming! 
THE LADIES OP THE 
PARK ST. CIRCLE, 
; WILL 01VE A 
Promenade Concert! 
AT CITY HALL, 
On Tuesday Evening, January 30. 
tdP* Dancing to commence at 7$ o’c'ock. 
Music by Chandler’s Band* 
Tickets 25 cts—for sale at the door. 
Jan2C—dtd 
(Social Levee 
-AND- 
PROMENADE^ CONCERT! 
A 
The Ladies connected with the 
PEARL ST. UNIVERSALIST 
SOCIAL CIRCLE. 
WILL HOLD A LEVEE AT 
CITY HALL, 
Thursday Evening, February 1st. 
^^Refreshments served in Senate Hall. 
Music toy Chandler. 
Tickets 28 cents. Doors open at 7 o’olock. 
Per Order Committee. 
Jan 26—dlw 
M. L. A. LECTURES! 
THE Sixth Lecture of this Course will he deliver- ed at 
CITY HALL, 
-OK- 
Monday Evening, Jan. 29, *66, 
-BY- 
George William Curtis, 
OF NEW YORK. 
The Seventh Lecture will be delivered on 
Wednesday Evening, Jan. 31, 
-BY- 
Rev. Edw. H. Chapin, 
OF NEW YORK. 
Chandler’s Full Band will be in attendance. 
Doors open at 6. Lecture to commence at 7.30 
precisely. 
Per Order Lecture Committee, 
_ 
GEO. H. SMARDON, Jan 21-—dtd Cor. Sec’y. 
——— 
Dry Groocls 
Marked Down! 
ELDEN&WHITMAN, 
5 Free Street Block, 
Have marked down their Stock ot 
Dry Goods, 
Preparatory to TAKING STOCK, and would offer to 
the public a full and choice assortment of seasonable 
goods at a 
Great Reduction! 
From our former low prices. 
We would call special attention to our line of 
HEAVY WOOL 
blank ets, 
Which we offer at prices that 
DEFT COMPETITION! 
WE HAVE MARKED 
OUR CLOAKS! 
At figures that will ensure their 
IMMEDIATE SALE, 
and would request the ladies to examine Our Prices 
before purchasing elsewhere. 
ODR STOCK OF 
Winter Dress Goods, 
Consisting of all desirable styles of plain and fhney 
fabrics, in all grades, we have marked without re- 
gard to cost, to 
Close them before Taking Stock* 
— 
The attention of purchasers is called to 
Our House-keeping Department, 
Comprising Quilts, Towels, Napkins, Brown and 
Bleached Linen Tabiings, Crashes, Plain Linens, and 
an assortment of all goods needed for HOUSE 
FURNISHING. 
O L O T H S ! 
FLANNE L8, 
WHITE GOODS, 
Hosiery, Handkfs., 
And (Small Wares, 
In full variety at 
One Price, and No Variation ! 
We invite the public to examine our 
STOCK and PRICES, 
feeling sure it will bo for THEIR ADVANTAGE. 
ELDEN & WHITMAN. 
One Price and No Variation! 
5 Free St. Flock. 
Jan 10—dtf 
Dissolution ! 
THE copartnership heretofore existing under the firm name of 
FOYE & COFFIN, 
is this day dissolved. 
W. H. FOYE. 
J. H. COFFIN, 
C. H. FOYE. 
Portland, Jan. 15,1866. 
Copartnership Notice. 
THE undersigned have this day termed a copart- nership under the style and firm of 
FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN, 
F jr the transaction of the Insurance Business, 
in all ila branches. 
V. H. FOYE. 
J. H. COFFIN, 
F. K. SWAN, 
C. H. FOYE. 
Portland, Jan’y IK, 1866. jaSOdtt 
Copartnership Notice. 
THE undersigned have this day formed a copart- nership under the name and style of 
O. P. ALLEN Sl CO., 
for the purpose of carrying on the Tanning Business. 
OLIVER P. ALLEN, 
DAVID M AMES, 
JOSHUA R. COBB. 
West Limington, January 1,1866. ja25d3t 
To Let. 
SINGLE and Suits ol Rooms furnished or un- furnished to let, with or without board, at TT 1 Free Street. 
Respectable transient boarders accommodated. 
Jan 22—dlw* 
Lodgings. 
GOOD LODGINGS lor a few Gentlemen can be ob- tained at 126 Oxford St. 
Jan 24—dlf 
Entertainments. 
GRAND 
Promenade Concert! 
Will be given in aid of the erection of the 
CATHOLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, 
Gray Street. 
Thursday Ev’ng, Feb. 8, ’66, 
AT 
CITY HALL, 
Under the auspices of the following gentlemen: 
A. W. H. Clapp, 
Samuel E. Spring, 
Nathan Cummings, 
William Moulton, 
Edward Fox, 
James M. Churchill, 
A. K. Shurtleft, 
Watson Newhall, 
George W. Woodman, 
Isaac F. Sturdivant, 
Allen Haines, 
John Q. Twitchell, 
John Sparrow, 
J. S. Palmer, 
Edmund Dana, Jr., 
S. R. Lyman, 
William Kimball, 
S. C. H unkins. 
Sam’l J. Anderson, 
Charles W. Thomas, 
Edward E. Upham, 
William L. Putnam, 
Charles R. Frost, 
W. G. Chadbourne, 
Nathaniel Deering, 
Joseph Hale, 
Charles B. Varney, 
Charles H. Fling, 
A. Q. Leach, 
Ferguson Haines, 
Charles H. Chase, 
Stephen Emerson, 
Samuel Chadwick, 
John B. Brown, 
William Willis, 
Joseph Walker, 
Josiah H. Drummond, 
R. M. Richardson, 
Hosea 1. Robinson, 
Hezekiah Winslow, 
Charles H. Haskell, 
Byron D. Verrill, 
Granville M. Chase, 
Charles P. Kimball, 
Sewall C. Strout, 
Charles E. Jose, 
Joseph A. Kendall, 
L. D. M. Swett, 
Gardner Jordan, 
Robert Bradley, 
George Waterhouse, 
Joseph Ring, 
George O. Gpsse, 
O. M. Marrett, 
James E. Carter, 
George H. Chadwick, 
William G. Davis, 
T. B. Lyman, 
Abiel Somerby, 
John Barbour, 
Albert B. Winslow, 
Darius H. Ingraham, 
Hosea Kendall, 
Jabez M. Knight, 
Charles Davis, 
E. C. Shaw. 
ty Mu»ic by the Portland Band Jf i 
Gentlemen’s Tickets, 81*001 La lies’ Tickets, 50 
eta*, to be obtained at Paine's Music Store, Croeman 
& Co.'s, Thomas G. Loring’s, Charles McCarthy, 
Jr.’s, William Melaugh's, and at the Door of the 
Hall. 
Doors open at half past seven o’clock. 
Jan. 26. td 
DU] BllIlNrGt IIA3UU 
POSITIVELY TWO DAYS ONLY! 
Monday and Tnesday, Jan. 29th and 30th, 
Afternoon and Evening* 
Immense Attraction. Two Exhibitions Combined in 
One! 
Chang and Eng, 
The Word-Benowned Siamese Twins, and 
HOOMIO AinriOLA, 
The wonderful Wild Australian Children. 
Reappearance of the fkr-tamt d SIAMESE TWINS. 
After a seclusion of thirteen years from public 
life, the Siamese Twins, Chang and Eng, respectfully 
announce to the public that they are now about to 
make a farewell tour of the United States, when they 
trust that the same liberal patronage bestowed on their first traveling tour will be accorded them on 
these their Grand Farewell Entertainments. 
Chang and Eng will be accompanied by their Chil- dren, who have been born since their last appear- 
ance in public. Remember, this is your last chance 
of seeing the great wonders. 
Hoomio and lola, the Wild Australian Children, 
are evidently of a Cannibal Race, judging from their 
natural proclivities, their long sharp teeth, &c.; per- 
haps the only specimens from that country now liv- 
ing. Their heads are the smallest and most curious- 
ly shaped ever seen on human beings in this country. Remember the days, da es and hours. Doors open I from 2 to 5 and 7 to 9 P. M. Admission 35 cts: cnil- 
dren25cts. ja24d1w A. J. Bates, Agent. 
INDEPENDENT LECTURES 
IN AID OF 
Tbe Portland Freedtaea’. Aid Auociatioa 
Tenth Lecture will be delivered by Mbs. 
Frances Ellen Harper, 
OF MARYLAND. 
On Friday Evening, Jan. 20, ’00, 
-IN- 
OITY H-A.r,X.. 
Subject—“1T76 and 1868, or the Nation’s Oppor- 
tunities.” 
Music by Shaw’s Quartette Club. 
Tickets for the Course,.$1.00. 
Ticket for one Lecture. 2flc. 
For sale at toe Bookstores, Paine's Music Store,Cros- 
man & Co.'s, Lowell & Senter's, and at the door. 
Doors open at 6 o'clock. Lecture to commence at 7$. Committee qf Arrangements. 
Jacob McLellan, Benj. Kingsbury, Jr., Israel Wash burn, Jr., Oliver Gerbish, 
M. A. Blanchard. 
Portland, Dec. 28. ja24dtd 
[CIRCULAR.] 
GREAT FAIR 
-AT THE- 
O X T -'5T HALL1 
IN BEHALF OF THE 
Portland Preedmen’s Aid Association! 
COMMENCING 
MONDAY, Feb. 26th, 1866, 
T* Continue One Week. 
fTIHE proposition oi this Society to hold a Public 
X Fair, to commence on the 26th of February next, 
to raise funds to be expended in supporting teachers 
among the Freedmen of the South, ana so &r as 
necessary, in supplying the present destitution among 
them of food and clothing, has been received in this 
city with general approbation. Energetic, patriotic, and Influential men and wo- 
men have promised their assistance and co-operation 
to make the contemplated Fair worthy of the noble 
charity with which it is connected, and a suitable ex- 
hibition of the liberal and philanthropic spirit of Portland and of the State of Maine. No pains will be 
spared to make this Festival of Charity a fit success- 
or to those which in onr sister cities aided the Gov- 
ernment during the war in preserving the health and 
efficiency of our victorious armies. 
While the chief reliance for returns will be upon 
the sale of articles useflil and beautiful, it Is expect- 
ed that the rooms in which they are exhibited will be 
made attractive to our citizens and visitors from the 
adjoining towns and cities, who will be glad to meet 
each other In common sympathy with a cause that 
has moved the best insttnots of the popular heart.— 
To add to these attractions It is designed that the 
evenings of the Fair shaU be devoted, in part, to en- 
tertainments of a character consonant to the public 
taste, the particulars of which will be from time to 
time notified. 
All persons whose eyes shall meet this Circular are 
most earnestly solicited to contribute te the interest 
and success of the occasion. They can do this best 
by giving it their countenance and presence, and im- 
mediately, by themselves or in connection with oth- 
ers, commence the preparation of articles for exhibi- 
tion and sale. Any saleable articles will be accepted and those of prime use ot course will be prefered.— 
Merchandise, wares, and manufactured goods of ev- 
ery description; all larm produce, such as grain, ap- 
ples, potatoes, and vegetables of all kinds vrill bo ac- 
ceptable, and meet a ready sale. To families in the 
city, as well as in the adioining towns, the commit- 
tee appeal with confidence for meats and poultry, cooked or uncooked, milk and cream, eggs, cake, 
pastry, bread, butter, cheese, and fruit, prepared or 
otherwise. 
It would much lighten the labors of the Committee, 
who have the Fair in preparation, if at a very early 
day, they can receive a written reply indicating the kinds oi articles for sale and for the refreshment ta- 
bles they may be allowed to expect frem different 
persons and places. Further Information may be ob- 
tained on application to either of the undersigned Executive Committee on Fair. 
J2?“A11 articles intended for the Fair should be ad- 
dressed “FREEDMEN’S FAIR,City Building, Port- land, care oi the Mayor.” 
Executive Committee on Fair. 
Miss Harriet Howe, Alfred Woodman, 
Mrs. F. O. Libby, F. E. Pray, Mrs. H. N. Jose, Jacob McLellan, Mrs. Chas. Holden, Jonas H. Perley, 
Mrs. L. D. Stiepley, N. A. Foster. 
Portland, January 20th, 1866. dawtf 
NOTICE. 
The Committee of Investigation into alleged 
Frauds in Enlistments, 
Will meet in the 
SENATE CHAMBER. 
—os- 
Tuesday and Thursday Evenings, 
AT T O'CLOCK. 
All persons who have knowledge of any facts con- 
nected with the subject matter ol the enquiry, are 
hereby requested to commuuicate the Bame to the 
chairman, or to appear b fore the Committee. 
GEO. W. WOODMAN, J ch%irjnf,n 
GEO. F. SHEPLEY, ) Onairme . 
Jan 23—d&w3w 
Timekeepers for the Million! 
THE PEOPLE’S IMPEOVED 
POCKET TIMEKEEPER. 
PRICE 85 CESTTS EACH. 
THE most novel and u»oft,l invention of the age, °" the most approved pinciples, and warranted to denote solar time with greater accura- 
cy than the moat expensive watch ever yet invented, 
without {JeVer out °^der. No family should be 
ok ^ wWte enameled dial, gold or silver gflt, ■o ^fots.and sent by mail to any part of this country or British Provinces. Address, with one red stamp, 
I*. G. HOMEB, 
janld&wlm Boston, Mass. 
For Sale, 
A large and convenient House, No. 15 
Waterville St, suitable lor two fhmilies. Terms 
ULol sale liberal. 
pply to W, No. 37* Middle St. ja23dtf 
Miscellaneous. 
Sound the Glad Tidings! 
CHRISTMAS IS COMING, 
DRY GOODS ARE TUMBLING! 
FANCY GOODS ABE TUMBLING! 
SKIRT GOODS ARE TUMBLING! 
CLOAKS ARE TUMBLING! 
HOOP SKRITS ARE TUMBLING! 
EVERY THING MUST TUMBLE! 
Any assertions to the contrary are groundless! 
If you have any doubts read the following Price 
List and they will be dispelled. 
We Commence the Slaughter 
hosiery. 
100 doz. all wool Hose, ladies, 20 gauge,! *5® pr. 
100 doz. Childrens’ Balmoral, 4 sizes, 1 Oc pr. 
HOOP SKIRTS ! 
Here is Where we Put the Knife in. 
30 Hoops, 3 in. Tape, 6 tapes, heavyjwire, 
,or 1*45 former price 2*00 
30 Hoops,|3 In., Corset and Skirt combined, 
f°r 1 .60 former price 2*25 
30 Hoops 1J, Corset and Skirt combined, 
ioT 1*25 former price 1.75 
Knit Goods, Knit Goods! 
Gentlemen, Keep Yonr Temper! 
They Must be Sold Prior to Stock Taking! 
SHAWLS, 
SHAWLS. 
20 doz Shawls, large size, slightly damaged, 
for 1.75, worth 4.00 
20 doz Sontags, with Fringe, choice goods, 1.00 each. 
20 doz “ *< •• ooc each 
20 doz 11 band made, German wool, 
choice goods, 1 jso each. 
HOODS, 
HOODS, 
HOODS. 
50 doz* Hoodi, Woven, slightly damaged, 
50c each* worth 1*00 
50 doz* Hoods, Nubias, choice goods, 
95c each, worth 1.50 
KID GLOVES, KID GLOVES. 
A few more left Emb. Backs, 75e pr. 
Just Received I 
A Splendid Assortment of hand-made Shawl* 
flood* and Sontags. 
fcV 'Don’t allow anything jealous neighbors can 
say to prevent you from calling. Copy the number 
and call il for nothing more than to see the great dif- 
ference between our prices and others. 
nranui s. hsidi, 
148 & 150 Middle St, 
Manufacturer* of Hoop Skirt* A Comet*. 
Doc 19—dtf 
AND AGAIN 
LEACH, BARTLETT & PARKER 
Would call special attention to the 
LARGE STOCK 
-OF- 
NEW GOODS ! 
Which they are 
NOW OPENING! 
Among them are a FEW BALES MOKE of those 
CHEAP 
FLANNELS!' 
In Bed, Blue and Gray Mixed, 
And a large assortment ol 
TABLE LINNENS! 
Both Bleached and Brown, 
CHEAPER than they have been offered in this City 
since the fall of Sumter. 
PRINTS! 
Beautiful, at Low Prices! 
We will continue to sell 
BLEACHED AND BROWN 
COTTONS 1 
At our former 
LOW FIGURES! 
Brown Sheeting, 23 to 28 cts. 
Bleached Sheeting, 5-4, 40 cts. 
WE ARE NOT 
CL.OSIN GOUT 
But continue to 
Buy Goods Cheap! 
And will sell them at a 
VERY SMALL AD VANCE 
Being determined to merit a 
GOOD SHARE OP PATRONAGE. 
Leach,' Bartlett & Parker, 
ISTo. 5 Deering Block, 
Congress Street. 
Jan 20—d2w 
kT~ II you are in want of any kind ol PRINTING 
call at the Daily Press Office. 
Auction Sales. 
E. M. PATTEN, AUCTIONEER, 1* Exchange St 
Stock of a Furnishing House and 
Clothing Establishment 
at Auction. 
ON FRIDAY, Jan 26th, at 10 o’ei >ck A. M. tho ■took of a dea'er relinquishing business, consist- 
ing of line Beavers ami Broadcloths, Tricots, Doe- skins, < assimeres, Satinets, Flannels, C'ashmarette 
Canvass, Silesia, Linen, Hair Jlotli, Wlggan,Velvets! 
Silks, Cloves, Shirts, Untler-Ciothing, Collars, Socks, lies, Umbrellas, Caj*, Scarls, Over ami Under 
CiKitB, Pants, Vests, Cloaks, Boots and Shoes; to- gether with a general variety of Furnishing Goods. Trimmings, Ac. 
Singer*tW° '''cwin* Machines-one of them 
Iw'Sale positive. Jan 20—dtd 
Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, &c., 
at AUCTION! 
W£uimC,s,“crr*' C“rta*“1 Iiobn‘ 
Every Saturday at 11 .’deck A. M., 
At Forest City Stable coiner Federal and Lime Sts., where Carriages cau be stored and Horses bo trded li desired, previous to or after tlie wale 
reg«d80to“w°eXUr.be Under co'r“-held without 
Also 86 Rope Halters and 2 Horse Slings on ac- count of U. S. Government. * 
Dec 11 tftf^BY BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers. 
Government Sale. 
EXTENSIVE Sale of Dn Gooda, Bedding, *c.. in Original Packages. Will be sold at Auction, 
at the Medical Purveyor’s Warehouse, No. 17 MAR- 
KET STREET, Nashville, 
On TUESDAY, February Oth, 1886. 
BEDDING. 
2,000 Hair Mattresses, Jointed; 
15.000 Hair Pillows: 
47,000Bod Ticks; 
22,000 Counterpanes, Linen and Marseilles; 
20,000 Mosquito Bars; 
51,000 Pillow Cases; 
46,000 Pillow Ticks; 
80,000 Sheets, Linen and Cotton. 
CLOTHING. 
42,000 Shirts; 
40,000 Drawers; 
25,000 Dressing Gowns; 
19,000 Socks; 
l0,00u Slippers; 
10,000 Night Caps. 
SUNDRIES. 
34,000 Towels, ftill size, huckaback; 
17,000 Roller Towels, Crash; >Mtal 
1,000 Napkins; Ml 
2,000 yards Red Flannel; 
2,400 yards Gutta Percha Cloth; 
4,000 GuttaPercha Blankets; 1,000 India Rubber Cushions and Pillows; 1,000 Canvas Uaiumocks; 
% 1.000 Canvas Blanket Cases; 10,000 lbs. Oakum and Tow, 
Cotton Bats, Cotton Wadding, Tape, Ac. 
0^ A small portion of the foregoing articles are second-hand, and will be sold separately. The great- 
er part are new and in original packages. Citalmrupa 
may be had on application. 
^ catalogue. 
ROBERT FLETCHER, Surgeon and Bvt. Colonel U. S. Vol... Jal6dl6t Medical Purveyor U. S. A. 
For Sale at Auction. 
THE convenient and commodious Hotel on llain Street, Saco, better known os the “Saco House 
will be sold at public auction, at ten o’clock A. M 
-1th®-7 day of January next, unlesil previously disposed of at private sale. 
TJe house has been kept for the last few years by Rums M. Lord. Possession given 18th July 186C. For particulars enquire of 
Dr. J. E. L. KIMBALL, Saco. Or. ISAAC DYER, No. 9* Union Wharf, Portland. Dec 20—dtd 
MEDICAL ELECTRICITY 
DR. W. N. DEMING, 
Medical Electrician 
174 MIDDLE STREET. 
Nearly Opposite the United State. Betel 
WHEHE ho would respectfully announce to the citizen, of Portland and vicinity, that he bu permanently located in tbie city. During the three 
year, we have boon in this city, we have cured tome 
ot the worst forme of dieeaee in pernont who have tried other forms ol treatment in vain, and curinx patients in so short a time that the question is often 
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question 
we will say that all that do not stay cured4we will doctor the second time without charge. Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician fcr twenty- 
one years, and Is also a regular graduated-physician. 
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases ih the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia hi the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when 
In the acute stages or where the lunge are not fullv 
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula hin 
diseases, white swelling* spinal diseases, curvature of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs 
oalsy or paralysis, St. Vitas1 Dance, deaftiess stain! Bering or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indiges- tion, constipation and liver complaint, pile*—we cure 
everyjtase that can be presented; asthma bronchi- tis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of lemale complaints. 
By Electricity 
The Rbeumilic. the gouty, the lame and the laxv leap with Joy, and move with the agility and elastic- 
ity of youth; the heated brain is cooled; the frost- bitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities re- 
moved; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to strength; the blind made to see, the deal to hear and the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ol 
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature Uie prevented; the calamities ot old age obviated and an active circulation maintained. 
LADIES 
Who have cold hanr.B and test: weak etomachs, 1 am- end weak backs; nervous and sick headache; dtsai- 
ness and swimming in tho head, with indigestion and constipation of the bowels: pain In the side and back; leucorrhoea, (or whites); tilling of the womb with In- 
ternal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that long 
train of diseases will find In Electricity a sure means 
of cure. For painful menstruation, too profuse menstruation, and all of those long line of trouble* 
with young ladles, Electricity is a certain specific, and will. In a short time, restore the sufferer to the 
vigor of health. 
TEETH J TEETH I TEETH 1 
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Euo- 
TBICXTY WITHOUT PAIN. Persons having decayed teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for reset- 
ting he would give a polite Invitation to call. 
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines for sale 
lor fiunily use, with thorough instructions. Dr. D. can accommodate s few patients with board and treatment at hie Souse. 
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 13 M.; from 1 
to 8 P. M., and 7 to 9 lu the evening. Consultation free. novltx 
$40,000.00. 
Forty Thousand Dollars 
-WORTH OF— 
DRY GOODS! 
To be sold within the next 
NEXT SIXTY DAYS I 
-AT- 
CLEVELAND A RAWSON'S. 
No. 4 Free Street Block, 
At prices that cannot fell to suit every one con- sisting of Silks, Thibet*, Delaines, AlpaSa^uld 
Dress Goods of All Kinds. 
Broadcloths, Oaasimeres, Doeskins, Trioots, 
AND WOOLENS OP ALL GRADES. 
BROWN AND BLEACHED TABLE LINEN: 
QUILTS: NAPKINS; TOWELING: PLAIN 
“>'1 BIRD’S EYE LINEN; PLA^N and CHECKED CAMBRICS; and a general 
assortment ot WHITE GOODS. Plain 
and Bordered Handkerchiefs, In 
great variety. 
Brown and Bleached Cottons, Tickings, 
Denims, and Flannels, 
oi every description and a good assortment of all kinds of 
Foreign and Domestic Goods! 
Such ae are usually found In a Dry Good* Store, all 
ot which are to bo sold at 
Very Low Figures! 
We would call particular attention to our atoek ot 
Cloakings. Shawls, and Blankets, 
Which will be sold sold at prices suitable to the 
times ana season. 
rr* PLEASE GIVE US A CALL. Remember the place, 
N*. 4 Frea S». Black, Parti..*, Malar. 
CLEVELAND & RAWSON, 
Jan 2j£dtf“°”40THRASHER ® CO. 
For Sale. 
—---—~~--— —~*wu rooms; is in good repair, and convenient in every respect. si*« 
of lot 4 rods on the front, by 8 deep, with a garden I under a good state ot cultivation. For sale Tow for 
cash. Enquire of F. W. SEA BURY on the premi- 
se* Ja24eod3w* 
For Mobile. 
A F 
Utag Bri* CURATE, Capt. 
Jan 22UllW N°- 4 C*n‘*“ 
For Sale. 
MiJi'!LttiJ?*",toT*Br,ck Dwelling Honso and Sta e StMetsS0Uth"ly COr"0r °" 8*ri,,g ttnd 
Ai>’i'L{i J.AE. M. RAND, jaljdlm 133 Middle St, 
Poetry. 
"W» Spend our Years as a Tale that is told.” 
Pei. XC., 9. 
“Still onward” la the song the universe 
Has sung for ages; and is now again 
The watchword, sternly sounding on the ear. 
I trim my midnight lamp and keep u»y watch 
As doth the sentry at his lonely post, 
Not willing for the dear old year to die. 
With sadness hear I now his wasting breath 
As fain ier, fainter beats his pulse, until 
The linal throb is o’er; I look about 
Mo, gazing for the loved and lost, until 
Another form comes rudely up and takes 
The stand just vacant; shrinking back I turn 
As if to fly the stranger who is now 
Confronting me. 
A year of change, of victories fraught with 
The destiny of nations, now has bid 
Adieu to earth and hurried to the past. 
The wheel of stern necessity has turned. 
And drawn the car of stern results, beyond 
The limits of our narrow ken. On Him 
Who governs all our petty plans, controls 
At will the weak designs of mortal man, 
Let ail the praise, the honor be bestowed. 
From out the great procession marohing on 
To gain the threshold of eternity, 
Has dropped a multitude, which now 
Has joined the solemn company within 
The silent halls of death; the horrors of 
A hundred battle-fields repeat the tale, 
How, when the blast ot war blew o’er the plain, 
There stood the “serried ranks” all knotted for 
The charge, but here and there a few remained. 
For all this sacrifice of blood, tor all 
This loss we are repaid; the evil that has 
Caused unhappiness, distress and war. 
Is dead; 
Theory for justice, which for years has been 
On every breeze,is heard; tho agonyj 
Of long suspense is drowned in joy; in joy 
Which warriors feel, which mothers realize 
For sons returned; peace hath her victories 
No less renowned than war. 
J. Melvin Knight. 
Lincoln, Me., Jizn. 14,13C6, 
Jack and the Parson. 
Not many years ago, two noted individuals 
lived in Cincinnati—then, if not now the 
Queen City oi the West. Jerry Brown was a 
long-limbed long-faced, long-haired, and es- 
pecially long-necked young lawyer, whose pro- 
fession was muijh better than his practice, 
whose devotion to Johnny Scott’s Old Octo- 
ber, waSjjilas! more assiduous than his Black- 
stone. He always found the law very dry, 
and he never could worry much of it down, 
without helping it along wtth a fluid extract. 
If he took up Coke on Littleton, he put down 
porter on ale—and what he lacked in secur- 
ing a large practice at one bar, he made up at 
another. But Jerry, or, as he was oftener 
called from his sanctimonious appearance, the 
pastor, never drank like a pig—although he 
did sometimes like a fish; but whenever he 
met a friend he never could resist the tempta- 
tion to • take something,” and he had hosts of 
thirsty friends, who had the most taking ways 
possible. Jack Wynsdale, his most cherished 
companion, was a genius in his way. His 
wit was (fill of attic salt, which helped make 
him as thirsty as the parson—and he could see 
a loke a little further round the corner than 
any other man. Jack and the parson were 
bom married, and we regret to say, that not 
long alter their honeymoon had waxed, they 
both had such large accessions to their prac- 
tice, that they had fiequent occasions to visit 
their ‘offices, In the evening. I must admit, 
however, that their night office wras usually at 
Johnny Scott’s, where, with a joke and pipe 
and song, and the companionship of choice 
spirits, tney discussed the affairs of the nation 
and the interests of their clients until the 
small hours warned them that even the ex- 
cuse of pressing business would hardly be ac- 
cepted by their impatient and sleepless wives. 
One night in November, Jack and Jerry 
had continued their potations until two 
o’clock in the morning, and neither was dis- 
posed to meet the domestic squall they would 
very certainly find within their own doors.— 
“Office business” might serve as an excuse for 
ten or eleven, but never for half-past two, and 
then “office business never did smell so rum- 
my. 
T say, Jack, what shall we do?” said the 
parson. 
“I nave it, you write a letter to your wife 
datsd yesterday, saying that you were very un- 
expectedly called to New Richmond ou proles- 
sional business—that you are miserable that 
you had no time to say good-by, and that you 
frill return to-morrow. I will write a note of 
the ;ame tenor, saying that I have been called 
to Lawrenceburg. Then you will take my 
note early this morning and deliver it in per- 
son to my wife—with an apoldgy for having 
neglected to deliver it yestorday, while I will 
do the same by yours.” 
“Capital! Capital!” said the parson. “John- 
ny Scott, bring us the ink-horn and a sheet of 
paper.” 
The notes were soon written and addressed, 
when the two worthies called for more liquor 
and cigars, and prepared to “make a night of 
it.” 
The next morning, early, each started on his 
respective mission, letter in hand. With ach- 
ing head and smarting eyes, Jack ascended 
Airs. Brown’s steps aud pulled the bell. Mrs. 
Brown came instantly to the door, with every 
indication of having passed a sleepless night. 
“Why, Mr. Brown, do you know what has 
become ot my husband ?” 
“Yes, Mrs. B.-owa. On yesterday, ho was 
suddenly called upon by a wealthy client to 
try an important case at New Richmond, and 
wrote this note in great haste for me to hand 
you. I am very sorry, but it quite escaped my 
attention, until I happened to find it in my 
Socket when 1 was cuessiug just now, and I urri d around to make my apologies and de- 
liver the Setter. 
Mrs. Brown tore open the envelope and 
read; 
“Dearost Wife: I am distressed to say that 
a client lias just entered my office in great 
haste, and insists that I should leave immedi- 
ately for Lawrenceburg, to attend a very im- 
portant suit that is to he tried there to-mor- 
row. Be assured that I would not leave you 
for even a single short day for all the suits a 
lawyer ever wore or won, if it was not abso- 
lutely impossible to avoid it. With a thou- 
sand regrets and kisses, I am as ever, vour de- 
voted Jack Wynudale.” 
One moment, and then a flash of intelligence 
like lightning in a summei cloud illuminated 
Mi s. Brown’s countenance. 
“Oh! Mr. Wynsdale, you must be a precious 
pair I This letter was written by you to your 
wile, aud I suppose Mr. Brown is delivering 
a similar epistie to Airs Wynsdale. You quite 
neglected to see whether you took the right 
notes or not,—and how are your clients— 
wealthy? aud how well they must pay for 
such exhausting labors! Oh! jou dreadful, 
horrible man.” 
Mrs. Caudle never told the history of those 
two irate wives, and Johnny Scott Skid he 
lost two of his best customers. I met the par- 
son in Congress last winter, but poor Jack is 
under the sod.—|N. Y. Weekly Magazine. 
HUMPHREYS’ 
HOMOEOPATHIC SPECIFICS, 
HAVE PROVED, from the most ample experi- ence. an entire success; dimple—Prompt—Effi- 
cient, aud Reliable. They are the only Medicines 
perfectly adapted to popular use—so simple that 
mistakes eanuut be made iu using them; so barmftss 
as to be free from danger, aud so efficient as to be al- 
ways reliable. They have raised the highest com- 
mendation from all, aud will always render satislae 
lion. 
Ho. I Cares Fevers, Congestion, Inflamations, 26 
‘2 IVorms, Worm-Fever Worm-Colic, 25 
3 C’ryinj/-Colic or Teething of infants, 25 
4 Diarrtra of children or adults 25 
“5 Dysentery, Griping, Billious Colic, 25 
“ 6 •* Cholera-Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting, 25 
it 7 Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, 25 
“8 Neuralgia Toothache. Faoeaehe, 25 
it 9 Headaches, Siok-lleadaoho, Vertigo, 25 
it jo Dyspesia, Billious Stomach, ^25 
“II SuppresytAor painful Per ions, 25 
“12 Whites, too prof use Periods, 25 
it i3 Croup, Cough, difficult BreatlJng, 25 
14 “ Salt Rheum. Erysipelas. Erupt ous, 25 
“15 Rhfumatisrn, Rheumatic Fains. 25 
“16 Fever and Ague Chill Fever, Agus, 50 
i7 Fites, blind or bleeding, 50 
“18 Oyhth ilmy, and sore or weak eyes, SO 
“19 Catarrh acute or chronic. Influenza, 50 
“20 W hooping-Cough, violent Coughs, 50 
“21 Asthma, oppressed Breathing, 50 22 Ear Discharges, impaired Hearing, 50 
23 Scrofula, enlarged Glands, Swellings, 50 
34 Diphtheria ulcerated .Sore Throat, 60 
32 Sufferings at Change, of I^ife, 1 00 
33 Epilepsy, Spasms, «t. Vitus’ Dance, I 00 
;; 24 General Dtoility Physical Weakness, 50 23 Dropsy, and scanty Secretions 50 k 20 Sea-Sickness, sickne^s from riding, 60 “27 A'idney Disease. Gravel, 50 
“28 Nervous Debi/it,, Seminal Emissions, involuntary l>is Jharacs 1 no 
“29 Sere Mouth, Cauker, 1JJJ 
“30 Urinara Incontinence, wetting bed 50 
“31 Painful Puiode, even with Spasms &i 
FAMILY CASES * 
35 Vials, Morocco Case, and Book, $io no 
20 large Vials, in Morocco, and Book, c 00 
20 large Viais, plain case, and Book, 6 00 
15 Boxes (Nos. 1 to «5) and Book 3 00 
VETERINARY SPECIFICS. 
^fahogany Case 10 Vials, $10 00 
Single Vials, with directions, 1 u0 
These Remedies, by the Case or single Box, 
are sent to any part of ho countrv, by Mali or Ex- 
press, free of charge on receipt of the price. Address, 
HUMPHRErs SPECIFIC 
HOMOEOPATHIC MED 1C DYE COMPANY. 
Office and Depot, No. 562 Broadway, New York. Da Hum ph he vs is consulted daily uf his office, personally or by letter, as above, lor all forms of, 
H. H. HAY, Agent, Portland. july2G’doeod'y 
For Sale and. to Let. 
Valuable Hotel Property 
FOR SALE! 
THAT SPLENDID UNFINISHED 
M ABE L E HOTEL, 
On Middle, Willow and Silver Sts., 
in the City ot Portland, Maine, belonging in part to 
the Estate of Hon. JOHN M. WOOD, and in part to 
tho undersigned, is offered tor sale and can be pur- 
chased at a GREAT BARGAIN. 
It occupies about nineteen thousand square feet ot 
land, with an aggregate frontage of live hundred and 
seventy-live feet, it is Five Stories High, and con- 
tains about two hundred and fifteen apartments J or 
the use of guests, besides lour capacious stores, and all 
the most approved modern conveniences for a ± JKbl 
CLASS HOTEL. .. 
It was designed by Wm. Wasiujubn, Esq., Archi- 
tect, of Boston. 
Its arrangements for Hotel purposes are pronounc- 
ed bv competent judges io be lully equal to those ol 
anv Hotel in the country. Its construction is most 
thorough in all respects; the basement and first 
stories being quite fire-proof, and all other parti 
nearly so. 
Its original estimated cost was $177,000, exclusive 
ol the land; ot this sum about $U0,000 have been 
expended to bring it to its present stage of progress, 
aid it is believed that notwithstanding the present 
aiiant ed prices, it can be completed tor occupancy 
or £70,000, according to tho original plans. 
For price, terms ol sale and other particulars, en- 
quire of 
JOS. ILSLEY. 
November 11,1865.-dtf 
Heal Estate for* Sale, 
In Cape Elizabeth. 
A VERY desirable residence in Cape Elizabeth, one mile from Portland Bridge. The house is 
two stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, «&c., all in 
complete order. Also well arranged Stable and out- 
buildings. The lot contains 50.00O feet, and for beau- 
ty of location is unsurpassed in this vicinty. 
Term easy. For particulars enquire at 
20& Congress St., 
July25dtf Portland, Me. 
House Lots for Sale. 
SEVERAL finely located House Lots in Cape Eliz- abeth. throe minutes’ walk from the Cape Bridge. 
Inquire of E. N. PERRY, at the SheriiTs Office, Poit- 
land, where a plan of Cape Elizabeth lots may be 
seen. mayl3tf| 
For Sale. 
THE Two-story Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Doer Street, at a great bargain. For particulars, enquire of 
BENJ. KNIGHT, 
octlSdlt Atlantic Wharf. 
Store to Let. 
THE Brick Store corner Commercial and Franklin Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. Jeffer- 
son Coolidge & Co. Possession given Oct. 1st. 
A. & S. E. SPRING. 
Sept 27—dtf 
For Sale. 
ONE second-hand Engine and Boiler (16 horse power) all complete. 
Second-hand Shafting and Pullies. 
One new horizontal Engine (6 in. cylinder, ) One new Oscillating Engine, (6 in. cylinder.) 
One Bmall 3 horse power Engine ana Boiler. 
Also, second-hand Mill Gearing and Shafting. 
£3?* All kinds of Machinery promptly made and 
repaired. 
IRA WINN, Agent, No. 11 Union St, 
Dec 2—d2m Portland, Me. 
For Sole. 
A LOT in Evergreen Cemetery, on the main Ave- nue. Said lot is composed of two lots in one, and is very handsomely laid out. For particulars, address Box 596 P. O. 
Nov 4—dtf 
Farm tor Sale, 
In Westbrook, near Allen’s Cor- 
"Y ner, about 3} miles irom this city.— 
L J There are about 25 acres of land di- 
vided into tillage and pasture land, 
__ E with soma wood and a House and 
Barn thereon. Apply to CHARLES H. HILL, on the premises. 
Jan 12—d4w* 
AT COST. 
TOYS at Cost, at No. 37f Middle St., Parson Block. The balance of strck of Toys must be sold regard- less of prices, to make room lor a millinery stock 
the^eusuinjj spring. p. s. W. 
For Sale. 
1 KAfl TONS square Hackmetack Timber. P^V_/ w Also, Ship Knees: Oak, Hackmetack and Hardwood Plank, for sale by 
A 
L. TAYLOR, 61 Commercial St. Od*"24—dtt 
For Sale. 
The united states PATENT EIGHT for MARSHALL'S IMPROVED ANCHOR. 
For farther particulars enquire of, or address 
GEO. L. KIMBALL, 
Firm of Stevens, Freeman & Co. 
Nov. 11—dtf 
For Sale. 
rain nnn ft. hacmetack plank 'JUU UUU and TIMBER, for sale by 
C. S. CLARK, Agent, 
Smith’s Wharf, Portland, Me. Jan 4—dim 
Whit i Lead. 
Atlantic V lite Lead 
and Linseed Oil Co., 
cf New If it, 
Manufacturers of PC -E WHITE 
LEAD, Dry and in Oil, .ED LEAD, 
LITHARGE, Glass-mr ers’ Red 
Lead, etc. 
Also, LINSEED OIL, Raw, Boiled 
and Refined. 
For sale by Druggists & Dealers, 
genu,ally, and by 
ROBERT COLGATE & Co., 
General Agents, 
287 Pearl St., NEW YORK. 
--- 
LOOK A.T THIS! 
GREAT PRICES GIVEN 
FOB -1 ■ — 
Second-Hand Clothing, 
Of all descriptions, by 
WM. BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street. 
Clothing of all kinds Cleansed and Repaired in good style, and at short notice. Second-hand Cloth- 
ing bought and sold. sept20dtl 
PROF. LIEBIG’S FOOD FOR CHILDREN 
AND INVALIDS. 
TIIIS highly nntricious and pleasant tood, so pop- ular in Germany and England, was devised the 
past year by the celebrated chemist, Baron Liebig ot Berlin. Infants who arc deprived of the mother's 
milk, can bo made healthy and strong by the con- 
stant use of this food. 'And invalids, those who are j consumptive, dyspeptic or feeble from any cause, will I And it most excellent and strength-imparting. 
Messrs. JAS. R. NICHOLS & CO., Manufacturing 
Chemists, 150 Congress Street, have made arrange- 
ments to prepare this food perfectly pure and tresh, 
in large quantities. 
Fox-sale by all the Apothecaries. W. F. PHIL- 
LIPS A: Co., Wholesale Agents. 
Nov 24—dt f 
Great Inducements 
FOE PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD. 
THE subscribers offer for sale a large quantity of desirable building lots in the West End of the 
city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thomas, west, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monu- ment, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets. 
J® on s. credit of from one to ten years, 
> .nil ky the purchasers, and to parties who will 
"Jr®, houses of satisfactory character, they will ad- 
r*/0Mr*A °J the * budding, on fr!he hm,e- From Parties who build im- mediatcly, io cash payments required. 
A M ef«pt Sunday. from nine to ton 
pla'“S 
Portland, May 3, 1803. 
J' B‘ BU0WN ™S' 
For Sale. 
AIIOESE, CARRYALL, SLEIGH, HARNESS ^^ROBES, BLANKETS SADDLE, aSd BRI- 
The Horse is nearly 6 years old, very last (in color! and is a very promising animal. 1 
The Carryall is light, good style and stands with- 
out tying. 
The sleigh is a prime one, and has often been a 
mile in three minutes. 
Harness nearly new, and other fixings in good 
condition. 
They will be sold altogether or separately and may be seen at J. F. Libbv’s Stable, Center St. 
T OKAS. PAYSON. Jan*y5,1866—tf * 
Kiln Dried Meal and Rye. 
IgO bbls. kiln dried meal. 
loo HALF BBLS. KILN DRIED MEAL. 
400 BUSHELS RYE, in store and for sale by 
WALDRON & TRUE, 
Dec 29—d4w* 
N#fc 4 * 5 1 "I#B 
Wants, Lost and Found. 
Wanted. 
AN Agent in every town in the State of Maine to sell a new, convenient and useful patented arti- cle. Ladies or Gentlemen wishing fot a rare chance 
to make money should call on, or addresss, y 
J. HAKKEItSON & CO., 
130 Middle Street, 
Nov 23—dtf Portland, Maine. 
Wanted. 
Vessels to load deals at St. John, N. B., lor English and Irish Ports, at high- est rates of freight. 
Also, 
,,*oa(* lumber at same place for Galves- 
ton, Philadelphia and Richmond. 
LITTLEJOHN & CHASE, 
_ ,,, 
No. 4 Central Wharf. 
AUg. 2y—dtl 
Stone-Cutters Wanted. 
WANTED Immediately, twelve g<$&d Stone-Cut- ters to cut abutment and pier stone. 
Apply to JAMES ANDREWS, 
Doc 27—dtf Biddeford. 
Wanted. 
A POSITION as traveling or local Salesman in the Wholesale Grocery and Flour business, by 
a young man who has had three years experience on 
Commercial Street, and has a good acquaintance 
with the country trade. 
'fc Address SALESMAN, Press Office. 
Jen 11—dtf 
Boarders Wanted. 
A MAN and his wife, and a few single gentlemen. can be accommodated with board at No. 4 Oxford 
Street._ ja20dlw* 
Girls Wanted 
TO MAKE OIL CLOTHS. Apply at once. GEO. AV. RICH & CO., 
ja23dlw No. 171 Fore St. 
Lost! 
SUNDAY between Franklin St. and First Parish Church, a Stone Martin Collar. The tinder, by 
leaving ita£ STEPHEN GALE’S, will be rewarded. 
Jan 23—dlw* 
CHEROKEE CURE. 
TUX CEEAT ( 
INDIAN MEDICINE, 
Cures all diseases caused b7 
self-abuse, viz.*^“ 
Loss of 
Memory, Universal Lassi- 
tude, Pains in the Back, Dim- 
ness of Vision, Premature 
Old Age, Weak Nerves, diffi- 
cult Breathing, Pale Counte- 
nance, Insanity, Consump- 
tion, and all diseases that fol- 
low as a sequence of youthful indiscretions. 
The Cherokee Cure will restore health and vizor, 
stop the emission?, and effect a permanent cure 
after all other medicines have failed. Thirty-two 
paze pamphlet sent in a sealed envelope, free to any 
Price $2 per bottle, or three bottles for $5. 8old 
by all druggists; or will be stmt by express to any 
portion of the world, on receipt of price, by tho 
sole proprietor, 
Dr. W. E. MEEWIE, 37 Walker St., E. T. 
Cherokee Remedy, 
Cures all Urinary Com- 
plaints, viz: Gravel. Inflam- 
mation of the Bladder and 
tKidneys, Retention of f Urine, Strictures of the 
vUrethra, Dropsical Sice11- 
'ings. Brick Dust Deposits, 
and all diseases that requiro 
a diuretic, and when used in 
conjunction with tho 
CHEROKEE INJECTION, 
does not fail to euro Gleet and all Mu* 
cous Discharges in Male or Female, curing recent 
canes in from one to three days% and is especially recommended in those cases of Fluor Albus or 
Whiten in Females. Tho two medicines used In 
conjunction will not fall to remove this disagreeable 
complaint, and in those cases where other medicines 
have been used without success. 
Price, Remedy, One Bottle, 12, Three Bottles, $5. 
u Injection, u u $2, u ** $5. 
The Chorokee Cure,” w Jlemedy," and Injec- 
tion” are to be found in all well regulated drug 
s*ores, and are recommended by physicians and 
druggists all over ihe world, for their intrinsic worth 
and merit. Somo unprincipled dealers, however, 
try to deceive their customers, by selling cheap aud 
worthless com pounds,—in order to make money- 
in place of these. Be not deceived. If the drug- 
gists will not buy them for you, write to us, and we 
will send them to you by express, securely packed 
and free from observation. We treat all diseases to 
which the human system is subject, and will be 
Sleased to receive fall and explicit statements from lose who have failed to receive relief heretofore. 
Ladies or gentlemen can address us in perfect con- 
fidence. Wo desire to send onr thirty-two page 
pamphlet free to every lady and gentleman in the land. Address all letters for pamphlets, medicines, 
or advice, to the sole proprietor. 
Dr. W. R. MERWIN, 37 Walker St., H. Y. 
S. D. & H. W. Smith’s 
AMERICAN ORGANS! 
MANUFACTORY, j 
Tremont, opposite Waltham Street, 
BOSTON, MASS. 
The most periectand beautiful Musical Instrument 
in the world fbr the American Home Circle.; 
THE AMERICAN ORGAN makes Home Attract- 
ivc,and refines and elevates the minds ol all. Beauti- 
tul in its appearance and effects. 
Seventeen—17—First Premiums were 
awarded to the American Organs in the 
Month of October, 1865, over all compet- 
itors, at different State and County Fairs* 
First Premium awarded to the American Organs at 
the Great New York State Agricultural Fair at 
Rochester, September, 1864, over the whole catalogue 
exhibited by the most celebrated makers. 
THE AMERICAN ORGANS are the ONLY 
REAL REED ORGANS now before the public. The 
only Organ having a REVERBERATING SOUND 
BOX or WIND CHEST—which has the same Impor- 
tant part to perform as the Sounding Board has in a 
Piano Forte (to give body and resonance of tone) and 
without which the Organ becomes merely a Melode- 
on in an Organ Case. The American Organs not on- 
ly have the Wind-Chest or Sound Box but have the 
large Organ Bellows, giving power and great steadi- 
ness of tone. These with their extreme line voicing 
of the Reeds and perfecting of the tone, make them 
the MOST PERFECT ORGAN KNOWN. Then, in 
fineness ol workmanship, finish of action, and case, 
they excel all others. These great improvements 
and superiority of tone and wormanship of the Amer- 
ican Organs place them in the front rank at the best 
and command a higher price than any other reed in- 
strument in the market. A careful examination of 
them, in comparison with others, will quickly show 
their superiority. 
Special attention is called to the style of the Ameb- 
ic an Organ, No. 17, containing the Super-Octave 
Coupler and Sub-Bass. FOR CHURCHES in want 
ol a powerful instrument, whose means are limited, 
Is price renders it very desirable. 
Every Organ is Warranted to Prove 
Satisfactory* 
THE AMERICAN ORGANS all have the Reverb- 
erating Sound Box, or Wind Chest, and are finished 
in the highest style of art, in Rosewood, Jet* Walnut, 
and Oak finish, richly varnished and Polished, or in 
smooth Oil FinioL, forming elegant pieces of furniture 
for the Parlor or Boudoir; and the Oak and Walnut 
especially adapted for Churches, Lecture and Lodge 
Rooms. 
THE AMERICAN ORGANS are all finished with 
our new PATENT improvements, containing the 
improved Knee Swell,Double Bellows,two Blow Ped- 
als, and TRE YIOLO found in no other instrument. 
New Styles of Cases. 
Richly Finished and Highly Ornamented* 
^“Illustrated Catalogues, containing cuts taken 
from Photographs, showing their relative size to each 
other, sent free. 
Sold only by 
WM. PAINE, 163 Middle Street, 
Jan 12—eod3m PORTLAND. 
An End to All Things1 
There will soon be an end to the use oi the thou- 
sand and one articles now in use for the hair, com- 
posed of Lac Sulphur, and Sugar of Lead, Castor 
Oils, and Alcohol, ruinous to health as well as to the 
hair. 
I am satisfied (after an experience of twenty-five 
years in the Hair-Dressing business) I have discov- 
ered a medicine that will 
Cure all Diseases of the Scalp. 
There is no Oil nor Alcohol in my 
Hungarian Balm! 
And yet it will keep the hair moist longer than any article composed of oil; by four applications it will 
stop the hair Irom tolling ofl; in the worst cases oi 
(over in forty-eight hours. To he had at 
T4 Middle St., Cor. of Exchange St., np stairs, 
tf Agents wanted in every town in the State. 
Ail orders promptly attended to. 
Address, 
J. M. TODD, 
Jan 4—oodtw Portland, Maine. 
_Medical. 
V H E 
Great New England Remedy! 
OR* J. W. POLAND’S 
WHITE PINE COMPOUND! 
“It was early in the spring of 1855 that thi9 com- 
pound was originated. A membe* of my fhmily was afflicted with an irritation of the throat, attended with a disagreeable cough. I had for some months 
previous thought that a preparation having for its basis the inside bark of white pine might be so com- 
pounded us to be very useiul in he case of the throat 
and lunge. To tost the value of it in the case alluded 
to, I compounded a small quantity of the meiiieine that 1 had been planning, and gave-it in teaspoouf .1 doses. The result was exceedingly gratifying. With- m two days the irritation of the throat was removed, the cough subsided, and a speedy cure was effected. 
Soon after this, 1 sent some to a lady in Londonderry, N. H., who had been suff ering for some weeks from a 
bad cough, occasioned by a sudden cold, and bad raised mucus streaked with blood. She soon found 
relief, and sent for more. She took about ten ounces of It and got well. J. B. Clark, Esq., editor of tho Manchester Daily Mirror, made a trial of the samo 
preparation in the case of a severe cold, usd was cured immediately, lie was so highly pleased with 
the results, and so confident of success attendin'' its 
sales if placed before ,ho public, that he finally per- suaded me to give it a nuuio and send it abroad to 
benefit the suffering. In November, 1855, I first ad- 
vertised it under the name of White Pine Compound In two years troin that time there had been whole- 
saled in Manchester aloneone hundred dollar's worth 
where it'ook tho lend ol all the cough remedies in 
the market, and itstilignaintains thatposiiion There 
is good reason for all this; ii is very soothin', and 
healing in its nature, is warming to the stomach, anil 
pleasant withal to the taste, and is exceedingly 
cheap. 
Asa remedy for kidney complaints, the White I'ine 
Compound stands unrivalled It was not ori'-inated 
fur tll.t purpose; but a person in using it for a oough, 
was not only cured of the cough, but was also cured 
of a kidney difficulty oi ten years’ staudiug. Since that accidental discovery many thousands have used 
It lor tlie same complaint, and liavoheeu completely 
cured.” 1 
The above was writtou by Dr. Poland in 1SC0 — 
Since then, as m Manchester, tho White Pine Com- 
pound has a-en tho lead of a 1 cough remedies, at well as preparations ibr the cure of kidney diflicul ties, In every city, town, village ami hamlet, through- 
out the N ew England States 
Tho past year has given great opportunity to test the virtue oi tee White Pine Compound. It lias been an unusual time lor Colds and Coughs, and very large quantities of the Wlii'e Pine Compound have 
beeu sold and used witli the happiest eflocts It 
speaks we 1 for the Medicine, and the people where it 
is pr< pored are high in its praise 
One bottle of this t empo .nd is generally sufficient 
to remove a bad cuugh, aud frequently 1 have known 
persons to haveacold entirely removed in two days 
by using ess than half a bottle. Prom one to two 
teaspoonfulsisa large dose. 1 sometimes put a little white sugar and hot water with it, when taken on go- ing to bed. 
The limits to which I purposely confine myself in this circular will not allow of that full expression 
which I would like to give in favor of the White Pine 
Compound, it is univorsally admired by all who use 
it,—it has attained to such a popularity among those whoseopiuionls valuable indeed, that vanitv may possibly in part protnptme to record more here than 
hurried peep e will have patieuce to road; so I will 
stop, by merely recommending '0 ail who need a 
cough or kidney remedy to test the virtue of the 
White Pine Compound 
TESTIMONIALS 
A very large number of important testimonia’s 
have already been received from Physicians, Clergy- 
men, Apothecaries, and indeed, from all classes in so- 
ciety, speaking in the most flattering terms of the White Pine Compound. 
Dr Nichol8ol*Nortlifteld, Vt ,says: 
•‘1 find the White Pino Compound to he very effica- 
cious noton y in coughs and other pulmonic affections 
but also in affections of the kidneys, debility of the btoin&eh and other kindred organs.” 
Rev J K Chrseof Kumnoy,N.H write*: 
“1 have for years regarded your White Pino Com- 
found as an inva uable remedy. I can truly say that regard it as even more efficacious and valuable than 
ever. I have just taken the Compound for a cold, and it works charmingly.” 
Hon. P. H Sweetserof South Reading, writes: 
“Having long kn wn something ot the valuable 
medical properties of the White Pine, I was prepared 
on seeing an advertisement of your Whito Pino Com- 
pound, to give the medidine a trial It has been used 
by members of my family, for several years, for colds 
and coughs, and in some cases of serious kidnej' diffi- 
culties, with excellent results Several of our friends 
have also received much benefit from tho Compound. We intend to keep it always on hand 
REV. L. D. HODGE. 
of West Randolph, Vt., who is a practicing physi- cian, as well as a preacher, in a letter to Dr P dated 
May 21, 8b3, says: “1 find it an excellent medicine 
in kidney disease.” 
FROM A ROSTON PASTOR 
Boston, Jan .a ry*6l36 2. Rev. J. W Poland M D 
Dear Sir:—Your White Pine Compound has been 
used in my family, and I know of ethers who have used 
it, always with a good effect, and I feel fully justified, aud it is with pleasure that I say that I regard it (un 
like most preparations of the day,) as wholly deserv- 
ing of the entire oontidenoe of the public. Not only 
dolcousider it a sale, but an efficient remedy for ail diseases of the throat. 
LETTER FROM REV. L. C. STFVENS, 
Pastor ot Baptist Church, Goffs town Centre, AT* H. 
Du. J. W. Poland—My Dear Sir:—You asked me 
whatlthiukof your White Pine Compound. Inever 
before put pen to paper to tell any man what I 
thought of a patent medicine. My lather, a physi- cian of the o d school, eariy led me to serious suspi- cions of all nostrums of whatever kind not bearing the stamp of that fraternity. But tiiese suspicions I 
have parted with by degrees, as 1 have carefully ac- 
quainted myself with the leading principles of Hy- 
dropathy, Homoeopathy, Thompsonia ism, Eclec- 
ticism, and other s\ stems which have claimed public 
favor within the last twenty-five years ; so that I 
leel at liberty on this ground to speak my convic- 
tions. 
Then tho sympathy which I feel for jrou. as a former 
Baptist pastor-obliged to relinquish the ministry 
merely on account of ill health, but still cherishing 
all >ko ardor of your early years for this blessed 
work, and laboring to your utmost, in other ways to 
proclaim tho g orious Gospel—inc ined me, as a mat- 
ter of duty, to comply with your request. 
In 1863 I became acquainted with Deacon Holmes 
Boardman, of Maine, bro her of the late George Da- 
na Boardmnn, formerly missionary in Burman, and 
from him for the first time teamed the wonderful 
medicinal qualities of white pine bark lie had a 
few years before been brought to the borders of the 
grave by what the best of physicians pronounced 
pulmonary consumption, and was given up to die, but was nevertheless entirely cured by a preparation 
made by his ow.. hands from this bark. Since that 
time, unti I became acquainted with your ar icie, I 
have beon surprised tba no phi osophical mind was 
found to undertake a cough preparation from white 
pine. 
As soon as your article was brought to my notice, it therefore secured my attention: and I have not failed 
to acquaint myself with a sufficient number of facts 
to produce a settled judgment as to i s va ue Some 
of mv own family have tried it with signal benefit— 
1 believe it one of the best cough medicines ever pre- 
pa* ed. Besides its value as a Cough Meuir me, I have 
food reason t believe it to be all it claims, as a rtrne- y for kidney diseases and diabetes 
Yours truly, L C. STEVENS 
[Several other clergymen and physicians have al- 
so writton oDr P., nigh y approving of his White 
i'ine Compound ] 
FROM ELERY E. CAHOON. 
Brewster, Mass march 19,1863* 
Dr.Poland:—I fee it my duty to inform you of 
the very great benefit which I have received from tho 
use of you* White Pine Compound*3 In August, 1861, 
1 tovk a very severe co d. which continued to afflict 
me, increasing in severity, attended with a very se- 
vere cough, nivht sweats and some b ceding, proba 
b y from the throat. Through the tail and winter my 
cough was very distressing, reducing my flesn and 
strength, and rendeiiug me unfit for labor I tried 
medicinesof variousfcinds, but none of them, how- 
ever valuable, gave ine any re lef. In March, 1862, 
as you may renumber, 1 wrote to you stating my du cfluities and asking advice. You sent me some ef the 
White Pine Compound I commenced taking it, and 
immediate }' began to amend. At the time of writ* 
ingtoyoumy weight was only 135 pounds. In five 
weeks! was out in active abor, and in a few months 
gained up t> 165 pounds. 1 know tbat it was tho 
White Pine Compound which did ad this lor me. I 
soon began to have persons apply to me for tlio medi- 
cine, and as you •• now, I ordered it lor sale. In eight 
mouths, though without much exertion, I disposed of 
540 botties of the Compound here on the Cape. 
Iwou daddthat several persons of my acquaint 
ance, whose condition was as hope ess as my own, 
have been cured by the White Pine Compound. 
The * kite t ine compound, advertised at length in 
our co umos, is not only as to its name inviting, but :s 
a highly approved medicine, Dr. J. ** Poland, the 
inven o' has the confidence of ‘he many who know 
him, a confidence which he enjoyed while aboring 
usef ul y many years as a Baptist minister. Ilis expe- 
rience as a sufferer led him to make experiments 
which issued in his medical discovery, [liostou 
Watchman vnd Reflector. 
The editor of the Manchester Daily and Weekly 
Mirror, in a leader of the Daily, thus speaks of the 
Compound: 
“Tne White Pine Compound is advertised at much 
length in our co umns, and we are happy to learn 
that the demand for it is increasing beyond all previ- 
ous expectations. It is the very best medicine for 
eoug sand colds wo know of, and no famiy that has 
once used i will ever be without it. W e speak from 
our own know edge, it is sure to kil a cold, and p eas- 
antassure. The greatest inventions come by acci- 
dent, apd it is singular that the w hi e ine Com- 
pound, made for Colds and Coughs, should prove to 
be he greatest remedy for kidney diflieu ties known. 
Butsoltis. We cannot doubt it, so many testimo 
nialscome to us from wel known men. Besides, the 
character of Dr. Po and is su h that we know he will 
not countenance what is wrong. For years a Bap- 
tist clergyman, studying medicine to find remedies 
for hi' aliment-, with a delicate consumptive look, 
standing with one foot upon the g ave, ho made the 
discovery which has saved him elf and ca1 ed out 
from hundreds of others the strongest testimonials 
possible. We have know Dr. Poland for years, and I 
never knew a more conscientious, honest, upright 
man, and we are glad to state that we be ieve what- 
ever he says about his White Pine Compound. 
■ 
TheWhite Pine Compound. 
GEORGE W SWETT, M, D,, Proprietor, 
Will be manufactured in future at the 
Nesv England Botanic Depot. 
106 Hanover Street, Boston, 
Under the supervision of 
REV. J. W. POLAND, M. D. 
DR. SWETT will attend to the business department, 
to whom all orders should be addressed. 
Sold by Wholesale and Retail Dealers In 
Medicine everywhere. 
J. IT. PERKINS, W F. PHILLIPS, and H. H 
tfJFUencrai Agents for the State of Maine. 
Nov27—eod&eow3m. 
A FINE ASSORTMENT of VELVET. SILK. CASS1MERE, and 
FANCY VESTINGS, 
At A. D. REEVES’, Tailor. 
Nov 4—dtf 98 Exchange St. 
Hogs for Sp ’e. 
THE subscriber is receiving on consignment, and for sale, a large amount of superior round lu gs. 
Call at No. 27 Commercial Street if you want to se- 
cure the best bargains in town. 
JEREMIAH HOWE, 
No. 27 Commercial Street, Portland, Me, 
Jan, 24— (llw. 
Railroads. 
rOHTLA.N’33 
SACO t PORTSMOUTH R. R. 
Hu “iSL’KiM”' 
^ 
Leave Portland for Boston at 846 a. m. and 220 p. 
Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 A. u. and2 30p 
sr 
Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily. 
_ ., FRANCIS CHASE, Sulit. Portland, Nov. 6,1865—dtl r 
_____ 
P0RTLAND&J10CHESTERR.R. 
WINTER ARRANGEMENT. 
1 1 jfetbUagJ On and after Monday, Oct. 30, 1865. 
WHtrame will leave as follows, until further notice:— 
Leave Saco River for Portland at 6 30 and 0 40 a. m. and 3 40 p. M. 
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8 00 A. u, and 2 00 ana u JO p sr. 
The 9 40 A M and 300 p m. trains will be freight trains, with passenger cars attached 
con“e^ at Oorham for West Gorham, Standisb, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago, Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg t«rnKoHBmtlvrttiJack80n Li“i“gton, Cornish,l'or- ter Freedom, Madison and Eaton. N Jd 
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny.Eagle, 
Pa’^on3fiekJafd0Ossipe“‘nSt0n’ Limeri0k' 
and&a&a^0dUallyWindh(,m' Windha“ nm- 
Portland, Oct 26, la£SaCARFS*T**’^ 
grand trunk railway7 
Ot Canada. 
WINTER ARRANGEMENT. 
CBEiiaimi On and after Monday, Nov. 6th, 1865, taS^SSEstrains will run as follows: — 
Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and Auburn at 7 35 A m. 
Mail Train for W atcrville, Bangor, Gorham, Island omi, Montreal and Quebec at 110 p m This train connects with Exp-ess train for Toronto 
fin?? PnnA J-kicago. Sleeping Cars attached from land Pond to Quebec and Montreal. 
iff4? be recoived ^ oheoked after the me above stated. 
Trains will arrive as follows 
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn, 8 10 a. m From Montreal, Quebec &c. 145 p. n. 
The Company are not responsible Ibr baggage to 
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that person- al) unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of 
one passenger tor every $50> additional value. 
p’ J BRYDOESf Managing Director* H BAILEY, Local Superintendent. 
Portland, Nov. 1,1865 nov2dtl 
PORTLAND AKENNE6EC R. R. 
Portland to Skowhegan via Waterville 
and Kendall’* Mill** 
WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1865-66. 
Commencing December, 11,186S. 
rjftawam.,1 Tratos, !«»• Portland daily (Sunday* 
V -s'*"* ■.-y’e.xcoiiU'd) for Bath, Lewiston via An- 
droscoggin B. R.), Augusta, Waterville, Kendall’s stills Skowhegan, and intermediate Stations, >at 1.00 P. M. 
daily (Sundays excepted) at 5.1o P. M. (Mixed Train.) Leave Skowhegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30 
A-M., Augusta 10.35 and Bath at 11.55. 
This is the only route east without break of gauge at Portland. Through tickets for all Stations on this 
line, also on the Maine Central R. R., can be pur- chased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine 
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east will change cars at the first depot they arrive at in 1 ortland, where ample time is there allowed to dine 
(45 minutes) at a first class eating house. Superior and well ventilated cars are run with the through trains. 
Fare as Low by this Route as any other. 
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Bel- fast at Augusta, and for Solon, Anson, Norrldge- woek, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan, and for China, East and North Vassal boro’ at Vas- 
salboro*, and for Unity at Kendall’s MUl’s. 
Dec. u. 
CH’ Tr“,n Mau“*"- 
MAINE CENTRAL R. R. 
WINTER ARRANGEMENT. 
Trains leave Portland daily Grand Trunk Depot) Sundays excepted,lor Au- burn and Lewiston at 7.30 A. M., and for Bangor and all intermediate Stations, at l.IB P. M. Returning, trains Irom Anbum and Lewiston are due at 8.30 A. 
M., and from Bangor and all intermediate stations, at 2 P. M., to connect trains for Boston. 
SS- Freight trains leave daily at 8 A. M. 
n 
EDWIN NOYES, Supt. Dec 1B. 1S65. dc22tf 
Grand Trunk Railway. 
For Tiokets to all points West & South West, 
apply to the 
General Western Ticket Office, 
90 Exchange Street. 
C$7 Fares from 84 to 87 lower via. the Grand 
trunk Railway, than any other route to the West. 
B.P. BEACH, Gen. Agt. I WM. FLOWERS, 276 Broadway, NewYork. | Eastern A jt.,Bangor. 
JAS. E. PBINDLE, Agent, 
90 Exchange Street, 
August 10—dCm PORTLAND. 
Important to Travelers 
TO THE BPIWfcl 
West, South, North-West and the Canadas. 
W. D. LITTLE 
IS Agent for all the great Leading Routes to Chica- go, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee, Galena, Oshkosh, 8t. Paul, LaCrosse, Green Bay, Quincy, 8t, Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo, and is prepared to furnish Through Tiokets from Portland te all the prinoipal Cities and Towns 
in the loyal States and the Canadas, at the 
LOWES! RATES OF FARE, 
And all needful Information oheerfnlly furnished. 
Travk Limas will find it greatly te their advantage to procuie Through Tickets at the 
Porblata.l Railway Ticket Office, 31 Ex- 
change Street, lup stairs.) 
W. D. LITTLE, Agent. 
P-psage Tickets for Californla, by the Old Line nail Steamers end Panama Railroad way be secured by early anplloation at this office. 
-Maro^a), 1866. nar30dfcwtf 
To the Public. 
Having been engaged for more than 
twenty years in the Hair-Dressing Busi- 
ness, and knowing as I do all the prepa- 
rations that are offered for the restora- tion of the Hair, and how they are made and what composed oi, and knowing 
most of them to be useless and some in- 
jurious, and feeling the great need for 
some preparation free from injurious substances, such as Oils, Alcouol, and Sugar of Lead, Lac Sulphur, (a most poi- 
sonous preparation) injurious to the health of the hair and body. I have en- 
ctcavorett to supply the want by pre taring an article that is free from oils of all kinds, and all substances 
known to be injurious. It will keep the hair moist and glossy longer than any oil, cures all humors of 
the scaip, stops the itching of the nead, prevents the 
hair from falling off In the worst cases of fever or oth- 
er diseases, and will not soil the nicest silk. My Balm is not a Dye, but purely a Dressing for the Hair 
and a M ertictm. for the Head. I here offer the names 
of a lew persons who have used my Balm. Let them 
speak for ihemselves. 
I am permitted to refer to the following gentlemen: 
Capt. A. P. Harii«, Geo. W. Porker, J. Duun.Esj., D. Drlnkwater, H. C. Hastings, B. C. Hanson, A. 
Thornes, H. Lewis. 
Mr 7 odd:— 
1 feel It due to you. as a public benelactor, to state that m, hair was falling off very badly, and I was troubled with adiso se of the head known in the 
medical world as Porigo, which causes severs itching of the head. I tried your Hungarian Balm, and to 
my surprise and pleasure my hair stopped felling off, and humor has entirely left the head. 
C. B. PACKABD, M. D., 
Boston, Mass. 
I have tried Todd’s Hungarian Balm, and I con- sider it tile best article in use to' the hair. 
J. B. WEBB, Gorham, Me. 
I have used Todd’s Hungarian Balm, and can say that it is the best dressing tor the hair in use. My 
hair was falling off very fast, and bv the use of 
half a bottle of the Balm is has stopped falling oft en- 
tirely, and is fast thickening up, and is in tine condi- 
tion. E. H. STBOUT, Portland, Me. 
Sold wholesale and retail by 
JOHN M TODD, 
No. 74 Middle, cor. of Exchange St., Portland. Mo 
And by Crosman & Co, 75 Middle St. gSfNone genuine except the name is blown in the 
glass. 
TO AGENTS. 
I take this opportunity to answer the many inqui- eries made to me, I appoint but one agent for each * want an aS?nt every town the State. Would Idee to hear from Biddeiord, Saco, Lewiston, Brunswick and Bath. 
Wholesale Agents, J. W. PERKINS and PHI- LIPS & CO., Portland,Me. 
My Hungarian Balm is for sale at 
J. BENNETT’S, Denmark, 
S. M. HAYDEN’S, Bridgton, 
A. O. LIBBY’S, Limerick, 
Samuel Hanson, Buxton. 
A. O. Noyce, Norway. 
A- ? \K ® & COj, Gardiner, will supply agents for Kennebec and Somerset Counties. 
I will supply agents as fast as possible. 
J. M. TODD, 74 Middle Street, 
January 23, 1866.—d3m 
Pobtlabd. 
Now is the Time, 
At the Cor* of Federal 8c Exchange Sti*> 
To Buy Provisions and Groceries, 
REDUCED1 Pl<yiCES.0brUary “ GEEATLY 
We offer this inducement in order to reduce the 
stock tor other parties to take poseseslon of the store 
at that time. 
Friends and patrons please give us a call. Jan 16 d2w J. M. BAKER. 
CREEPERS I 
THE only reliable CREEPER in the market is BAILEY'S PATENT. It has been well proved. 
4t2 Exchange Street* Jan 23-dlw • 
Medical. | 
Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure 
The World’s Great Remedy 
—for— 
DYSPEPSIA! 
and a’l diseases of the « 
STOMACH AND BOWELS I 
One Bottle is guaranteed to cure the worst case of 
Dyspepsia in existence, and one dose will instantly relievo the most aggtavated attacks of 
Cholera Morbus, Sick Headache, 
Dysentery, Sickness at Stomach, 
FeverandAgue Heartburn, 
Colic Fains, 
and in fact all diseases proceeding from the Stomach and Bowels. It is a sovereign and permanent cure for 
INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBIIj- 
ITY 
and in every instance regulates and restores to a 
healthy condition a disordered stomach, enabling the patient to take healthy food without dauger of dis- tress fVom it. It is the most v/onderfui remedy and the most speedy in its action, ever known to the 
world No one will do without it in the house that 
has ever used it once. 
TOO THAT ABE SUEA'EBISQ, 
rK 
^3)0!’«o(^ou ify°u are sick, t° make just one trial of it. Price One Dollar per bottle. 
Sold by Druggists everywhere. 
C. G. CLAltK & CO., Proprietors, 
Now Haven, Conn. 
H. H. HAY, IT F PHILLIPS * CO, and J. W. 
PERKINS CO., Agents, Portland, Me. 
Lyon’s Periodical Drops! 
THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY. 
A SCIENTIFICALLY PEEP ABED 
FLUID PBEPABATION 
Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION. 
Better than any Pills or Powders 1 
and is safe to use at all times 
For all Female Complaints, 
EXCEPT IN CERTAIN CASES 
especially forbidden in the directions which accom- 
pany each bottle. 
Prepared by JOHN L. LYON, AT. D. Sold by 
Druggists everywhere, 
C. G. CLARK & CO., Genyl Agents, 
For U. 8. and Canada. 
J. TV. PERKINS ir CO.. W F. PHILLIPS * CO., 
and H. H. HAY, Portland, Me., Wholesale Agents. 
Coe’s Cough Balsam! 
No Medicine ever known will ouro 
Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma, 
Influenza, Whooping Cough, 
OB RELIEVK 
A CONSUMPTIVE COUGH! 
as quick as 
COE’S COUGH BALSAM! 
It does not dry up a cough, but loosens it so that the 
patient can expectorate freely. It is within 
the each of all, the 
Price Being Only 35 Cents I! 
and is for eale by all Druggists. 
C.G. CLARK & CO.,Proprietors, New Haven, Ct. 
TV. F. PHILLIPS if CO., J. TV. PERKINS If CO., 
and H. H.HAY, Portland Me., Wholesale Agents. 
August 31,1«65 eod&wlj r 
The Eye, Ear, Catarrh 
T HR o' A T ! 
MRS. MANCHESTER, 
THE INDEPENDENT 
CLAIRVOYANTI 
Electric Physician l 
From 613 Broadway, New York, lias returned to 
Portland, and can b3 consulted at her office, No, 11 
Clapp’s block. 
A Clear Case of Clairvoyant Sight. 
Dear Madam:—-Permit me to tender you my sin- 
cere thanks for the cure you havo effected on my 
child. My daughter, ten years old, was taken sick 
last January in a very singular manner. We qalled 
in sir of the best Physicians in the city; they said the 
case was a very singular one—they never saw one like 
it—and came to the conclusion they could not teH 
what the disease was. Some friends advised that we 
should call on a Clairvoyant; there being none in 
Providence that we could rely on, we wrote to Mrs. 
MANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symp- 
toms. She Immediately examined her case and told 
that she had a Snake in her stomach, told where she 
drank it, and that it has been growing, and ifoni the 
best of her judgement she should think it ton or 
twelve incbeB long. 1 gave the child her prescription 
and in a few hours the child ejected the snake alive 
from the stomach; it was measured and found to be 
eleven and a half inches long. We have it preserved, 
that all may see for themselves that this statement is 
really so. I am confident that the child could not 
have lived, had it not been for Mrs. Manchester, and 
we feel as though she never could be repaid for her 
■kill. MARY RAY, 
GEORGE W. RAY. 
Providence. Tt. I., Nov. 10,1866. dcl2tf 
Another Witness on the Stand 
IN FAVOR OF 
JOHNSON’S REPRODUCTOR! 
“Portland, \ 
Dec. 27, ’65.) 
Mb. Johnson, 
Dear Sir: — Two 
months ago my wife 
commenced using 
Sour Reproducer er hair at that time 
was ia ling of! very 
rapidly and had be- 
come so thin as to ex- 
pose the scalp. The 
use of one bottle has 
entirely stopped the 
felling off and has in- 
creased the growth so 
mat now ?ne nas a tniCK head ot hair wincli the most 
thorough combing and brushing will not in the least 
remove. Both myself and wife have found it excel- 
lent to remove dandruff, and as a dressing the best 
preparation I ever used. 
You are at liberty to publish this, or to refer any 
one to me personally. 
Very respectfully, yours. &c., 
GEORGE BLAKE, 
MRS. HATTIE E. BLAKE.’* 
Mr. Blake may be found with Mr. Dunham, manu- 
facturer of Britannia Ware.comer of Union and Fore 
St., Portland, or at bis residence in Westbrook. 
Manufactured and sold wholesale and retail by 
HORACE 11. JOHNSON# No. 80 Middle 
St#, Portland, (Up Stairs)# 
Dec 28—dtf 
PLEASANT to tho palate, cause no pain act promptly, never require increase oi dose, do net 
exhaust, and lor elderly persons, females ami child- 
ren, arc Just the thing. Two taken at night mov- 
the bowels once the next morning. Warranted 
in all eases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We 
promise a cure (or all symptoms of the Dyspepsia, 
such as Oppression after eating, Sour Stomach, Spit- 
ting ot lood, Palpitations i also, Headache, Dizziness, Pam in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin and Eves, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Bilious- 
ness, Liver Coiuplnmt, Loss ot Apiietite, Dobllltv, Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities Neuralgia, t alntness, £c. Travelers find the Lozenges just •chat they need, as they are so oompact and inodorous 
that they may be carried in the vest pocket. Price 60 
cents per box; small lioxes 30 cents. For sale by J. 
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont 
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on 
enclosing go cents. July idly 
Steamers. 
FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST. 
Boston and Philadelphia 
i Steamship Line. The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, anil ARIES now form the line, and a steamer leaves each port 
EVEUY FIVE DAYS. 
Prom Long Whar Boston,.at 12M. T*0™ Pine St. Whart, Philadelphia.at 10 A.M. foF the West forwarded bv iho Pennsylva- nia Railroad, anil to Baltimore ami Washington by Canal or Railroad, free of commissions. For freight, apply to 
VT ,, SPRAGUE, SOULE & CO., Nov 22 dlyr 0 T Wharf, Boston. 
PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE 1 
Summer Arrangement! 
THE STEAMERS 
Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal, 
Will, until further notice, run as 
follows:— 
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland, 
every Monday. Tuesday Wednes- 
day, Thursday, Friday and Satur- 
day, at 7 o’clock P. M : and India Wharf, Boston, 
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday, Fri- 
day and Saturday, at5 o’clock P.M, 
Fare in Cabin ... $2.00. 
Freight taken as usual 
The Company are not responsible for baggage to 
any amount exceeding $50 in value and that person- al, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of 
one passenger for every $500 additional value. 
L. BILLINGS. Agent. 
Aug 5, 1865. feb.18,1863 —dtf 
New England Screw Steamship Co 
SEMI-WEEKLY LINE. 
The splendid and fast Steamships 
.cjdEiPfLCHESAPEAKE,‘Capt W. W. Shtr- 
2£3g^yrtco»<i and FRANCONIA, Capt. H. ^^■^^^■Buebwood, will until further notioe, 
ran u follows: 
Leave Brown's Wharf, Portland, overy WEDNES- 
DAY and BATUBDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier 
38 E-.st Biver, New York, every WEDNESDAY 
and BATUBDAY, at 4 o'clook P M. 
These vessels are fitted up w‘th fine aeeommoda- 
tions for passengers, making this the moot speedy, safB and comfortable route lor travellers between 
New York and Maine Passage, in State Boom, 80.00. Cabin passage S6 00. Meals extra. 
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Mon- 
treal, Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastportind St.John. 
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the 
steamers as early as 8 P. M. on the day that they 
leave Portland. 
For freight or passage apply to 
EMERY A FOX. Browne Wharf, Portland. 
H. B. CBOMWELL fc CO., No. 8t West Street, New York. 
Mav 39. 1865. dtf 
United States Mail Line 
' 
-FOR- 
RIO DE JANEIRO, 
CALLING AT 
St. Thomas, Para, Pernam- 
buco and Bahia, Every Trip. 
THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL 
STEAMSHIP COMPANY 
Will dispatch regularly, on the 
29th ot each month, at 3 P. M., from Pier 43 North 
Elver, 
ONE of their NEW FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS. 
The North America, 
L. F. TIMMERLANE,...Commander. 
WILL LEAVE 
On Monday, the 29th ot January. 
An experienced Surgeon is attached to each Steam- 
ship. 
All letters must pass through the Post Office, 
fey Large lota of heavy freight at low rates. 
For freight or passage apply to 
THOMAS ASENCIO & CO., 
17 Broadway, N. Y. 
Or, THOMAS ASENCIO A CO., 
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF 
Jan 8—dtf Portland, Me. 
BOSTON AND CUBA 
STEAMSHIP COMPANY. 
FOR HAVANA. 
Carrying the United States Malls. The 
STEAMER “TONAWANDA," 
John Berry, Commander, 
WILL sail from the end ot Long Wharf, on MON- DAY, January 16th, 18C6, at 3 P. M., to be fol- 
lowed by the Steamer CORTEZ,” sailing Thurs- 
day, February 1st, 1S06. 
These steamers are first class, and will sail semi- 
monthly. Having very superior Cabin accommoda- 
tions, they offer unusual lacilities tor those wishing 
to visit the Island of Cuba. 
Price of passage, $61 in currer cy. 
For freight or passage, apply to 
WM.H. KINSMAN & CO., 
3 India Street, Or to BRIDGE, LORD & CO., 
6 India Street. 
Boston, Jan. 3d, 1S66. jan3dtf 
Montreal Ocean Steamship Co, 
Carrying the Canadian and U. S. Mails. 
Passengers Booked to 
Londonderry and Liverpool. 
Return Tiekets Granted at Reduced Rates. 
The Steamship North American, Capt. —. will 
pail from this port for Liverpool, SATUKDAY, 27th 
January, 186C, immediately alter the arrival oi tlio 
train of the previous day from Montreal. 
To be followed by the Nova Scotian, on Feb. 3d. 
Passage to Londonuery and Liverpool: 
Cabin (according to accommodations) $70 to $80 
Steerage, / $25 
Payable in Gold or its equivalent. 
For freight or passage apply to 
II. <B A. ALLAN, 
5 G. T. It. Passenger Depot. 
Portland, Dec. 11th, 1865. dcclldtf 
Half Million Dollars Worth 
TO BE DT8POSED OF AT 
ONE DOLLAR EACH, 
Without Regard to Value* Not to be Paid 
for until you know what you are 
to receive• 
SPLENDID LIST OP ARTICLES! 
All to be Sold for ONE DOLLAR Each 1 
300 Musical Boxes, $20 to $150 each 
150 44 with Bells and 
Castinets, 200 to 500 44 
500 Silver Teapots and Coffee Urns, 20 to 50 
500 Chafing Dishes, 30 to 100 44 
1000 44 Ice Pi cliers, 20 to 50 44 
2500 14 Syrup Cups, with Salvers,20 to 50 44 
500# 44 Goblets & Drinking Cups, 5 to 50 44 
3000 ,4 Castors, 15 to 20 44 
2000 44 Fruit,Card &CakeBaskets20 to 5> 44 
5000 Doz. n Silver Tea Spoons, 10 to 20 doz. 
10000 44 44 TableSpoous*Forks20 to 40 44 
250 Gents’ GoldHuiit’g-Case WafcchcbfiO to 100 each 
250 Ladies’ Gold & Enameled Hunt- 
ing-Case Watches, 35 to 70 44 
500 Gouts’ Hunting Case Silver 
Watches, 35 to 70 44 
200 Diamond Kings, 50 to 100 44 
6000 Gold Vest and Neck Chains, 4 to 30 44 
3000 Gold Oval Band Bracelets, 4 to 8 44 
6000 Jet and Gold Bracelets, 6 to 10 44 
2000 Chatelaine Chains*GuardChains,5 to 20 44 
7000 Solitaire and Gold Brooches’ 4 to 10 44 
5000 Opal and Emerald Brooches, 4 to 8 44 
5000 Mosaic, Jet, Lava and Florentine 
Eardrops, 4 to, 8 44 
7500 Coral,Opal * Emerald Eardrops, 4 to 6 44 
4000 California DiamondBreasl-pins2.50 to 10 44 
3000 Gold Fob and Vest Watch-keys2.50 to 8 44 
4000 Fob and Vest Ribbon-slides, 3 to 10 44 
5000 Sets Solitaire Sleeve-buttons, 
Studs, Arc., 3 to 8 44 
3000 Gold Thimbles, Pencils, &c.t 4 to 6 44 
10000 Minature Lockets, 2.50 to 10 44 
4000 44 44 magic spring, 10 to 20 44 
3000 Gold Toothpickr, Crosses, «£c, 2 to 8 44 
5000 Plain Gold Rings, 4 to 10 44 
10000 Stone Set and Signet Rings, 2.50 to 10 44 
5000 Chased Gold Rings, 4 to 11 44 
10000 California Diamond RingB, 2 to 1C •* 
7500 Sets Ladies, Jewelry—Jet and 
Gold, 5 to 15 44 
6000 Sets Ladies* Jewelry—Cameo, 
Pearl, Opal and other stones, 4 to 15 44 
10000 Gold l’ens, Silver Extension 
Holders and Pencils, 4 to 10 44 
10000 Gold Pens, and Gold Mounted 
Holders, 6 to 10 44 
5000 Gold Pens and Gold Extension 
Holders. 15 to 25 44 
5000 Ladies'Gilt and Jet Buckles, 5 to 15 44 
5000 44 44 44 Hair Bars 
and Balls, 5 to 10 44 
Certificates of the various articles ai e first put in- 
to envelopes,sealed up and mixed; and when order- 
ed are taken out without regard to choice, and sent 
by mail, thus giving all a fair chance. On receipt of the certificate, you will see what you aro to have, and then It is at your option to send the Dollar and 
take the article or not. Purchasers may thus obtain 
a Gold Watch. Diamond Ring, or any sot of Jewelry 
on our list for One Dollar. J 
Send 25 Cents for Certificate. 
Tn aUtainaacuons by mail, wc shall charge for lor- wardrag the Certificates, paying the postage and do- ing the business, 25 cents each, which must be enclos- cd when fh*Certificate is sent. Fire Certificates wU1 be gent for $1; 12 for $2; 30 for $5; 100 for $15. AGENTS—want Agents in every Regiment, and in every Town and County in the Country, ana 
those.acting as such will be allowed 10 cent-* on every 
certificate ordered by them, provided their iemJ!- tance amount s to One Dollar. Agents will collect 25 cents lor every certificate, and remit 15 cents to us, either in Cash or Postage S amps. 
BUY AX BBOS. <£■ CO., 
58 Liberty SI., New Fork City. 
Not 4—dSmos 
BENSOX & MERRILL, 
Successors to Edmond Dana, jr., 
APO THECAEIES 
PEERING BLOCK, 
Cor. Congress and Preble Sts, Portland, Me. 
S. E. Bensox, Jb„ Edwabd Merrill. I 
Foreign and Domestic Drugs, Chemicals. Fluid Ex- 
traots, Toilet Articles, Perfumery and “Lev Goods. 
byd^Sr“ ght1^* C"°ftaiy either 
_ ., Portland, Jan. 18th, 1868. Having Bold out my Apothecary business, 1 take this opportunity to express my thanks to my friends 
.or the patronage and confidence w hich has been so 
Iibei ally exrended to me, and at the same time to rec- 
ommend to them my successors, Messrs. Benson «Sr 
Merrill, and to ask in their behalf a continuance ot the same. E. Dasa, Jr. 
Portland, Jan. 17,1866. dtt 
Medical. 
DR. J. B. HUGHES 
CAN BE FOUND AX HIS 
PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS, 
No. 5 Temple Street. 
'I7E7HERE be can be consulted privately, and with T V the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all hours c ally, and irom 8 A. M. to i> P. M. 
Dr. H. addresses those who are guttering under the affliction 01 private diseases, whether arising from 
impure connection or the terrible vice of sell-abuse. 
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch 01 
tlio medical profession, he ieel» warranted in hi au- 
HAN' I'EElNfCr A CtHE IN ALL OASES, Whether of ioug 
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing 
the dregs of disease from the system, and making a 
perfect and PERMANENT CURE. 
lie would call the attention ol the afflicted to the 
tact of his long standing and well-earned reputation 
furnishing suilicient assurance of his sMll sum sac- 
cess. 
CAUTION TO THE PUEUC. 
Every intelligent and thinking person must know that remedies Landed out for general use should lave their efficacy established by well tested experience in the hands of a regularly educated physician, whose 
?r,^ratory 8tudies tits him for ail the duties he must numi; yet the country is Hooded with poor nostrums and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world, 
are not only useless, but always iuj uric us. 1 he un fortunate should be UAimcCLAB in selecting his physician, as it is a lamentable yet inconlrovert- able tact, that many syphilitic pai ient; are made 
miserable with ruined constitutions bv maltreat incut 
from inexperienced physicians in general practice; 
tor it is a point generally conceded bv the Vest syphil- ograpbers, that the study and management o! there 
complaints should engross the whole tine- ol tlioso 
who would be competent aud successful in their treat- 
ment and cure. The Inexperienced general practit- 
ioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make' liimseli acquainted with their pathology, commonly 
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases mak- 
ing an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dan- 
gerous weapon, the Mercury. 
HAVE CONFIDENCE. 
All who havo committed an excess oi any kind, whether It be the solitary vice of youth, or the sting- 
ing rebuke of misplaced confidence in malurer years, 
SEEK FOR AN AN Ti DOTE IN SEASON 
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous 
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are 
the Barometer to the whole system. 
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to fol- 
low: do not wait lor Unsightly Ulcers, for 
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty and Complexion. 
HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO 
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE! 
Young men troubled with omissions in sleep,—a 
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in 
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure war- 
ranted or no charge made. 
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by ona 
or more young man with the above disease, some oi 
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had 
the consumption, and by their friends supx»osed to 
liavc it. All such cases yield to the proper and only 
correct course oi treatment, and in a snort time are 
made to rqjoicc in perfect health. 
MIDDLE-AGED MEN. 
There are many men at the age or thirty who aro 
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the blad- 
der, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burn- 
ing sensation, and weakening the system in a mannci 
the patient cannot account lor. On examining the 
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found, 
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen 
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue, 
aaain changing to a dark and turbid appearance. 
Inere are many men who die of this difficulty, ignor- 
ant of the cause, w hich is the 
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS. 
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a 
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs. 
Persons, who cannot personally consult the I)r., 
can do so oy writing, in a plain manner, a description 
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will 
be forwarded immediately. 
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will ba 
returned, If desired. 
Address: Dr. J. B. HUGHES, 
No. 5 Templo Street (comer of Middle 
V Street], Portland. Me 
63F* Send a Stamp for Circular. 
Electic Medicm&nfirmary, 
TO THE LAblES. 
DR. HUGHES particularly nrites all Ladies, wlic 
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 0 
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for their 
especial accommodation. 
Dr. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrival- 
led in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all 
Female Irregularities. Their action is specitic and 
certain of producing relief in a short time. 
LADIES will find It invaluable in all cases of ob 
structions after all other remedies have been tried in 
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing notliing in 
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken 
with perfect safety at all times. Sent to any part of the countrv, with full directions 
by addressing DR. HUGHES, 
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland. 
N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult one of theii 
own Sex. A lady of experience in constant attend 
ance. i&nl.lSGCd&wly 
DR. STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH 
BALSAM is warauted to cure Coughs,Colds, Hoarse- 
ness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Con- 
sumption, and and all affections of the throat and 
Lnngs. 
For sale by Druggists. 50 cents per bottle. 
GEO C. GOODWIN & CO.. 37 Hanover Street, 
Boston, Sole Agents lor New England. 
DR. STRICKLAND’S PILE REMEDY has cured 
thousands ol tho worst cases of Blind and Bleeding 
Idles. It gives immediate relief, and effects a per- manent cure. Try tt directly. It is warranted to 
cure. For sale by all Druggists. 50 cts. per botilo. GEO. C, GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover Street, 
Boston, Sole Agents tor New England. novlOt 6m 
T 
LIFE, GROWTH AMD BEAUTY. 
Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s 
Hair Restorer and Dress- 
ing invigorate, strengthen 
and lengthen the hair. They 
act directly upon the roots 
of the hair, supplying re- 
quired nourishment, and 
natural color and beauty 
returns. Grey hair disap- 
pears, bald spots are cov- 
ered, hair stops falling, and 
luxuriant growth is the re- 
sult. Ladies and Children 
will appreciate the delight- 
ful fragrance and rich, 
glossy appearance impart- 
ed to the hair, and no fear 
of soiling the shin, scalp, or 
most elegant head-dress. 
Sold by all Dra|i,iui. 
Depot i98 & 200 Greenwich Si. N. Y. 
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., General Agents tor 
Maine 
Sept 27, I860—<liw6m 
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam ! 
For Coughs, Colds and Consumption S 
Established in 1832, and »tm the best known remedy for all ejections of the Lungs, Throat ana Chest. Be carelul to get the genuine, 
t ™& CO«» Boston, Proprietors. Large Bottles, $1.00. Small, 50 cents. 
Pure Cod Liver Oil 
Bottled expressly for Medicinal use bv RFT’Ty 
,°:\who m' e *¥i,Itic8 for obtaining oil ot the most reliable quality. Large Bottles, $1.00 Nov 10—d&wtim 
“There is no snch Word as Fail.” 
T A.R.iRr.A.IsrT’S 
COMPOUND EXTRACT ON 
Cubebs and Copaiba, 
18 > Sure, Certain, ami Speedy Cure for all Ulseas, e« of the Bladder. Sidneyt and Urinary Or ,ar.s either m the male or female, frequently performing a perleet uure in the short space of three or ;our days, and alwavs in less time than any other pnna- ration. In the useol F 
Tarranft Compound Extract qf Cubebt and 
Copaibt 
'hereIs no need of confinement or change of diet In its approved form of a paste, ir i- entlrelr tis'e- less, amt causes nonnnleas>nt sensa'ion to tk. sl •iont. and no sxpssnre It is now anknwi.s si 
the most learned in the profession that tZ *** 
Cl... ofdiseasos, Cnbobs and Cep. bS tb.’nd'v two remedies known that can hi relied Jon i J? 
toy oertalntv or snooess. 
r u  ujon with 
Tarranft Compound Extract of Cubebt a: d 
Copaiba NEVER FAILS. 
Manufactured only by 
tab BANT A CO., 
^ 
Grcenwloh St., Hew York. sola by Druggist* all over the World. 
PIANO FOlt TPS. 
Piano Fortes, 
femolier" taprawineiits, wblc’4i they 
same quality We havema fear—' 
F«te“^ong whichme*"' ^ ^ 
Steinway <0 Sons, of New York. 
f«a":i"ion"m0nU SOlJ by U8 W*rraate'1 to give 
Pianos to be let, and tuning done by amerlen^U 
feMgwl, 
